
Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

Customer Details

Name: Mrs Sonja McIntosh

Address: 1 Burn Place Halfpenny Burn Forfar DD8 1TE

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I would like to object to the proposed development at field opposite Westfield drive,

Westfield loan. i would like a representative to possible consider and take on board suggestions to

alleviate any concerns I am about to raise. Please consider the increased traffic which effects the

residence of Halfpenny burn. it is difficult at the best of times to exit driveways onto the Glamis

road due to heavy traffic flow both ways. The increased noise in the area along with road safety

that poses a threat during and after completion. Currently the visual appearance and surroundings

do not cause any concern however the proposed development will bring high volumes of traffic to

the area along with noise pollution and an impact on the environment. There is a risk of possible

flooding which would flow into the properties of Halfpenny burn due to developing the area with the

amount of properties suggested, The reduction of an adequate green belt along with the

interference of technology issues by blocking transmitters and Satellite dishes as currently growing

vegetation has an impact until they are trimmed down or removed, building houses directly off the

Glamis road section of Halfpenny Burn would greatly effect the residence on the Halfpenny burn

side unless a green belt is between the Glamis road and the new development of a considerate

distance to help reduce noise and interference pollution along with a vehicle access point away

from the residence area of Halfpenny burn due to the high volumes of traffic that will appear

should the development have approval. Concern over the water table as a natural burn runs

diagonally down between the residence of Halfpenny Burn, excessive development would possible

cause this water table to divert further towards the residence causing damage to foundations and

property alike due to the high ground level which runs from the Dundee road point towards Glamis

road.
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Chapelpark House, 17 Academy Street, Forfar DD8 2HA • Tel: 01307 460011 • Fax: 01307 460022 
enquiries@elite-homes-tayside.co.uk • www.elite-homes-tayside.co.uk 

19 December 2019 

Ruari Kelly 
Planning Service 
Angus Council 
Angus House 
Orchardbank Business Park 
Forfar 
DD8 IAX 

Dear Mr Kelly, 

19/00707/FULM Residential Development of 175 Dwelling houses including Formation of 
Vehicular 
Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure Field 
Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar 

We refer to the abovementioned application and to our previous objection dated 23 rd October 2019 at 
which time we requested the opportunity to make a further detailed objection at the time additional 
information had been received. All comments in our earlier objection are maintained however we would 
now make the following additional comments 

1.Adequate Land Supply and Premature Timing of Application — We note the consultee response 
from Local Development Plan Team dated 24th October 2019 confirms that there is currently an 
adequate supply of land for housing development to meet the requirements for the West Angus 
Housing Market Area and there is no evidence requiring the early release of housing land from the 
Westfield site at this time. Therefore, the granting of planning consent at this time would be contrary 
to Policy TCI. 

2. Impact on Roads Network A90 - The adopted F4 housing allocation F4 confirms that "No 
development will be allowed until a full assessment of the potential impact on the A90 junctions 
(including Lochlands) is completed and any resulting mitigation is agreed with Angus Council and 
Transport Scotland. " 

We note Transport Scotland have requested an updated TA be lodged, this has still to be submitted we 
maintain our request to make further representations once this has been received. 

We further note the Roads Service of Angus Council have yet to make comment on the application, 
again we would reserve our right to make further representation once this has been received. 

Meantime, Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd instructed Dougall Baillie Associates to review the TA 
as currently submitted, a copy of their detailed comments is attached to this letter. They have 
highlighted a number of deficiencies in the TA which can be summarised as follows 

Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited 
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1) the actual, practical level of accessibility of all dwellings to bus services requires further 
consideration; 

2) the safety of proposed site access junctions, these appear to have been designed as priority 
crossroads, but provided with visibility standards for much higher speeds are therefore not consistent 
with Designing Streets policy; 

3) the TA junction check analysis should be updated to represent a practicable build date for 
residential development on this scale that is consistent with the Local Development Plan; 

4) the TA must be updated to representatively model the impact of Westfield development traffic 
on the A90 / A926 /Westport signalised cross-roads; and 

5) the TA must address the obvious road safety implications of increased queuing at the A90 / 
A932, Dundee Road trunk road priority junction, given its continuing safety issues. 

6) A full assessment of the potential impact on the A90 junctions (including Lochlands) has yet to 
be completed and any resulting mitigation is agreed with Angus Council and Transport Scotland. 

Therefore, at the present time the proposal is contrary to Policy F4. 

3. Flood Risk- we note SEPA have lodged an objection to the proposal as the site may be at risk 
of flooding. We consider this matter must be fully considered and resolved. We note from the SEPA 
flood maps that much of Orchardbank Business Park is currently at high risk of flooding as such any 
development at Westfield must consider the potential impact on this area. 

4. Design and Layout- Elite Homes has appointed OPEN, Optimised Environments, who have 
reviewed the application, a copy of their detailed comments is attached. There are a number of 
legitimate and very real constraints to the development layout as submitted including the following 

1) two Scheduled Ancient Monuments, which further require a 10-metre buffer which has not been 

incorporated, 

2) known anthrax burial site to the east of the application site, which we would suggest requires a 
cordon sanitaire to ensure no remains are disturbed during development, and 

3) Halfpenny Burn, again which requires a standoff to ensure no risk of flooding, and 
4) Area effectively sterilised for development due to noise from the adjacent road and neighbouring 

24-hour industrial operations, and 
5) 90 metre AOD beyond which the Reporter at the time of the adopted ALDP 2016 confirmed no 

development should be permitted. 

These constraints have been annotated on the attached plan. It is clear that these legitimate constraints 
have a significant impact on the developable area and will impact on the opportunities to create a 
cohesive and considered development, OPEN highlight there are several issues with the layout, these 
being: 

 Legitimate noise constraints are likely to ensure there is no frontage on Glamis Road and 
land to the south of it is effectively sterilised; 

 The layout does not constitute good placemaking in terms of how it relates to Forfar: the 
development does not consolidate the urban edge and will be disparate and feel divorced 
from the existing settlement; 

 This is reinforced by a poor approach to connectivity. A lack of connections allowing easy 
access to bus stops, paths and cycling options will compound with a sense of isolation and 
will foster car driving as a default position in direct contravention of Scottish Government 
Policy; 

 The level of constraint makes it hard to achieve an appropriate form and density, with the 
appropriate levels of usable open space. The layout within the application demonstrates this; 

 The constraints are almost impossible to mitigate: the location of the northern SAM 
constrains mitigating noise issues from the factory, and there are significant risks to human 
health in relocating anthrax diseased burial areas; 



 Inefficient use of land, disturbance to protected areas, lack of usable space, incoherent layout 
and putting the car first; these all flaunt the need to design sustainably and to consider 
climate change impacts. 

Policy F4 is clear in that any development proposal should be in accordance with an approved 
masterplan which covers a number of matters including the design and site layout, the protection of 
scheduled ancient monuments, design of a landscape framework, preserving existing woodland and 
hedges and setting out structural planting and landscaping within and around the site to enhance 
biodiversity and to create an appropriate town edge, the potential for a new distributor road linking 
Dundee Road and Westfield Loan with Glamis Road, taking account of any potential impact on the 
A90 junctions (including Lochlands) in conjunction with Angus Council, TACTRAN and Transport 
Scotland, the provision of open space and SuDS as necessary, opportunities for active travel through 
improved linkages with the existing path/Green Network. 

No such Masterplan document has been prepared or lodged in support of the proposal as such the 
application is contrary to Policy F4. 

5. Noise We note that the frontage of the application site lies to the south of the Glamis Road, a 
busy main distributor road to the north of which is located the Don and Low factory, the largest 
industrial operation and significant employer in Forfar which legitimately operates 24 hours a day. 
The applicants have lodged a Noise Assessment which confirms that that there are large areas of the 
proposed development site which will experience unacceptable levels of noise disturbance both 
internally and in the outdoor amenity space as a result of these existing uses. The report therefore 
recommends a strategy of closed windows and an acoustic barrier both of which are neither practical 
or appropriate. It is clear that the existing industrial premises and the busy adjacent distributor road 
will result in noise disturbance to an unacceptable level and there is no way to effectively and 
appropriately mitigate this noise disturbance. 

It is worth highlighting that the industrial operator, Don and Low, a long-term industrial function in 
Forfar and a major employer, has objected as they have serious concerns that the noise will lead to 
complaints which will in turn lead to restrictions on operations. A totally unacceptable situation for 
both the established industrial operator and the prospective residents. Elite Homes fully support these 
concerns, it is imperative that Don and Low, as a major employer within Forfar, are not impeded in 
any way in their operation and ability to provide employment by a proposed new housing 
development at Westfield. We further note these concerns have been reiterated by the Environmental 
Health Service who have objected to the current proposal. 
As such at present the proposal is contrary to Policy DS4 Amenity of the ALDP. 

6. Contamination We note that a consultation response has been received from the Environmental 
Protection Officer dated 22 November 2019 in which he states: 'l am satisfied this site does not pose a 
significant risk of harm to the proposed use from land contamination' and confirms no objection to the 
current application. Such a statement makes no reference to human health instead it only confirms that 
there is no 'significant' risk of the site being impacted by contamination. We would consider it relevant 
for the Environmental Protection Officer to consider whether the proposed use poses an, no matter 
how small, risk to human health given its proximity to a known anthrax burial site. 

An area of known anthrax burial remains is located to the east of the application site within the 
immediate environs of the application site. It would appear from documentation received as part of a 
recent Freedom of Information Request dated 4th November 2019 that there is some question over the 
exact location of the anthrax burial site and what the remains comprise. 

In a letter dated the 15th April 1999, Letter from consultant in Public Health to Webster Contracts 
(previous owners of the site), confirms the risk from "alleged carcasses burial being sited near to your 
proposed housing development site is negligible". This is information, which is over 30 years old, 
confirms the risk to be "negligible", not non-existent as is surely required to ensure public safety. Elite 
Homes would submit on a matter with such potential to impact public health the risk to human health 
must be confirmed as non-existent. 

The letter goes on "The Scottish Office letter implies, the infected animals were disposed of by 
incineration and burial of the ashes with quicklime". Again, no certainty exists on how the carcasses 



were treated and where the infected carcasses were buried. This is further confirmed in an e mail 
exchange dated 28th March 2007 from a Senior planner to EHO which states that the site is a known 
anthrax burial site. The correspondence goes on 

"our difficulty is that we have no certainty regarding the accuracy of the assessment of the extent of the 
burial area. This makes it difficult to confirm that the burial area does not encroach into the proposed 
development area and therefore difficult to confirm that the development would not potentially disturb 
the burial area." 

Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd sought our own advice on this issue from EnviroSurvey who reviewed the 
submitted Contamination Report, a copy of their detailed comments is attached. This concluded that 
significantly more information should be obtained on the anthrax area. This is an issue of the upmost 
concern for the health and safety of the people of Forfar and as such a full desk-based element risk 
assessing the anthrax issue should be undertaken. In EnviroSurvey's considerable experience, and after 
discussion with other Local Authorities throughout Scotland, there appears to be no precedent of new 
residential development in such proximity to a recognised anthrax burial site. It is clear that a cordon 
sanitaire is required around the known anthrax burial site, the standard cordon sanitaire around an 
intensive livestock operation, slurry or sewage store is 400m (UK Planning Circular, 2/2015), this is to 
protect against odour but also airborne disease, we would suggest a similar buffer would be 
appropriate to protect public health at Westfield. 

Therefore, on the basis of this additional information we would reiterate our request that Angus 
Council Planning Service provide an absolute and evidence based guarantee to reassure the elected 

members and the residents of Forfar that any proposed development at Westfield will not result in any 
dispersion of live anthrax spores and that there is no potential risk to the Health and Safety of the 

people of Forfar should consent for the development of this site be granted. 

It is clear from all the above that insufficient information has been lodged in support of the application 
to allow its determination. Given the lack of supporting information, and for the reasons stated in this 
letter, the application must therefore be refused. Should further information be submitted, the application 
requires to be re-notified and re-advertised to allow all parties interested in the proposal a chance to re-
evaluate and a further opportunity provided to make comment to allow for proper consultation and 
consideration of all relevant factors. 

We trust that the points raised in this letter will be considered when determining the application in due 
course. We reserve the right to expand on the points mentioned herein should further information be 
submitted by the applicant. We would also request an opportunity to address the Members should the 
application proceed to Committee. 

Kindly acknowledge safe receipt of this letter. 

Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd 
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SH/RCMD/19304let01 
 
18 December 2019 
 
Karen Clark, 
Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd, 
17 Academy Street,  
Forfar, 
Angus, DD8 2HA 
 
Dear Karen, 
 
Westfield Development, Forfar 
Planning Application 19/00707/FULM 
Transportation Assessment 
 
DBA have reviewed the attached list of material associated with Planning Application 
19/00707/FULM for the development of 175 residential units on a site in Forfar. Specific 
issues with the content of the TA or implications and impacts of the proposed 
development are numbered (consecutively), and referenced to the TA by way of a 
bracketed paragraph number, e.g. (2.6). Conclusions are highlighted in Bold. 
 
DBA note the TR/NPA/1A response from Transport Scotland which indicates that a revised 
TA will require to be submitted. The following comments refer to the first TA lodged (in 
four parts) on the Council’s website, dated September 2017. DBA will require to review 
any subsequent TA produced to examine the relevant issues. 
 
1. (2.6) There are no existing footways on any frontage of the site, either on Glamis 

Road or on Westfield Loan. The only footway provision is on the opposite (north) side 
of Glamis Road and the opposite (east) side of Westfield Loan). There is only one 
designed pedestrian crossing point on Glamis Road in the vicinity of the site, which is 
of poor standard, requiring pedestrians to cross the equivalent of four lanes of 
traffic with no priority. These facilities are inadequate to serve development on 
the scale proposed, and new pedestrian facilities should be provided on the 
boundary of the site, and within it, to provide adequate routes for pedestrians  
walking to and from the development, for reasons of road safety, particularly 
that of vulnerable road users. 

 
2. (2.12) The footways on Dundee Road to the south of the site are characterised as 

“wide footways on both sides of the carriageway”. This is clearly not the case, even 
from examination of the images in the TA itself. The image referred shows an 
isolated section of footway tapering sharply at a priority junction and presumably 
provided for local visibility purposes. The term “wide” cannot be used to 
described the majority of footways on both sides of Dundee Road, which 
appeared to fall below a standard of 2.0m width over many sections. 

 
3. (2.21) The TA’s review of cycle facilities acknowledges that there are no identified 

and maintained cycle routes in the vicinity of the development site. There are some 
local facilities, but these are discontinuous and of only limited benefits in cyclists 
seeking to make journeys on the local road network. A development on this scale, 
and generating the level of cycle activity that can be expected, should contribute 
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to the upgrading and/or provision of new cycle facilities on the local road 
network, in the interests of encouraging sustainable travel and of road safety. 

 
4. (2.24-2.28) The TA described walking distances from the nearest bus stops to the 

edges of the site. This is misleading and does not represent the actual accessibility 
of the site to public transport services. The stops on Dundee Road to the south are 
over 900 metres from the closest residential unit within the development layout, 
according to the site layout lodged with the application. Furthermore, no footpath 
link would be provided as part of this application, therefore these stops can be 
discounted as contributing to accessibility for this application. 

 
Furthermore, the stops on Westfield Loan / Threewells Drive, which are some 600m 
from the furthest unit, have a poor frequency for the purposes of serving residential 
development and encouraging sustainable travel, of only 1 per hour, and it appears 
that services do not start until after 8.00am and stop before 6.00pm. Clearly, a 
significant number of units in the application layout would be outwith the accepted 
400m walking distance to public transport services. The same applies to the stops on 
the A94 to the west, although these have better frequency at circa 20 minutes, on 
average, and operate at suitable times. The conclusion of the TA assessment in 2.30 
that a “good volume of bus routes (sic)” service stops on Westfield Load and 
Threewells Drive is manifestly not the case. 
 
Considering walking distances in greater detail, there are only two pedestrian access 
points shown on the proposed site layout plan. These are located at the vehicular 
accesses on A94 Glamis Road, and on Westfield Loan opposite Threewells Drive. 
Discounting the bus stops on Westfield Loan due to their infrequent service which, it 
is considered, is inadequate for commuting purposes, the average distance from the 
A94 stops to the main site entrance is some 355m, leaving a walking distance of only 
45m within the site to reach units. This results is only three units being within the 
400m walking distance identified in transport policy guidance. 
 
The Westfield Loan access is located on average some 265m from the bus stops on 
Glamis Road, leaving some 135m walking distance to reach units within the 
development. This results in 28 units being within the 400m walking distance 
identified in transport policy guidance.  
 
Thus, it is apparent that only 31 of the proposed 175 residential units are within the 
400m walking distance identified in transport policy guidance, which equates to only 
18% of the development. This is a very poor level of accessibility to public transport. 
The applicant should be required to install new bus stops on the A94 Glamis Road 
frontage of the development to bring a much higher proportion of the 
development within suitable walking distance of public transport services. 
Furthermore, if reliance is placed on the bus stops on Westfield Loan, the 
applicant should be required to take suitable actions to ensure that the 
frequency of services at these stops is increased to a level adequate to service 
and be attractive to community demand from the development. Any new bus 
stops, or existing stops that do not have them, should be provided with bus 
shelters at the expense of the applicant to increase the attraction of public 
transport to commuters to and from the development. 
 

5. (2.32) It is clear that no reliance can be placed on rail services for the purposes of 
travel to and from the development. 

 
6. (2.35) Reference is made to the development being “located in close proximity to 

well established pedestrian and cycle routes”, this conclusion however is 
contradictory to 2.21, which states that “There are no national or local cycle routes 
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in the immediate vicinity of the application site, although there are some shared 
footway/cycleways, particularly along the A94 Glamis Road. Otherwise cyclists 
require to share the carriageway with other road users”. This underlines the 
importance of the conclusions above in relation to Issues 1, 3 and 4, above, that the 
applicant should be required to invest in the improvement of pedestrian, cycle and 
bus facilities in the area. 

 
7. (3.3) The site layout plan lodged with the application (JFC plan reference 

17.029.P.002, Revision C), shows no new footways on the west side of Westfield 
Loan. Thus, the proposed development is contrary to the TA’s assessment of 
sustainable transport access requirements, which states that “new footway provision 
/ crossing points along the western side of Westfield Loan”. The applicant should 
be required to include in the proposals new footway provision on and crossing(s) 
to the west side of Westfield Loan in order that “Pedestrians will be able to 
access the development site making use of the existing off site footway and 
footpath network on the surrounding streets and new planned linkages that will 
connect with these” as stated in the TA. 

 
8. (3.6) The TA states that “The site is therefore located within walking distance of 

existing public transport services and these can be reached using existing and 
planned foot and cycle links.” This is demonstrably not the case, as this assessment 
demonstrates that only 18% of units within the proposed development (Phase 1) 
would be within 400m walking distance of existing bus stops, and no new bus stops 
or services are proposed. 
 

9. (3.7-3.9) The TA identifies the creation of three new cross-roads priority junctions 
for the purposes of providing vehicular access to the site. For many years, the use of 
priority cross-roads junctions was not permitted due to the inherent road safety risks 
and poor safety performance of such junctions. Design Streets policy has 
reintroduced the use of priority cross-roads junctions, but only in low speed 
environments, within development, with attendant appropriate design of 
streetscape, road alignment, etc. to reinforce and ensure low vehicle speeds. 

 
The proposals for access junctions illustrated in the TA clearly are not founded on 
the principles of Design Streets, which provides for maximum visibility splays of 2.5m 
by 43m at junctions, reflecting the low speed environment. The access proposals for 
this development reflect much higher vehicles speeds by catering for splays of 120m 
(50mph) on Glamis Road, and 90m (40mph) on Westfield Loan. This implies that 
there is an expectation of higher than permitted speeds on Glamis Road (speed limit, 
40mph) and Westfield Loan (speed limit, 30mph). 
 

10. (6.4) It is stated that traffic surveys were undertaken in June 2016, however 6.13 
indicates the traffic growth factors have been development and applied from 2017 
to 2021. As a result, it appears that the application of growth factors is incorrect, 
and would underestimate growth in background traffic levels within the Traffic 
Impact Analysis. Examination of scoping correspondence in Appendix C however 
suggests that the survey date quoted is incorrect. It should be confirmed that 
design year traffic flows are correctly growthed. 

 
11. (6.9) The TA states a year of opening assumed to be 2021. However, the email from 

Systra to TPL notes that the designated Westfield site (F4 in the Angus LDP of 
September 2016) identifies that the development is planned as being phased 
between 2021 and 2026. Thus, the year of completion can reasonably be deemed to 
be 2026. Transport Scotland’s Transport Assessment Guidance states (paragraph 2.9) 
that “The assessment years will be year of opening or completion for developments 
with short construction periods (say up to 2 years), and year of opening (or first full 
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year) plus year of completion for developments which are phased over 3 or more 
years.” Clearly, the F4 release at Westfield is identified in the Angus LDP as having a 
five-year build period, and therefore a year of completion assessment at 2026 
should be undertaken or the TA will not comply with Transport Assessment 
Guidance. Therefore, the Transportation Assessment should be updated 
accordingly to bring it into compliance with TA guidance representing a 
practicable build rate for residential development on this scale. 

 
12. It is noted that (in TA Appendix C) Systra (for Transport Scotland) accept the analysis 

year of 2021, however they only do this on the basis that all units are occupied in 
2021. Clearly, this would not be the case, as no builder reasonably would construct 
and complete 300 units on a single site in one year. The Council acknowledge this in 
their response to the TA scoping, requesting a year of assessment of 2027. This has 
not been examined. 

 
13. (7.15-7.16) The approach taken to assessing vehicle trip generation is considered 

reasonable. In terms of the distribution, while the utilised pattern may reasonably 
apply to development car trips in the northern part of the site, such as are 
contained within the 175-unit development subject to planning application 
19/00707/FULM, development to the south, near A932 Dundee Road, would be 
expected to exhibit higher proportions of commuting car trips using the A90 / A932 
priority junction, in this respect therefore, the TA is considered to underestimate 
the impact of Westfield Development traffic at the A90 / A932 trunk road junction. 

 
14. Notwithstanding this, even the existing distribution pattern is shown in the TA to 

have an adverse operational impact on the capacity of the A90 / A932 junction. This 
trunk road junction is the site of some 17 injury accidents over a 20-year period, 
including 1 Fatal; 8 Serious and 8 Slight (see attached Diagram 19304/1). As a result, 
there is an obligation on the Roads Authorities to ensure that the impact of the 
Westfield development on the junction is mitigated, and that Westfield 
development traffic does not cause a detrimental impact on the capacity and 
safety (due to increased queuing).  

 
15. With respect to the junction analysis in general, we take no issue with the modelling 

of any of the individual roundabout and priority junctions. The modelling of the 
traffic signal junction of the A94 Glamis Road / A926 / West High Street has issues 
that will tend to exaggerate the capacity of the junction. All lanes have been 
modelled in LINSIG as infinitely long. The right turn lanes on the A94 Glamis Road 
and A926 Craig O’Loch Road exceed 60m in length (circa 10/11 Passenger Car Units, 
PCUs) which is a reasonable approximation for modelling purposes. However, the 
right turn lane on the A926 Dundee Loan is only 5 PCUs in length and in addition has 
a ‘KEEP CLEAR’ zone which further restricts queuing space (see attached Diagram 
19304/2). Since, in the Weekday PM peak, the predicted queue in the Straight and 
Left lane exceeds 5 vehicles in length, this approach to the junction will not function 
as it has been modelled, and more representative analysis results will be worse than 
those presented in the TA. The analysis of this junction should be updated to more 
correctly model operation of the junction in the design year, and therefore more 
accurately and representatively model the impact of Westfield development 
traffic at this junction. 

 
In conclusion, it is clear that there are several issues that have not been adequately 
examined in the TA for this planning application, chief among which are: 
 
1) the actual, practical level of accessibility of all dwellings to bus services;  
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2) the safety of proposed site access junctions, which are designed as priority cross-

roads, but provided with visibility standards for much higher speeds that are not 
consistent with Designing Streets policy; 

3) the TA junction analysis should be updated to represent a practicable build date for 
residential development on this scale that is consistent with the Local Development 
Plan; 

4) the TA must be update to representatively model the impact of Westfield 
development traffic on the A90 / A926 signalised cross-roads; and 

5) the TA must address the obvious road safety implications of increased queuing at the 
A90 / A932 trunk road priority junction, given its continuing safety issues. 

 
In our assessment, these matters require to be addressed, and the Transportation 
Assessment updated accordingly, before any planning permission is granted. Also, 
appropriate mitigation measures and accessibility improvements should be attached as 
conditions to any planning consent granted. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
for Dougall Baillie Associates 
 

Stuart Harrow 
stuart.harrow@dougallbaillie.com 
 
Enc. 
 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 19304/1 – 20-year Accident record (Source: Crashmap.co.uk, details should be confirmed with official record) 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 19304/2 – A926 Dundee Loan approach to A90 /A926 signals (Source: Google Streetview, not for publication) 
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Comments on the Westfield Application  

19/00707/FULM 

 

1 Accompanying drawing 

The accompanying drawing prepared by OPEN shows the following: 

• full allocated site together with the extent of the safeguarded land area; 
• the application site boundary (although see comments on this) 
• the contaminated land area, suspected as anthrax, together with 3 suggested levels of cordon 

sanitaire; 
• the Core Path; 
• the 2 Scheduled Ancient Monuments plus a 10m buffer area as indicated (note these are accurate 

from HES shapefiles); 
• the 90m contour line; 
• residual land area calculation based on the allocation, abstracting the middle cordon extent land, 

and the SAM areas. 
This drawing has been referenced in assessing the proposals. 

2 Comment on the application 

The Design and Access Statement should be the central document to the application, describing the 
proposal, setting it in context, and referring to technical studies as appropriate. However it is short on detail 
and disconnected from the rest of the application submissions. Some notable errors and contradictions 
(described; there are no page numbers): 

• It’s hard to tell what the application area is. A Location Plan marked “Planning” is provided with the 
planning application; this then doesn’t align with the red line drawing accompanying “Site” in the 
opening pages of the DAS and further on in “Design Solution” an area in the new corner is marked 
up as “subject to a separate application” but no context for this is set out anywhere; 

• The text within the DAS isn’t followed through into the layout; good connectivity is described yet 
there are no path connections allowing easy access to the bus stops on Glamis Roads except those 
along the roads which are far apart. This will discourage public access use; 

• Reference is made to Core Path links, but these aren’t shown on the drawing nor (despite what is 
said) are they well-connected into the development layout; 

•  Reference is made to play; I assume this is the central area shown on the landscape drawing in the 
middle of the SAM which isn’t marked up and which completely differs from the paths and planting 
shown on the SAM on the DAS; 

• The DAS refers to the Scottish Executive (long gone!) and to PAN 76 New Residential Streets which 
has long been replaced by Designing Streets; 



 

 

 
 
 

• The Tree Protection Plan shows development within the Root Protection Areas; this is disingenuous; 
• Also disingenuous is how noise protection measures will impact on the layout or the physical 

environment; a 2.2m acoustic fence along Glamis Road appears to be proposed which further 
segregates the development from the town; 

• Reference to National Monuments doesn’t reflect Scottish policy where we call them Scheduled 
Ancient Monuments; 

• Paths and planting and, I suspect, a play area is all proposed for the SAM. In our experience none of 
these would be acceptable to HES; 

• I agree with the comments of the landscape officer “A new public landscaped space will be provided 
over the railway tunnels and a toddlers paly area is located centrally within the development.’ It 
could not be ascertained where the play area is to be located or where the position of the railway 
tunnels is within the site.” 
 

3 Comments on the Layout 

The development form poorly addresses Glamis Road; there are properties which address the road along it 
and there are good bus links. A strategy which addressed the road, albeit behind a landscaped area and 
secondary road would be much preferable.  

However there are difficulties in achieving this; the edge of the SAM is 37m from the road and accounting 
for the additional 10m buffer around the SAM would leave 27m. Guidance for noise mitigation will accept 
higher limits for front facing development as the buildings themselves form the noise shield and allow more 
acceptable limits within back gardens- this is an option here, especially as the gardens would be south 
facing. If the existing trees were removed and plot depth was 18m, then there would be space for a 4m 
private access road and a new verge with replacement tree planting. This would be subject to detailed 
topographical information. 

There is also the issue of the Don & Low Ltd factory (one of Forfar’s largest employers) across the road, and 
it is noted that both Don & Low and Angus Council Environmental Health object to all properties along the 
northern edge on grounds of 24-hour noise. This would negate a substantial swathe of the housing proposal 
which would then combine with the land sterilised by the SAM to create isolated pockets of development, 
visually and physically separated from the settlement. What this would serve to do is give a perception of 
the site being further from the town centre than it actually is hence forcing most traffic movements to be car 
borne.  

The other alternative is that the applicant pursues development along the front and mitigates noise through 
a bund and acoustic fence; this would be intrusive in landscape and visual terms, effectively creating a 
barrier along Glamis Road, one of the main entries into the town.  

The SAM is a major constraint to achieving acceptable urban form in this location. Not only does it sterilise 
land, there are normally constraints around land-raising within the vicinity of them. The applicant doesn’t 
seem to provide detailed topography plan showing existing and proposed landform so the proposed 
platforming can’t be assessed; maintaining levels within these areas will prove difficult.  



 

 

 
 
 

The Council state that 1.06 ha of usable open space is required here. The conclusion would be that the SAMs 
do not constitute open space, and the developer will need to reduce development further to accommodate 
it.  The proposal overall is lacking in an open space strategy or in any contextual approach to design, and 
overall the development doesn’t offer a good fit with the western edge of Forfar. 

4 Summary 

 In summary there are several issues with the layout: 

• Legitimate constraints are likely to ensure there is no frontage on Glamis Road and land to the south 
of it is effectively sterilised; 

• It is clear from the objection made by Don & Low that the current layout cannot meet with the 
minimum noise mitigation along Glamis Road. As proposals already currently entail a 2.2m acoustic 
fence there are limited means for achieving mitigation without removing development; 

• It is likely that whichever acoustic treatment is applied to a revised development form, this will 
either entail a barrier or moving development further south thus further isolating the new 
development from the town; 

• The layout does not constitute good placemaking in terms of how it relates to Forfar: the 
development does not consolidate the urban edge and will be disparate and feel divorced from the 
existing settlement; 

• This is reinforced by a poor approach to connectivity. A lack of connections allowing easy access to 
bus stops, paths and cycling options will compound with a sense of isolation and will foster car 
driving as a default position in direct contravention of Scottish Government Policy; 

• The level of constraint makes it hard to achieve an appropriate form and density, with the 
appropriate levels of usable open space. The layout within the application demonstrates this;  

• The constraints are almost impossible to mitigate: the location of the northern SAM constrains 
mitigating noise issues from the factory, and there are significant risks to human health in relocating 
anthrax diseased burial areas;  

• Inefficient use of land, disturbance to protected areas, lack of usable space, incoherent layout and 
putting the car first; these all flaunt the need to design sustainably and to consider climate change 
impacts. 

 

OPEN/ December 2019 

 

   

 

 

 



















 
 
 
 
       
Date: 7th November 2019 
 
Subject:  Review of development at Westfield Drive, Forfar covered by application 
19/00707/FULM. 
 

We were instructed by Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd to carry out an independent review of the 

information relating to potential risk from anthrax-impacted material which is known to be 

buried within a stand of mature trees in close proximity to a proposed new housing 

development at Westfield Drive, Forfar.   We understand that the area is allocated for future 

housing in the Local Development Plan. An application by Muir Homes for 175 homes in this 

area has included an environmental review by Mason Evans with an intensive site 

investigation. We understand that there is a recommendation that there be no disturbance 

within 30m of the known buried anthrax-contaminated ash. 

 

The following are our observations/comments on this matter: 

 

 Anthrax is a fatal infectious disease, caused by Bacillus Anthracis when spores are 

released. It is very rare now however, but is a Notifiable Disease. 

 The Mason Evans report is comprehensive for the site; but the area of historic 

anthrax burial is not identified on any plan, nor is any detail given on whether this is 

ash or carcasses, or when the burial took place. Crucially there is no information on 

where any burning of carcasses took place- the Anthrax Order 1991 states carcasses 

should be burnt on site, and then the ash incinerated.  It is imperative that further 

information is obtained relating to this.  The photographic record in Appendix A of the 

report does not identify any location on the large site and it is unclear what the 

woodland looks like where the anthrax material is buried. Will this be readily 

accessible to nearby residents walking their dogs for example? 

 The area of investigation by Mason Evans is much larger than that shown in the 

planning site outline. This suggests the intention may have been to develop this SE 

corner originally but that this has changed. 

 DEFRA Science Advisory Committee report (March 2017) relating to burial of 

carcasses infected by Foot & Mouth also repeatedly discusses the risk of anthrax 

spores. Their recommendation is that an area of ash or carcass burial should not be 

disturbed as there is a low risk of releasing anthrax spores. 

 We acknowledge that disturbance of the area where anthrax ash is buried is not 

included in the development plan, so consideration is given to a suitable cordon 

sanitaire to prevent/minimise any impact from air-borne spores. 

 The standard cordon sanitaire around an intensive livestock operation, slurry or 

sewage store is 400m (UK Planning Circular, 2/2015). This is to protect against odour 

but also airborne disease. 



 HOPS (Head of Planning Scotland) in April 2017 recommended that should a building 

be built on a farm, for farm use, where intensive livestock operations take place, there 

should be a minimum 200m cordon sanitaire to any other non-farm owned housing. 

 Public Health England produced a Guidance on assessing risk of anthrax on Building 

land in 2014. This relates primarily to sampling methodology and types of industry 

relating to potential risk however. 

 

 

It is our opinion that further information needs to be acquired relating to the timing of anthrax-

impacted burial, the quantity of the material buried, what depth is was buried at, was this 

before the trees were planted (bearing in mind mature tree roots can cause significant ground 

disturbance), was it ash or carcasses that were buried, where did burning take place?  All of 

these will form the basis of a strong risk assessment on the potential impact of anthrax to this 

development. 

 

As the proposed development is residential, and therefore the highest sensitivity for impact, 

we recommend that a much larger cordon sanitaire is applied to the site, with a minimum of 

200m being considered.  The nature of a housing development means children will wander to 

woodland with friends to play, and locals will walk their dogs in the area- all leading to 

potential exposure or disturbance unless information can be obtained to rule this out.  

Consideration of secure fencing around the woodland should also be reviewed. 

 

Dr. Fiona Moore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EnviroSurveying Ltd, The Willows, Frain Drive, Laurencekirk, Aberdeenshire, AB30 1HJ 
Tel/Fax: 01561 376108, Mob: 07794 265663 

                                        email: info@envirosurveying.co.uk 
           http://www.envirosurveying.co.uk  
            Vat reg. no: 925 2367 24 

Company registration no: SC335464 
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KellyR

From: enquiries@elite-homes-tayside.co.uk
Sent: 09 January 2020 12:12
To: KellyR
Subject: Fwd: Application 19/00707/FULM Residential Development of 175 Houses, Field 

opposite Westfield Loan, Forfar
Attachments: E Mail Response M Park 27-12-19 .docx; E Mail Elite HOmes to APHA 

12-12-19.docx

 
Dear Mr Kelly, 
 
We refer to the abovementioned application currently pending consideration with Angus Council 
and to our previous objections which amongst other matters expressed concerns with regard to 
the known anthrax burial site located east of the application site.  Please find attached a copy of 
an e mail from Michael Park, Veterinary Lead, Scotland, Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA). 
This confirms that as there is no register of historical animal burial sites the Animal & Plant Health 
Agency is not in a position to provide reassurance with respect to the suitability of the land for 
development. It is worth noting that that Mr Park did not guarantee the health of the people of 
Forfar if anthrax spores were dispersed as a result of development works as requested in our e mail 
of the 12th December 2019, copy attached. 
 
He further confirms that anthrax was diagnosed in livestock on Westfield Farm, Forfar, in 1944 and, 
while  usual the practice in 1944 would have been to burn and then bury the carcases, APHA do 
not have access to how carcases were handled on Westfield in 1944.  It is possible they were not 
buried, possible that they were burned and buried, and possible that they were buried without 
being burned. 
 
On the basis of this information we would submit that it is clearly essential that a suitable cordon 
sanitaire is provided around the known anthrax burial site. It is our information is that the standard 
cordon sanitaire around an intensive livestock operation, slurry or sewage store is 400m (UK 
Planning Circular, 2/2015), this is to protect against odour but also airborne disease, we would 
suggest a similar buffer would be appropriate to protect public health at Westfield. 
 
Further, it is worth highlighting the limitations and caveats contained within the Report on Site 
Investigations completed by Mason Evans on behalf of Muir Homes Ltd and lodged in support of 
the application, these are as follows: 
 
 
Para 1.3 Limitations 
 
“1.3.1 Our interpretations of the ground conditions are based primarily on the information 
retrieved from the exploratory pits and bores sunk at the site during the investigations. While we 
have carried out some interpretation of the ground conditions between the exploratory locations, 
it should be recognised that soil and groundwater conditions can vary from point to point. As 
such, ground conditions at variance with those indicated by the exploratory pits/bores may exist 
in areas not investigated. 
 
1.3.2 It should be recognised that this report is prepared in accordance with current 
recommended practice and existing legislation. It is written in the context of a residential 
development with garden areas.  
Should there be any alternative end-use, it would be prudent to consult MEP further to ensure the 
continued pertinence of the recommendations advised.” 
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In relation to Site History the Report confirms in Para 2.2.2 
 
“It should be noted, however, that considerable periods of time elapsed between successive 
Ordnance Survey map editions and the possibility that further land uses occurred in the 
intervening years and were not therefore recorded by the maps, cannot be discounted. In these 
circumstances, while we have tried to ascertain the complete record of the site history, the 
possibility that other significant land uses occurred, while considered unlikely, cannot be 
discounted.” 
 
Summary of Ground investigations, Para 3.3.1 confirms 
 
“The scope and location of the works was determined by Mason Evans, where access permitted.”
 
Para 3.3.3 
 
“Following discussions with Angus Council it was agreed that no excavations would be 
undertaken within 30m of the known copse of mature trees that demarcate the area of anthrax 
ash burial.” 
 
Para 10.3.1 “No elevated concentrations of toxic or phytotoxic contaminants were encountered 
within the tested soil samples. In addition, no asbestos fibres were recorded in any of the samples 
tested.  
The additional testing carried out in the vicinity of the conjectured site of historic anthrax burial 
recorded no detection of Bacillus Anthrax. It was therefore considered the risk posed by the 
shallow soils to ground workers and future site users was low.” 
 
Para 103.8 Construction/Maintenance Workers- All site staff should remain vigilant to the possible 
risk of encountering isolated areas of unrecorded contaminated material. Should such materials 
be encountered, further testing may be required to assess the risk to health and safety of the site 
workers and the environment. 
 
The above limitations and caveats appear to clearly confirm that Mason Evans, like Angus 
Council, are in no position to guarantee the location of the anthrax spores and as such the future 
health of the people of Forfar. 
 
 
We trust you will take this information into consideration in the determination of the current 
application and ensure that public health of the people of Forfar is protected at all times. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd 



E mail issued 12/12/19 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

We write to you in your capacity as a Senior Veterinary Inspector and animal health specialist. 

 

We are currently involved  with a potential development site at Westfield Farm, Forfar located to 

the west of the town with winds prevailing from the west across the town around 90% of the time. 

Westfield Farm includes a known anthrax burial site or sites. 

 

A planning application is currently pending with Angus Council  for a large   residential  development 

and there is concern that anthrax spores could be released as a result of these works and spread by 

contact/become wind borne across the town.  We understand anthrax spores can remain live in the 

soil for 100 years or more and humans can be infected by these spores with significant and possibly 

fatal consequences. 

 

We have serious concerns that development at Westfield Farm may result in disturbance of these 

anthrax remains and pose a very real risk to public health in Forfar. 

 

We have discussed this matter with  specialist environmental consultants who are  unaware of 

residential development ever being considered anywhere in the United Kingdom in such close 

proximity to an anthrax burial site. 

 

We wonder if in your professional capacity in animal health you, or indeed any other professional 

person or organisation you would know of , would be in a position to guarantee the health of the 

people of Forfar if anthrax spores were dispersed as a result of development works. 

 

It is our understanding that the required standard corden sanitaire around an intensive livestock 

operation, slurry or sewage store is 400m (UK Planning Circular 2/2015) to protect residents from 

odour and airborne disease. 

 

As an expert in animal health we would be grateful if you could confirm whether ,in your opinion, if 

such a corden sanitaire would be an appropriate form of mitigation in this instance to guarantee to 

public health for Forfar. 

 

Many thanks in anticipation of receiving your assistance. 

 

Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited 



Thank you for your email enquiry regarding potential notifiable disease burial sites. 
  
There is no register of historical animal burial sites to assist with your query, 
consequently the Animal & Plant Health Agency is generally not in a position to 
provide reassurance with respect to the suitability of the land for development. 
  
However, I am aware that anthrax was diagnosed in livestock on Westfield Farm, 
Forfar, in 1944 .  The usual practice in 1944 would have been to burn and then bury 
the carcases but we do not have access to how carcases were handled on Westfield 
in 1944.  It is possible they were not buried, possible that they were burned and 
buried, and possible that they were buried without being burned. 
  
In addition, The FMD 2001 Anderson Report (2002) is publicly available and a 
source of information relating to the 2001 FMD outbreak. This can be found here and 
may assist you: 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100809105008/http://archive.cabinetoffi
ce.gov.uk/fmd/fmd_report/report/index.htm 
  
If burial sites are disturbed, there may be implications under the Control of Pollution 
Act 1974 and in this respect then the responsible person should contact the 
applicable local authority. 
  
In the event that animal remains are discovered in the course of land excavation, 
work should cease immediately and the occurrence or suspicions should be reported 
to this office.  An exhumation licence will be required under the above legislation to 
enable the excavation and subsequent disposal of the remains in compliance with 
the Animal By-Products Regulations. 
  
I have enclosed a copy of the Guidelines for Exhumation and Disposal of Animal 
Carcasses for your information. 
  

  
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require further assistance 
  
  

Kind regards 
Michael Park BVMS, PhD, MRCVS 

Veterinary Lead, Scotland 

Field Services, Scotland 

Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA)  

Telephone: 020841 52428 | Mobile: 07785303451 | Email: michael.park@apha.gov.uk 

Website: www.gov.uk/apha | Twitter: @APHAgovuk | Facebook: APHAgov 

Address: Galashiels Field Services, Cotgreen Road, Tweedbank, Galashiels, TD1 3SG 
  
My email address has changed.  ‘gsi’ has been removed from my email address. My new email 

address is Michael.Park@apha.gov.uk    I will still receive emails with the old address until March, 

but please update my email address in your address book. Thank you  
  
  

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100809105008/http:/archive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/fmd/fmd_report/report/index.htm
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100809105008/http:/archive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/fmd/fmd_report/report/index.htm
mailto:michael.park@apha.gov.uk
http://www.gov.uk/apha
mailto:Michael.Park@apha.gov.uk


  
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) This email and any attachments is 

intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you have no authority to use, 

disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the sender. Whilst this 

email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst within Defra 

systems we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems. Communications on Defra's 

computer systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective operation of the system 

and for other lawful purposes.  
 



 

 

Letter received from John Gordon Webster, The Bothy, West Ingliston, Forfar DD8 1TJ received on 

17  January 2020 reads as follows:- 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF 175 DWELLINGHOUSES INCLUDING FORMATION OF VEHICULAR 

ACCESS, ACCESS ROADS, OPEN SPACE, LANDSCAPING, SUDS AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE - 

FIELD OPPOSITE WESTFIELD DRIVE, WESTFIELD LOAN, FORFAR -  19/00707/FULM 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

“Having read most of the press coverage of this matter I would like you to be aware of my (and others) 

views. 

I know nothing of planning rules etc. but make the following general observations:- 

1. Why is the development even being considered?  Clearly Forfar does not need several 

hundred extra new houses (most of which will be unaffordable to the average local resident) 

on top of the hundreds of others built around the town in recent years. 

2. I regard the anthrax scare a “red herring” and has more to do with which developer is given 

the right to desecrate the environment. 

3. Will the Council not be satisfied until every inch of land in Angus is covered in concrete? We 

already have a serious reduction in bird and animal populations. In the last 20 years there has 

been a huge reduction in numbers and species of birds in particular. 

4. Building on ever more agricultural land is likely to increase the risk of flooding because there 

is nowhere for rainfall to go (at least not without huge public expenditure on prevention 

measures). 

I could go on but am trying to make a general point of principal rather than a specific objection. 

Developments such as these are to do with money.  Money for the developers, money for the Council, 

money for the landowners. No consideration appears to be given to anything else. It is time to call a 

halt to large scale housing schemes on farmland around Forfar”. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

John Gordon Webster    



Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Jonathan Adlum

Address: 57 Westfield Loan Forfar DD8 1JN

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Dear Sir/Madam,

 

My parents moved into there new house on Westfield Loan some 35 years ago when the site was

developed under the assumption and protection (greenbelt land) of a truly stunning view of the

forfar valley from their front window.

 

For the last 30 years they have spent more time watching this view than looking at their tv. This

view, the calm and the quiet is truly what makes this area special for all who live here, or walk their

dogs or simply drive through this location.

 

Only you can truly advise on the need for more dwellings and whether or not the community,

roads, school and overall infrastructure can support this growth.

 

Howeer, what I can advise you with great confidence is that by building yet another batch of

generic new builds on this land (arent there enough already) you are destroying a truly beautiful

place and angering people who love being in Forfar.

 

My final concern on this build would be the dangerous increase in traffic on already busy roads in

the area with its associated rise in injury, deaths and the short term and longer term impacts on

the environment from a noise and emmissions standpoint.

 

I hope you continue to think hard and ultimately decide against the location of this project.

 

Kind Regards



Jon



Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr James Anderson

Address: Not Available

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I feel the continuous expansion of housing development outwards from the perimeter of

Angus burghs will come at the cost of creating empty town centres.

This development along with others in Forfar will remove good farming land from use, land that is

also occupied by wildlife that will not use the park areas that are planned enclosed by housing.

 

With reference to the road layout, if the development goes ahead, can a roundabout be provided

on Glamis Road at the factory entrance to assist traffic movement from the new road. This is a

very busy road, and the road layout implies further development to the south of the current

proposal.

On a similar item, can the new access road onto Westfield Loan not be granted, as the road is a

rat run for traffic (including heavy lorries), and it would be beneficial for the existing area to direct

all new traffic up off Glamis Road.
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Our Ref ELI/1007/7/AOS/FCloss 
Your Ref 19/00707/FULM 

FAO:  Ruari Kelly
Sent by email to:  Kellyr@angus.gov.uk 

Angus Council 
Angus House 
Orchardbank Business Park 
Forfar 
DD8 1AN 

25 November 2020 

Dear Sirs 

APPROVAL OF MASTERPLAN FOR THE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN ALLOCATED 
SITE F4 AT WESTFIELD, FORFAR 

We act for Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited.  Our clients have objected to an application for planning 
permission for a residential development of 175 dwellinghouses at Westfield, Forfar (19/00707/FUL) 
(“the Westfield Application”). 

Our clients have raised concerns with planning officers regarding Angus Council’s approach to 
agreeing the Masterplan for allocated site F4, as an internal part of the determination of the Westfield 
Application.   

We understand from the processing agreement between the Council and the applicant (dated 18 
February 2020) that the applicant will submit a finalised draft Masterplan for the Development 
Standards Committee’s approval as a material consideration “in the consideration of planning 
application 19/00707/FULM and any future applications at site F4.” 

We also understand from correspondence with planning officers that the Council is applying its 
process for Consultation Procedures for Development Briefs & Development Guidance 
(Development Standards Committee Report No. 11/18). 

We consider the approach being taken to agreeing the Masterplan as part of the Westfield Application 
is deeply problematic and inappropriate, for both the Westfield Application itself and the proper 
masterplanning of the F4 site as a whole. 
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We consider the Westfield Application premature.  The Masterplan should be agreed as a separate 
process following proper consultation before any application is submitted for development of any 
part of the F4 site. 

Masterplan Consultation 

It is our understanding from the Processing Agreement that the Masterplan area extends beyond the 
red line boundary of the Application. It extends to both the F4 allocated site for existing housing and 
the F4 safeguarded site.  Approving the Masterplan as part of a process internal to the Westfield 
Application denies stakeholders the proper opportunity to comment and input into the process, and 
prevents proper consultation. 

It appears from the processing agreement that the Council and the Applicant are applying the 
Council’s Consultation Procedures for Development Briefs and Development Guidance (Report No 
11/18).  It is clear from that guidance that development briefs should be agreed in consultation with 
outside agencies and the public before any application for planning permission is made.  Indeed, 
public consultation is so important that there is a requirement to engage in pre-application 
consultation with the community to demonstrate how the principles set out in the development brief 
have been applied even if the proposal is not for a major application.  Pre-application consultation is 
clearly an important feature where a development brief applies. 

The Westfield Application has not been informed by an approved Masterplan.  The public has not 
been consulted in relation to the Masterplan.  The processing agreement requires the Applicant to 
amend the Westfield Application to take account of the Masterplan, and thereafter undertake 
community consultation on the approved Masterplan to demonstrate how its principles have informed 
the revised development.  The correct process to be followed would be for the Masterplan to be subject 
to proper consultation with stakeholders, allowing them to feed into the process, prior to any 
application being submitted.   

The extent of the Masterplan across the F4 allocated site is of real concern, particularly the extent to 
which it is proposed to cover the F4 safeguarded land.  Policy F4 of the Council’s Local Development 
Plan confirms that: 

“  Additional land is safeguarded for further residential development in the period beyond 
2026. The scale of further land release in the period beyond 2026 will be determined by a 
future Local Development Plan and may also include:  

 • provision of a new Primary School.  
• an area of land south of Glamis Road for further business / employment development.” 

 

The land release of the safeguarded element of allocated site F4 is clearly to be dealt with under a 
future local development plan and as such the land should not be covered by a Masterplan under the 
current LDP.   

Policy F4 further states: 
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“No development will be allowed until a full assessment of the potential impact on the A90 junctions 
(including Lochlands) is completed and any resulting mitigation is agreed with Angus Council and 
Transport Scotland.” 
 

To date there does not appear to have been any assessment of the potential impact on the A90 
junctions. There are clear infrastructure constraints on the site at present which renders the site 
ineffective.  

The Masterplan will be a material consideration for all planning applications submitted within the 
Masterplan area.  This is a process which should be completed outwith the determination of a planning 
application; it should not form part of a live planning application for part only of the Masterplan area. 

We consider that it is contrary to the Council’s own guidance, and in any event wholly inappropriate 
for the Masterplan for site F4 to be agreed in this manner. 

Material consideration 

We consider there is a fundamental issue with Council agreeing the Masterplan as a material 
consideration in the determination of the Westfield Application as an internal process in the 
determination of the same application.  The Council is essentially prejudging and pre-determining the 
application.  Any decision that attaches weight to the Masterplan, or the Westfield Application’s 
compliance with the Masterplan, will be susceptible to challenge.  

For the reasons set out above, we consider the Council’s process for approving the Masterplan is 
wholly inappropriate and poses a real problem for the lawful determination of the Westfield 
Application. 

We suggest the Westfield Application should be withdrawn to allow for proper consultation on the 
Masterplan before any application is made. 

Yours faithfully 

 

Alasdair Sutherland 
 
T: +44 (0)131 370 8955 
M: +44 (0)7919 327 206 
E: Alasdair.Sutherland@burnesspaull.com 
 















Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Thomas OBrien

Address: 65 glenmoy terrace forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:While they may be a need for new houses in Forfar, a lot more social housing is

needed. Also Again the town inferstruture such as transport, health and education provision is not

catered for for in this devleopment. No consideration for 20 min neighbour hoods or impact on

school rolls and doctors surgeries. This main mean the town becomes a hub and people will not

use the shops etc in the town, also no local shop provision in the plan from the council or devloper.
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Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Thomas  Obrien

Address: 65 glenmoy terrace forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:There are issues with any delvopment in tis area, thses are education provision, health

care provision such as doctors. There are also transport issues with extra traffic putting pressure

on the lochlands and glamis road junctions. Also we need more social housing in the area and this

may have an effect on the town centre as te devlopment may become a satellite for dundee and

aberdeen. There is no consideration for 20min neighbourhoods or any provision for shops etc.
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Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 175 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Ms Eleanor Feltham

Address: 92 St. Ninians Road Padanaram Padanaram by Forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Transport: I noted that Roads have requested an updated Transport Assessment and i

totally agree that the Glamis Road junction/A90 slip road especially southward direction needs

special attention and totally inadequate for current traffic far less future traffic created by many

factors. Housing: I agree that the current house building trend on mass is overwhelming current

every day services. Scotland's population is aging and decreasing and the appropriate household

size build is vital. Land: again loss of yet more prime agricultural lands and wildlife corriders where

natural habits are being destroyed. Flooding especially noted if walking down the Network Path

from this area to the Forfar Loch at specific flooding events, spill over the exisiting paths. The run

offs of all this flooding despite SUDS in the areas to Padanaram cause localised flooding. Building

in the 'Bowl of Forfar' will notably increase pluvial flooding to the extent as seen around

Padanaram, fields of water near road networks. This is current observations without anymore

developments surrounding Forfar.
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Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 136 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr John Webster

Address: The Bothy forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I have objected to proposed development on this site before and my reasons have not

changed.They are basically to do with the destruction of the environment and natural habitat

leading to the all too obvious decimation of all forms of wildlife.

Why should the Council even consider allowing houses to be built on green sites?If there is a need

for housing for local people,which I doubt,then developers should be forced to use brownfield sites

or convert old disused property eg the old academy development.

Muir Homes have been allowed to build hundreds of houses on the Kirriemuir road.Whatever the

quality, it amounts to environmental vandalism and should not be repeated to the west of town.
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Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 136 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Miss Sonja Ferrier

Address: 1 Burn Place, Halfpennyburn Angus Forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Forfar is struggling enough as it is with resources such a doctors surgeries! Adding

more properties in a green belt will put further strain on the town! Also there is question against the

access road leading into the development as the glamis road is saturated by traffic causing access

and exit issues for the properties adjacent the planned development being submitted!

 

Concern over the water table and diversions that will impact the Halfpenny burn which crosses

one of the residential properties that lie on the side of Don & Low factory and apparently are

forgotten about as the 5 residential properties si on the industrial estate side of glamis road.

 

Another development site needs to be looked at outwith forfar as the impact these phases will

have during building and after will cause stress on the resources forfar currently have not to

mention the impact environmentally and on the existing dwellings when the access point becomes

operational! I myself have sat waiting on leaving my drive onto the glamis road for near 20 minutes

or longer waiting on exiting into the glamis road from Halfpenny burn.

 

The fact that this application is now for less than 200 is clearly to gain permission to then after

submit further phases that firfar as a town cannot cope with and the destruction of wildlife habitat

and losing adequate green belt to ensure access into forfar remains a reasonable traffic footfall!



 

 

Angus Council 
Angus House 
Orchard Bank Business Park 
FORFAR 
DD8 1AN 
 

Saltire Court 
20 Castle Terrace 
Edinburgh 
EH1 2EN 
DX 553051 Edinburgh 18 
 
T 03700 86 8000 
F 03700 86 8008 
 
fraser.mitchell@shoosmiths.co.uk 
T +443700 86 8172 
 
Sent: By email to 
planning@angus.gov.uk  

Our Ref FZM/S-00091599 
Date 25 May 2022 
  
 
 
Dear Angus Council 
 
MUIR HOMES LIMITED 
PLANNING APPLICATION 19/00707/FULM 
WESTFIELD, FORFAR 
 
We have been instructed by, our client, Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited to raise  two key issues in relation 
to planning application 19/00707/FULM. These issues are fundamental to the consideration of the 
planning application. It would be helpful at this stage, and as a matter of urgency, to understand the 
Council’s intended approach to dealing with them. 
 
Background 

 
By way of background, we are aware that a suite of new supporting documents has been submitted by 
Muir Homes in support of the application. The letter from Jacqueline Forbes Consulting (Muir Homes’ 

planning consultant) to the Council dated 28 March 2022 identifies the documents that have been 
submitted as follows: 
 

1. Revised Architectural Layout 
2. Updated Design & Access Statement 
3. Updated Surface Water Management Plan & Drainage Proposals 
4. Updated Level Proposals 
5. Updated House Type Plans & Elevations 
6. Updated Landscape Layout and Planting Plans 
7. Updated Noise Report 
8. Updated Transport Assessment 
9. Updated Flood Risk Assessment responding to SEPA’s comment 
10. Specification for Areas of Architectural Interest / Ancient Monuments 
11. Updated Ecology Report 
12. Update Construction Environmental Management Plan 
13. Masterplan Document 

  
The changes to the application also include a reduction in the number of residential units being sought, 
from 175 to 136 as well as a change to the redline boundary of the application site.  
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Legal Framework 

 

Section 32A of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 sets out the framework for varying 
a planning application. 
 
Section 32A(1) contains the general rule that an application may be varied with the agreement of the 
planning authority. Section 32A(2) contains the qualification to that general rule, which provides that: “if 

the planning authority consider the variation to be such that there is a substantial change in the 

description of the development for which planning permission is sought, they are not to agree to the 

variation.” 
 
Substantial Variation 

 

Our client has reviewed the new supporting information. It is their conclusion that the new information, 
in effect, constitutes a new planning application and that substantial changes have been made to the 
existing application. Our understanding of these changes include: 
 

1. The number of proposed residential units has significantly reduced, with 39 fewer units now 
being sought (a reduction of over 20%). 
 

2. The redline boundary of the application site has changed, with the removal of a significant parcel 
of land from the south west and the loss of open space to the south. 

 
3. The internal layout of the site has changed. Residential units have been removed from the 

frontage of the Glamis Road along the northern boundary of the site. The layout now comprises 
two unconnected development sites. In addition, five new house types have been introduced. 
 

4. Along the frontage of the site facing the Glamis Road it is now proposed to have a three-metre 
high bund together with a two-metre high fence. This will provide a five-metre high visual barrier 
between the site and the road. This significant new mitigation was not anticipated in the original 
application. 
 

5. A masterplan has now been lodged in support of the application. This includes reference to a 
wide range of matters that, as far as our client is aware, have not been fully addressed. 

 
It appears to our client that these component changes may individually constitute a substantial change 
to the application and that, in any event, cumulatively it is highly likely  that the changes are a substantial 
change. The nature and extent of the changes means that, in planning terms, there are significant new 
matters to be assessed and issues to be addressed. The development that is now proposed is not the 
same as that contained in the original application.  
 
Connected to this, we are aware that Muir Homes has submitted a fresh proposal of application notice 
(reference 22/00295/PAN) for residential development over the same area as the original (now 
superseded) site plan. Whilst doing so is a matter for the applicant, it may indicate a concern on their 
part that the new information that has been submitted does substantially change the current application 
and that a new application will be required. In any event, the submission of a PAN indicates that a fresh 
application will be submitted in due course. 
 
We would therefore be very grateful if you could confirm the Council’s position on the submitted changes 

to the application. If the changes are substantial, as our client believes they are, then it would not be 
competent for the Council to accept them as a variation to the application. To do so in those 
circumstances would mean that any subsequent determination of the application would be vulnerable 
to legal challenge. 
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Masterplan 

 

We have previously set out our client’s view that the appropriate way to authorise development at Site 
F4 is to first approve a masterplan for the entire site, and then bring forward planning applications that 
are in accordance with that approved masterplan. Muir Homes has indicated that they disagree with that 
view and the Council has indicated that the masterplan will be dealt with as an internal part of the 
planning application. It is unclear whether the masterplan will be subject to an approval process.  
 
Our understanding is that up until recently the Council’s position was that the masterplan process would 
follow the procedures as set out in the Council’s Consultation Procedures for Development Briefs and 
Development Guidance 2018. This position was reflected in the processing agreement entered into by 
the Council and Muir Homes in 2020 and, we understand, in advice provided to Muir Homes. 
 
However, in a letter to us dated 10 May 2022, the Council’s Service Leader (Planning and Sustainable 

Growth) advised that: 
 

“PAN83 provides different mechanisms for how a masterplan might be embedded as part of the 

planning process. Those with an interest in the site have chosen to submit the masterplan as 

part of a planning application. In this circumstance the adequacy of the masterplan and the 

weight attached to it will be considered through the planning application process. If you wish to 

make comment on the matter I would suggest that you do so through submission of formal 

representation on the planning application.” 
 
Approval of the Current Masterplan 

 
If the approach outlined above is followed, it is likely to give rise to an issue in relation to the competence 
of the masterplan and any permission subsequently granted pursuant to Muir Homes’ application.  
 
The Council and the applicant have made it clear that they intend to deal with the masterplan as an 
internal part of the planning application. However, the masterplan covers the entire allocated area of 
Site F4 and also refers to the safeguarded area whereas the planning application site forms only part of 
it (roughly one third of the allocated part of Site F4). The masterplan area is therefore significantly larger 
than the red line boundary of the application site. If it is the intention to approve the masterplan as an 
internal part of the planning application, then an issue around the competency of that decision will arise.  
 
To explain, the Council only has the statutory power to approve development (or indicative development) 
within the redline boundary area of a planning application. Therefore, if the masterplan is to be approved 
as an internal part of the current planning application (i.e. in the same way as an approved plan), that 
approval will not attach to any parts of Site F4 that are located out with the redline boundary of the 
application site. Therefore, it appears to us that this approach cannot result in the competent approval 
of the masterplan.  
 
If it is the intention to approve the masterplan as part of the planning application, can you explain how 
this issue will be addressed? 
 
Muir Homes’ agents have previously indicated that a masterplan is commonly dealt with as an internal 
part of a planning application by planning authorities throughout Scotland. It is our view that that is likely 
only to be the case where the red line boundary of the application site aligns with the area to be covered 
by the masterplan. To give an example, that approach may be taken where policy supports it, where 
one application for planning permission (most likely a planning permission in principle) is made with the 
intention of bringing development forward in separate phases, and a supporting masterplan is submitted 
over the same site. The masterplan may be considered as an internal part of the application in those 
circumstances where, crucially, it would apply to the same site and indicate where and in which order 
development would come forward. That could give the masterplan relevance and weight in the decision 
making process, and make it a binding part of the planning permission. For a planning permission in 
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principle, it would set out the parameters within which approval of matters applications could be made. 
In our view, that is different to the current circumstances where the application seeks permission for only 
a fraction of the land that is intended to be bound by the masterplan.  
 
In our view, contrary to the view of the Council, the current approach being taken is not one that is 
recognised by PAN 83. 

 
Failure to Approve a Policy-Compliant Masterplan 

 
If the Council does not intend to approve the masterplan for the entire site before the planning application 
is determined, then there may be further issues in relation to the relevance and weight of the masterplan, 
the reasons for granting permission, and the reasonableness of that decision. We consider that the 
following specific issues may arise if a policy-compliant masterplan is not approved prior to the 
determination of any planning application for site F4: 
 

1. The determination process in connection with the planning application will, in our client’s view, 

not be in accordance with Policy F4. We accept that the Council and the applicant do not share 
that view. However, if the planning application is determined as a departure from policy it must 
be justified by clear and intelligible reasons. Failure to provide those reasons would render any 
decision to grant planning permission vulnerable to legal challenge. In setting asi the 
requirements of Policy F4, the Council would have to explain why those requirements are not 
important or relevant to the application site. 
 

2. It would remain difficult to see how the masterplan would have the status of a material 
consideration in the determination of the planning application (and any other applications for 
Site F4). If it is not subject to any approval process, the masterplan will not have been subject 
to any material scrutiny by the Council. It will essentially be an expression of the applicant’s 

preferred approach to development at the application site and over the wider F4 site. It would 
not be a masterplan as envisaged by Policy F4 and as recommended by the Examination 
Reporter. In those circumstances, it will not have a status equivalent to supplementary 
guidance, a development brief, or any other document that is intended to inform and guide 
development proposals as a material consideration. Even if it were considered to be relevant to 
the determination of the application, in the absence of an approval process it would attract only 
limited weight for the reasons noted in this paragraph. 
 

3. Further to point 2 above, if the masterplan is not approved, the likelihood is that the requirements 
set out in Policy F4 will not be fully addressed. The most recent consultation responses indicate 
that there are a significant number of matters that have not been dealt with. Even if these matters 
are dealt with, the masterplan will not be binding on any other part of Site F4 other than the 
application site. The masterplan for Site F4 should provide a coherent layout and design for the 
entire site, provide assessments in relation to a range of important strategic issues that must be 
carried out in order to understand the practical impact of the development, and set out the 
mitigation that will be required. These practical issues are of real importance in the consideration 
of development proposals across the entire site, and the wider Forfar area (particularly in 
relation to roads). If the masterplan is not approved and these matters are not addressed, an 
issue will arise in relation to the reasonableness of any decision to grant planning permission 
for any part of Site F4. Again, any such decision taken in those circumstances would be 
vulnerable to legal challenge.  
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We would be very grateful if you could explain how these points relating to the masterplan will be 
reconciled and addressed by the Council. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you as a matter of urgency. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

Fraser Mitchell 

Partner 

SHOOSMITHS LLP  
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c. Considering walking distances in greater detail, there are only two 

pedestrian access points shown on the proposed site layout plan. These are 
located at the vehicular accesses on A94 Glamis Road, and on Westfield 
Loan opposite Threewells Drive. Discounting the bus stops on Westfield Loan 
due to their infrequent service which, it is considered, is inadequate for 
commuting purposes, the average distance from the A94 stops to the main 
site entrance is some 355m, leaving a walking distance of only 45m within 
the site to reach units. This results in a significant majority of units being 
outwith the 400m walking distance identified in transport policy. This is 
considered a poor level of accessibility to public transport. 

d. The applicant should be required to install new bus stops on the A94 
Glamis Road frontage of the development to bring a much higher 
proportion of the development within suitable walking distance of public 
transport services. Furthermore, if reliance is placed on the bus stops on 
Westfield Loan, the applicant should be required to take suitable actions 
to ensure that the frequency of services at these stops is increased to a 
level adequate to service and be attractive to demand from the 
development. Any new bus stops, or existing stops that do not have 
them, should be provided with bus shelters at the expense of the 
applicant to increase the attraction of public transport to commuters to 
and from the development. 

10. (2.35/2.36) Conclusions are drawn by the update TA that (a) the development is 
“located in close proximity to well established pedestrian and cycle routes”, (b) 
“bus stops are located close to the site” (without characterising their suitability, or 
level of service), and (c) “These facilities provide a wide range of non-car travel 
opportunities covering a range of key destinations”. These conclusions however 
are, it is considered, not supported by the assessment of actual accessibility of the 
site, and quality of public and sustainable transport facilities available. This 
underlines the importance of the applicant being required to invest in the 
improvement of pedestrian, cycle and bus facilities and services in the area. 

11. (3.4) The latest site layout plan lodged with the application (JFC plan reference 
17.029.P.002, Revision R), shows no meaningful new footway on the west side of 
Westfield Loan. Thus, the proposed development layout is contrary to the TA’s 
assessment of sustainable transport access requirements, which states that “new 
footway provision / crossing points along the western side of Westfield Loan”. The 
applicant should be required to include in the proposals new footway provision 
on and crossing(s) to the west side of Westfield Loan in order that the 
development proposals are consistent with the findings of the updated TA. 

12. (3.6/3.7) The TA’s conclusions on accessibility of the development are demonstrably 
not the case, as walking distances are not accurately measured, and only measured 
to the boundary of the site, not the furthest unit within the proposed development, 
and no new bus stops or services are proposed. Also, benefit is taken from certain 
bus stops that are considerably in excess of the 400m distance specified in transport 
policy guidance. 

13. (3.8-3.10) The TA identifies the creation of two new cross-roads priority junctions 
for the purposes of providing vehicular access to the development. For many years, 
the use of priority cross-roads junctions was not permitted due to the inherent road 
safety risks and poor safety performance of such junctions. Designing Streets policy 
has reintroduced the use of priority cross-roads junctions, but only in low speed 
environments, within development, with attendant appropriate design of 
streetscape, road alignment, etc. to reinforce and ensure low vehicle speeds. 
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a. The proposals for access junctions illustrated in the TA clearly are not 

founded on the principles of Design Streets, which provides for maximum 
visibility splays of 43m long (Y-distance) at junctions, reflecting the 
intended low speed environment. The access proposals for this development 
reflect much higher vehicles speeds by catering for splays of 120m on 
Glamis Road, which appears nowhere in Designing Streets, but in which 
location the applicant proposes new pedestrian crossing facilities (see plan 
Extract A, above).  

b. The applicant should be required to provide physical road safety 
measures to deliver expectations for design speeds within Designing 
Streets, and show how traffic speeds will be controlled in the vicinity of 
development site access junctions, particular on Glamis Road (a 40mph 
road), opposite a business where heavy goods vehicles regularly access, 
and where many large commercial vehicles use the A94 Glamis Road to 
access Forfar from the A90 trunk road. 

14. (7.25) Trip Distribution – While the approach taken to assessing vehicle trip 
distribution may reasonably apply to development car trips in the northern part of 
the site, such as are contained within the 175-unit development subject to the 
current planning application, development to the south, near A932 Dundee Road, 
would be expected to exhibit much higher proportions of commuting car trips using 
the A90(T) / A932 Lochlands priority junction, in this respect therefore, the TA is 
considered to underestimate the Trunk Road impact of the proposed development. 
The updated TA should be revised to reflect a more realistic trip distribution for 
the 300-unit development test of the traffic impact of Westfield, Phase 1. 

15. (8.49) Notwithstanding the above, even the updated TA’s distribution pattern is 
shown to have an adverse operational impact on the capacity of the A90(T) / A932 
Lochlands junction. 

a. Table 8.8 does not provide analysis results for the 2023 AM/PM +Com +175 
units development scenario. As such, the traffic impact of the current 
application on the Lochlands trunk road junction is not presented in the TA. 
The updated TA should be revised to show the impact of the Phase 1a 
current planning application on the Lochlands junction, as the impact is 
shown for all other junctions, regardless of the percentage impact of 
Phase 1a development traffic at Lochlands, which is a discretionary 
measure of significance. 

b. Table 8.8 shows the Lochlands junction operating beyond the limiting RFC 
value of 0.750 for high-speed roads in the 2023 PM base scenario, and again 
in the 2023 AM and PM peak scenarios with committed development traffic 
included. Clearly, both the Phase 1a, and complete Phase 1 developments 
comprised in the F4 allocation at Westfield will impact adversely on this 
base situation. The applicant must be required to identify mitigation, 
analyse in the TA, and contribute to measures for the mitigation of their 
development traffic impact at the Lochlands junction. Updated junction 
analysis of mitigation measures should be provided, including the impact 
of any localised traffic rerouting as a result of banning traffic movements 
at Lochlands, should that be part of the traffic impact mitigation 
identified. 

c. The Lochlands trunk road junction is the site of some 25 injury accidents 
over a 23-year period, including 1 Fatal; 10 Serious and 13 Slight (Image 4, 
below). As a result, there is an obligation on the Roads Authorities to 
ensure that the impact of the Westfield development on the junction is 
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19. DBA also fully support AC Roads’ requirement that a footway be provided on the 

west side of Westfield Loan along the entire development frontage. 

Transport Scotland – response to Updated TA (letter, 12-5-22) 

20. In their letter reviewing the updated TA, Transport Scotland identify what they 
consider a critical aspect of their consideration, i.e. the “unrealistic” distribution 
applied to the traffic impact test of the 300 units of Phase 1 development at 
Westfield Loan. DBA fully support this conclusion, and consider that further updating 
of the traffic impact assessment is required. 

21. As noted by Transport Scotland, neither does the updated TA analyse the 
effectiveness of any mitigation of development traffic impact at Lochlands, or 
identify a solution. It should be a requirement of any consent for Phase 1a 
development at Lochlands that a considered approach is taken the mitigation of 
development of the allocated and safeguarded sites. Piecemeal development of this 
area could have a significantly adverse impact of road network operation, in terms 
of capacity and road safety. 

22. Transport Scotland’s response notes that any access to the allocated development 
area from Westfield Loan would be expected to have an adverse impact on the 
Lochlands junction. DBA would note that the Masterplan Framework identifies a core 
access road and four access junction on Westfield Loan, therefore any development 
of F4 Westfield must be considered as having an adverse impact on Lochlands 
junction that requires mitigation. 

 

In conclusion, it is clear that there are several issues that have not been adequately 
examined in the updated TA for this planning application, chief among which are: 
 
1) the actual, practical level of accessibility of all dwellings to bus services should be 

identified, including true walking distances to dwellings furthest from public transport 
services, and new bus stops provided on Glamis Road, on the development frontage; 

2) the applicant should provide physical improvements to facilities for crossing of roads 
adjacent to the development site, namely Glamis Road, where new crossings are 
identified on the site layout plan, but no details provided, and Westfield Loan, where 
no meaningful measures are proposed; 

3) the applicant should address the low number of bus services adjacent to the site, and 
provide new bus stops to address substandard walking distances to suitable public 
transport services (existing bus services are not as presented in the updated TA); 

4) the safety of proposed site access junctions, which are designed as priority cross-
roads, but provided with visibility standards for higher speeds that are not consistent 
with Designing Streets policy, and to address the clear conflict with commercial 
traffic at the site access on Glamis Road (Don & Low access immediately opposite); 

5) the TA must be updated to representatively model the impact of Westfield 
development traffic on the Westport traffic signals; and 

6) the TA must identify adequate traffic impact mitigation at the Lochlands junction, 
properly assessing a realistic distribution of development traffic to Lochlands, and 
must analyse the impact on the local road network of any redistribution of traffic 
away from Lochlands in the event that banning of traffic movements forms part of the 
mitigation of development traffic impact. 

 
In our assessment, these matters require to be addressed, and the Transport Assessment 
further updated accordingly, before any planning permission can be granted. Also, 





  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 19304/1 – 20-year Accident record (Source: Crashmap.co.uk, details should be confirmed with official record) 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 19304/2 – A926 Dundee Loan approach to A90 /A926 signals (Source: Google Streetview, not for publication) 



 

 

25 May 2022 

 

Our Ref: R22.11531/1/IK/Let1 

 

e-mail to: developmentplanning@guild-homes.co.uk 

  debbie@guild-homes.co.uk 

 

Guild Homes (Tayside) Ltd 

Chapelpark House 

17 Academy Street 

Forfar 

DD8 2HA 

 

Dear Guild Homes 

 

Re: Planning Reference: 19/00707/FULM - Noise Impact Assessment Peer Review, 

Westfield Loan 

 

Please find below our review of a Noise Impact Assessment (NIA) Glamis Road Forfar 

(Reference: 1267 004) produced by CSP Acoustics as supporting documentation for the planning 

application ‘Field 280 metres West Of Westfield House, Westfield Loan Forfar’ (Planning 

reference: 22/00295/PAN). 

 

The introduction and summary sections state the NIA is required as part of the planning 

application and that the latest revision takes account of previous assessments dated 

30 March 2018 and 28 August 2019.  To inform the assessments, noise measurement data from 

historical noise surveys (March 2018 & February March 2020) have been utilised.  Discussion of 

whether the measurement data is still representative of the current ambient noise climate is 

presented in the report.  The NIA takes account of noise from existing sources in the vicinity of 

the site including road traffic noise and noise from the various industrial/commercial uses 

located to the north of the site. 

 

Standards and guidance including Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN), BS8233:2014 and 

BS4142:2014 are referenced for the various assessments.  Noise predictions have been 

undertaken utilising CadnaA acoustic 3D modelling software the results of which indicate that 

mitigation would be required to ensure internal and external noise criteria can be met. 

 

The latest assessment is based on the masterplan ‘Site Layout Plan – Phase 1’ (Drawing number 

17.029.P.002) which indicates a total housing allocation of 135 units. 

 

A review has been undertaken of the assessment methodology, the scope of the baseline noise 

survey, the 3D acoustic model, associated data and outputs and any proposed mitigation. 



 

 

 

Please find the results of the review presented below.  For ease of reference, heading numbers 

refer to the reviewed document, rather than the structure of this letter. 

 

3.00 Assessment Framework and Criteria 

 

The NIA references PAN 1/2011 Planning and Noise and the accompanying Technical Advice 

Note (TAN) as the relevant Planning Policy.  Table 1 presents the noise level change categories 

adopted to define the magnitude of noise impact for the various assessments.  The example 

noise level change scales define Major Adverse impact as an excess of 10 dB or more over the 

agreed criteria.  The scales adopted are consistent with other NIAs undertaken across Angus for 

similar developments and existing noise sources. 

 

3.13 Angus Council 

 

This section summarises the consultation undertaken with Iain Graham, Environmental Health 

Officer at Angus Council.  Paragraph 3.14 states that the assessment is to be undertaken having 

regard to an open window scenario and that the sound reduction afforded by an open window 

is 15 dB.  Clarification is presented that a reduction of 15 dB is typically given in British 

Standards and guidance.  The Standard or guidance document is not referenced or that the 

15 dB reduction quoted is typically given as the reduction from an external façade noise level 

rather than a free field noise level.  In our experience Angus Council typically agree a free field 

noise level reduction across an open window of between 10-13 dB, or 15 dB for a façade level. 

 

This is an important point where 3D noise modelling software such as CadnaA is adopted.  

Unless coded to predict a façade level noise level, predictions in CadnaA at a building location, 

even where the receiver is set to a façade location will predict to free field conditions.  

Therefore, the sound level reductions applied for an open window to the predicted noise levels 

from the CadnaA model should be 10-13 dB. 

 

5.00 Road Traffic 

 

It is stated that the assessment of road traffic noise was undertaken using the methodology in 

CRTN and acoustic prediction software CadnaA.  A statement regarding the application of 2.5 dB 

for a façade reflection is mentioned and it is not clear whether this has been applied through 

correction within the model or not. 

 

This point will be referred to later in this letter as it forms a significant degree of uncertainty to 

all of the predictions and resulting significance of effect presented in the NIA. 

 

5.06 Road Traffic Noise Assessment 

 

This section presents the findings of the road traffic noise assessment and begins by presenting 

the external trigger levels derived by adding the noise level reduction of 15 dB across an open 

window to the internal noise criteria.  As stated earlier, the open window reduction of 15 dB 

would be acceptable if the predicted noise levels from CadnaA are façade levels. 



 

 

 

5.09 and Table 17 

 

The table presents the TAN to PAN 1/2011 assessment including the magnitude of impact and 

significance of effect.  For day and night-time periods the significance of effect for plots at the 

north east boundary are predicted to be moderate/large.  For the daytime only the significance 

of effect for plots at the north-west and south-west boundaries is predicted to be 

moderate/large.  If the predicted road traffic noise levels from CadnaA are free field noise levels 

then the trigger level will shift to 47 dB LAeq,T for day and 42 dB LAeq,T for night-time.  The 

resultant significance of effect will be large/very large for day and night-time periods for some 

areas of the site. 

 

6.00 Industrial Nosie Assessment 

 

This section describes the methodology and assessment of industrial and commercial noise.  It is 

stated the assessment has been undertaken in accordance with BS4142:2014 considering the 

more onerous night-time period.  Predictions of noise have been undertaken using CadnaA with 

the industrial noise sources having been calibrated into the model using the LA50 statistical 

parameter.  Whilst not a common approach, it is stated that this method was preferred to 

address the contributions from road traffic at the application site.  The continuous equivalent 

noise level or LAeq,T would be the preferred parameter.  This because the statistical LA50 

parameter is the noise level exceeded for 50% of the measurement period.  It is conceivable 

therefore that in a 15-minute measurement period, 7.5 minutes of activity from the site are 

ignored.  For example, an HGV unloading for 7 minutes at Don and Low would not necessarily be 

captured in the final statistical value.  With the LAeq,T parameter this event will be included as the 

energy equivalent value over the entire measurement period.  It is likely that the industrial 

commercial noise sources calibrated within the CadnaA model are underpredicting at the 

application site. 

 

6.06 and Table 18 

 

It is not obvious how the acoustic correction of 0 dB for tonality has been arrived at.  A footnote 

to Table 18 states that “No tonal component apparent in site measurements”.  This implies that 

an objective rather than subjective method for establishing presence of tonality has been 

undertaken.  As there is no presentation of one third octave band centre frequency data for the 

industrial noise measurements or discussion of other reference methods used, it is difficult to 

arrive at the same conclusions presented within the NIA regarding tonality.  Without this 

information the addition of a 2-4 dB correction for tonality which is just audible or clearly 

perceptible within the application site cannot be discounted. 

 

The industrial commercial assessment predicts significant adverse impacts for plots in the north-

east of the development site during the night-time.  The predictions are for a nominal receiver 

set to 1.5 metres above local ground level.  However, during the night-time and where plots are 

of 2-storeys, predictions should be presented for first floor i.e., 4 metres above local ground.  

This is representative of bedrooms and where future residents will sleep. 

 



 

 

 

6.11 

 

It is incorrectly stated that “the BS4142 assessment completed is for outdoor 

noise…Consequently external noise levels become less relevant for the assessment of impact.”  In 

fact, BS 4142:2014 assumes the magnitude of impact to be the same indoors as it is outdoors.  

As such, no account of the sound insulation afforded by the façade of a dwelling is taken into 

consideration in the BS 4142 assessment process.  Where the impacts are predicted during the 

night-time when residents are likely to be indoors resting, BS 4142 indicates that other 

Standards may be of more relevance in the assessment process and to add context to the 

overall assessment of impact.  The NIA does not address the subject of context as described 

within BS 4142 and attempts to under value the magnitude of the adverse impact in the 

assessment outcome. 

 

6.12 and Table 20 

 

This section presents the industrial commercial noise as an absolute noise level against external 

the trigger levels derived for road traffic noise.  As for road traffic noise the significance of effect 

at plots in the north-east of the site have been predicted to be slight/moderate for daytime and 

moderate/large during night-time periods.  If the predicted noise levels from CadnaA are in fact 

free field noise levels then the trigger level will shift to 47 dB LAeq,T for day and 42 dB LAeq,T for 

night-time.  The resultant significance of effect will be moderate / large for both daytime and 

night-time periods for some areas of the site. 

 

6.13 

 

If the CadnaA model is predicting free field noise levels and assuming an open window affords 

10-13 dB reduction rather than 15 dB for a façade level, the resultant noise contour plots would 

illustrate larger areas of the site within the red contour. 

 

6.14 

 

It is stated that mitigation in the form of a closed windows strategy will be required to address 

the excess of the agreed noise criteria.  This is presented without exploration of other mitigation 

options as is required within PAN 1/2011.  The sound insulation afforded by the fabric of the 

building in the mitigation appraisal should be considered as a last resort once all other options 

have been exhausted. 

 

7.00 Cumulative Noise Impact Assessment 

 

This section presents an assessment of the cumulative impact of road traffic and industrial 

commercial noise sources.  As stated above the same uncertainty remains over the CadnaA 

model predicting free field or façade noise levels and the application of the appropriate open 

window noise level reductions. 

 



 

 

 

There is also uncertainty within the prediction of industrial commercial noise sources and how 

these have been calibrated using the LA50 parameter.  Taking these uncertainties into account 

the final cumulative noise level is likely to be some 3-6 dB greater than those presented in the 

NIA.  The resulting significance of effect will be large/very large for daytime and night-time 

periods for north-east through to north-west areas of the site.  The noise contour plots are 

therefore likely to illustrate large areas of the site within the red contour. 

 

9.00 Mitigation 

 

The NIA presents a mitigation appraisal to address the excess of the agreed noise criteria at the 

worst affected plots.  This includes a proposal for a 5-metre-high acoustic bund/fence 

combination and a requirement for glazing and alternative ventilation to an open window to 

address the excess of the internal noise levels.  There is no appraisal of other mitigation options, 

such as layout design, building orientation and room layouts to achieve the objectives as 

required in Scottish Planning Policy for noise. 

 

The NIA discusses the statement within PAN 1/2011, where achieving internal noise levels with 

an open window is ‘preferrable’ rather than being an absolute requirement.  However, the 

mitigation section does not explore the statement in PAN 1/2011 which requests “practicable 

mitigation solutions should be explored” which the NIA reproduces in full and with emphasis. 

 

Conclusion 

 

There is uncertainty over the CadnaA model predicting free field or façade noise levels and the 

application of the appropriate open window noise level reductions. 

 

Due to the approach used to calibrate the industrial commercial noise sources within the 3D 

acoustic model predictions of industrial noise are likely to be underestimated. 

 

The NIA does not present how tonality has been determined from the survey measurement 

results in accordance with the methodology presented in BS 4142:2014. 

 

In the assessment of industrial commercial noise, the NIA attempts to contextualise the 

magnitude of the assessment outcome through inaccurate statements of the situations where 

BS 4142:2014 will apply.  The qualitative text attempts to underestimate the significance of the 

magnitude of the impact. 

 

The assessment outcome for road traffic and industrial commercial noise is likely to be 

underestimating the significance of effect for plots in the north-east and north-west of the 

development site.  Where the NIA predicts effects of moderate/large in the cumulative 

assessment, when considering the uncertainties in the model predictions and industrial 

commercial noise predictions it is likely that effects of large/very large significance exist for 

daytime and night-time periods for north-east through to north-west areas of the site. 
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Our Ref: OM01 

Your Ref: 19/00707/FULM 

7 June 2022 

FAO: Ruari Kelly 
Angus Council 
Communities – Planning and Place 
County Buildings 
Market Street 
FORFAR 
DD3 3LG 

Dear Mr Kelly 

Representation on behalf of Don & Low Ltd to Planning Application Red: 19/00707/FULM 

Residential Development of 136 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular Access, 
Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure  

At: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar 

We act on behalf of Don & Low Ltd who operate from a factory based industrial estate fronting 
the A94, Glamis Road, to the south west of Forfar. The above planning application site is located 
directly opposite their premises, to the south east. The application site is an Allocated Housing 
Site in the Angus LDP. 

This representation is made in direct response to the recently revised submission made by the 
applicant and follows useful dialogue directly with the applicant. Following a review of the 
revised submission, Don & Low are now able to withdraw their objection to the proposals, 
on the proviso appropriate conditions are included should the planning application be approved 
by Angus Council. 

We also wish to remind Angus Council that following the original application submission in 2017, 
the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 introduces the ‘agent of change’ principle, discussed further 
below. 

Background 

Don & Low Ltd is an internationally recognised manufacturer of woven and nonwoven polyolefin 
technical textiles. The wider company has a turnover of £60m and employs around 450 people. 
The company has a long history, established in 1792. Don & Low Ltd has been operating within 
Forfar for over 35 years. They are keen that their business interests at Glamis Road are fully 
protected, in terms of the existing 24 hour operations on site yet also regarding what the 
company might potentially seek to do in future within their Class 5 General Industrial Use. Don & 
Low Ltd’s operation complies squarely with the statutory development plan. The Angus Local 

6th Floor 
40 Torphichen Street 
Edinburgh  
EH3 8JB, United Kingdom 
T: +44 131 255 8000 
avisonyoung.com 
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Development Plan (LDP) Forfar Inset Map identifies Don & Low Ltd’s site as F9: an Existing 
Employment Site. 

On behalf of Don & Low we wrote to object to the application, as per our letter dates 23 October 
2019. The objection was on the basis that a deficient Noise Impact Assessment had been 
submitted as part of the application. It was our view that the failure by the applicant to properly 
assess noise impact on new residential properties from an existing industrial operation could 
cause complaints from future residents. The full details of our objection were contained within 
our objection of 2019, a copy of which is available on the planning portal. 

 

Revised Planning submission 

Following the original planning application, the applicant has recently redesigned the scheme, 
including the preparation of a revised Noise Impact Assessment culminating in a revised 
planning application submission being made under the original application reference number, 
ref 19/00707/FULM.  

To establish whether the revised submission continued to pose a threat to our clients operation, 
our client appointed Paul Horsley Associates (PHA), an expert noise consultant, to review this 
revised technical documentation due to our previous concerns that the original assessment did 
not fully address or provide sufficient mitigation in regards to protecting the residential amenity 
of the proposed residential development. PHA’s report is contained as Appendix 1 to this letter. 

The review of the updated Noise Impact Assessment found that due to scheme redesign, 
mitigation proposed, and that the assessment now considers a more accurate noise level from 
the surrounding area, including the Don and Low operation, it is unlikely that any adverse 
amenity impact on the proposed new residential properties would be had. 

This position is on the proviso that appropriate conditions were included on any planning 
permission should Angus Council be minded to approve the application in due course. 

For the avoidance of doubt, we consider that the following conditions (or similar appropriate 
wording) are therefore necessary: 

• Details of glazing units and specification where mitigation (trickle vents) are required 
as demonstrated by figure 7 and table 23 as contained within the CSP Acoustics 
Report, document reference CSP/004/01 version 1267 004AH dates 16/03/2022. 

• Delivery of a 3m earth bund with a 2m acoustic barrier atop the bund. This does not 
appear to be explicitly identified on the submitted planning drawings, however 
appears to be shown by the purple line on the Site Layout Plan, drawing reference 
17.029.P.002 Rev R. It is also referred to within the CSP Acoustics Report as identified 
above but also at page 31 of 36 (as indicated) of the document, albeit we note this is 
PDF page 32. 

Should these conditions be included if the Council are minded to approve the application, Don & 
Low would be able to remove their objection to the application. 
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Agent of Change Principle. 

The Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 introduces the ‘agent of change’ principle at section 25, which is 
now national policy. In essence this puts the onus on developers of noise sensitive properties 
such as residential accommodation, to effectively deal with potentially problematic noise 
sources, rather than curtailing an existing noise. 

The Act requires planning authorities to “take particular account of whether the development 
includes sufficient measures to mitigate, minimise or manage the effect of noise between the 
development and any existing…..businesses in the vicinity of the development”. 

Applying the principle to these proposals, it is for the applicant to ensure that their proposed 
residential development is not adversely impacted from a noise perspective from an existing 
source of noise, in this case the Don & Low facility opposite the application site. 

We consider that based on the revised noise assessment completed by the applicant, that the 
way to achieve this on this scheme is through appropriate mitigation. Therefore, a need for this 
mitigation to be established through the planning process, or by condition, is necessary in this 
case. 

 

Conclusions 

In light of the above comments, we are therefore writing to request that appropriate planning 
conditions as set out above are included should the planning application be approved, to ensure 
that the positive aspects of the proposal are not outweighed by the potential for significant 
impacts on our client’s operations. This would allow Don & Low’s objection to the proposal to 
be removed. 

I trust that this representation will therefore be considered during your determination of the 
application. 

We reserve our right to provide a further letter of representation (objection or otherwise) should 
further supporting information be submitted as part of this application. 

I hope that this letter has been helpful to set out our client’s position on the proposals and look 
forward to receiving recognition of receipt of this representation in due course. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss further. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Senior Planner 
+44 (0)7760 171617 
oliver.munden@avisonyoung.com 
For and on behalf of Avison Young (UK) Limited 



Appendix 1 
Paul Horsley Acoustics: Review of 
CSP Acoustic Noise Impact 
Assessment 
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1.0 Agent 

Avison Young 

40 Torphichen Street 

Edinburgh 

EH3 8JB 

 

2.0 Proposed Development Site 

Land to the south of Glamis Road (A94), Forfar. 

 

 

3.0 Brief 

Provide a review of the revised Noise Impact Assessment report completed by CSP Acoustics, reference 

No 1267 004 AH dated 16th March 2022, in support of the proposed residential development to the south 

of Glamis Road, Forfar with respect to the existing industrial estate positioned directly north of Glamis 

Road. 

 

Advise on the validity of the report’s content, assessment methodology and conclusions. 

 

Provide further advice relating to the impact and potential restrictions the proposed development may 

have on the existing and future operations and activities of the Don & Low Ltd Industrial Estate. 
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4.0 CSP Acoustics Noise Impact Assessment Report Review 

The following is assessment review of the revised CSP Acoustics Noise Impact Assessment report, 

reference 1267 004 AH, completed in support of the proposed residential development by Muir Homes Ltd 

on Land to the south of Glamis Road. 

 

The original monitoring was completed on 19th and 20th March 2018 and included road traffic, ambient 

and industrial noise surveys. Additional surveys were completed on 26th – 27 February 2020 and 19th 

March 2020. 

 

The report is set out in 10 No section headings, with accompanying Appendices, as noted below: - 

 

Each section will be analysed, and our comments provided with respect to the contents. 

 

4.1 Section 1.0 Introduction 

The introduction lays out the structure of the report that follows and indicates the amendments made to 

the original site layout from those appearing within the original 2019 report.  

 

This is a standard format introduction, and we have no further comments. 
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4.2 Section 2.0 Summary 

The summary provides an overview of the noise assessment completed and the conclusions drawn from 

the report. It indicates that additional noise monitoring was completed pre-pandemic and states that these 

values will still be relevant, post-pandemic. 

 

The summary section is concise providing an overview of the surveys conducted and does not provide 

specific details of the conclusions, other than to state that mitigation measures will be necessary to meet 

the internal levels of the agreed criteria. 

 

This section has not significantly altered from the original and as such we have no further comments 

relating to the summary section. 

 

4.3 Section 3.0 Assessment Framework and Criteria 

This section provides details of the Planning Policy relevant to the development of residential premises in 

Scotland. These include PAN 1/2011: Planning Advice Note (PAN) with accompanying Technical Advice 

Note (TAN). It provides 2 No tables setting out the criteria for assessing noise with respect to magnitude 

of noise impact and level of significance. Both these tables indicate receptor sensitivities to noise in the 

built environment. 

 

The section also provides details on Standards and Guidance for assessing noise, including reference to 

BS8233:2014, WHO guidelines, and BS4142:2014 +A1:2019. All these are relevant to the assessment of 

noise with respect to residential developments. 

 

Additionally, Angus Council had been approached for their advice relating to limiting noise levels for the 

proposed residential development and Mr Ian Graham, Environmental Health Officer, provided internal 

noise limits to be achieved, with a specific assessment value for slightly open windows of 15 dB reduction 

as accepted British Standard value of 15 dB. This now aligns the Angus Council requirements with the 

accepted British Standard value, which they opposed previously and recommended a lower ingress 

reduction of -13 dB. 

 

The assessment frameworks and criteria considered within the report are acceptable with respect to the 

proposed development. The use of these criteria in the noise impact assessment of the local environment 

should account for the noise levels present, including existing industrial noise. 
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4.4 Section 4.0 Survey 

The survey section provides details of the actual noise assessment completed for the development, 

detailing the 13 No positions and times the works were completed. 

 

The traffic assessment was completed during the daytime of 19th March 2019 between 14.00 and 17.00 

hours. It is noted that these values are relevant irrespective of the passage of time. Since no major 

changes to the road network or significant development have taken place, we agree with this statement. 

 

The original industrial noise assessment was completed on 20th March 2019 at night between 01.00 and 

03.00 hours, as detailed in 4.05 of the report. Any passing traffic movements were noted as being paused 

out of the results, thereby, the results relate only to industrial sources. 

 

It is also noted within 4.04 that additional more detailed measurements were completed on 26th and 27th 

February 2020. These updated noise monitoring sessions included relevant noise sources attributable to 

the site activities and operations of the Don & Low Ltd, which were not included within the original report. 

 

Below is a copy Figure 3 from the report indicating the noise assessment locations. 

 

The noise monitoring was completed at representative positions to account for the Don & Low Ltd 

activities. 

 

The table of results, Table 5, show the results collected for the industrial assessment part of the survey. 

A copy is provided below for reference. 
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However, additional to the original monitoring results, the revised report includes Tables 9 to 14. These 

tables of results now account for the industrial noise levels associated with the Don & Low Ltd activities 

for both daytime and nighttime period, which was not present within the original report. 

 

Our comments relating to the industrial assessment are as follows: 

 

The revised noise assessment has now considered noise attributable to the Don & Low Ltd noise sources, 

including lorry movements, delivery activities in the service yard, with general noise assessed accordingly 

along the full length of the southern boundary of the Don & Low Ltd site. 

 

The results presented within Tables 5 to 14 inclusive now provide representative results over relevant time 

periods that the site operates of specific activities and that are likely to be present when the incumbent 

occupants of the residential development take residence. 

 

The results tables included within the report are now considered acceptable for use when considering the 

current noise climate within the area of the proposal site. 
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4.5 Section 5.0  Road Traffic 

This section deals with the road traffic assessment.  

 

It makes use of the daytime results and utilises the methodology of Calculation of Road Traffic Noise, 

1998 (CRTN’88) in the analysis. It also generates CadnA® noise mapping predictions of noise generation 

onto the site. 

 

The above methodology is acceptable, and we have no comments relating to this or the predicted results 

on the proposed revised layout residential development gained thereafter. 

 

The results indicate that road traffic noise is likely to be produce an adverse impact on the development 

and further mitigation is required. 

 

4.6 Section 6.0  Industrial Noise Assessment 

The industrial noise assessment completed makes use of the rating methodology of 

BS4142:2014+A1:2019.  

 

This is the appropriate method of rating the likely effect that industrial noise will have on a background 

when considered at a noise sensitive receptor location. 

 

The background level, recorded away from the influence of the industrial activities, is a relevant position 

for executing such an assessment. 

 

The report acknowledges that industrial noise will impact on the proposed development, see 6.04, and 

indicates the potential highest exposure positions of the development. 

 

Below is a copy of the BS4142:2014+A1:2019 nighttime assessment rating for the most exposed proposed 

residential locations considered: 
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The plots considered within the assessment above are based upon the revised site layout for the 

development and represent the most exposed dwellings along the northern site boundary of the 

development site, with potentially a direct line of sight of the Don & Low Ltd factory. 

 

The monitored industrial noise levels from the Don & Low Ltd activities have been utilised within the 

subsequent assessment, however, this is only a single LAeq dB value, and no frequency content has been 

provided for inspection or corroboration to justify no tonal content to the characteristic. 

 

The results of the BS4142:2014 assessment indicate rating values up to +10 dB above background. This 

is a significant value and likely to result in justifiable complaints relating to noise from noise sensitive 

premises. If the rating were assessed for industrial development purposes against residential premises, 

significant mitigation measures would be required to reduce the noise at source.   

 

The problem that could arise in the future is that once the proposed development premises are occupied, 

justifiable complaints could be forthcoming against the existing noise generated by the industrial activities. 

 

The revised report confirms that the industrial noise is likely to result in a significant adverse impact on 

the development, dependent upon context. 

 

The context of the industrial noise is considered and concludes that traffic noise is likely to be more 

dominant than industrial sources during daytime periods. The context is also considered against Trigger 
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Noise Levels for the Don & Low impact. The results of this context assessment still indicate a significant 

adverse impact due to industrial noise levels, as noted in Table 20. 

 

The recommendation concluded within 6.14 is that windows along the northern elevation of the proposed 

development should consider a strategy of closed windows along this elevation to mitigate against the 

industrial noise intrusion. 

 

4.7 Section 7.0  Cumulative Noise Impact Assessment 

This is a new section within the revised report and makes a collective impact assessment of both the traffic 

and industrial noise sources. 

 

It compares the cumulative daytime and nighttime values with trigger values for the worst-case dwellings 

on the proposal site and includes an impact assessment table in accordance with TAN and PAN1/2011. 

 

The results of the assessment indicate that there is likely to be moderate to large significance for the with 

respect to current noise sources of a traffic and industrial nature and that mitigation measures will be 

necessary to alleviate the impact upon the proposed development. 

 

A copy of the Table 22 is included for reference 

 

 

This section provides adequate information and is acceptable therefore we have no further comments. 
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4.8 Section 8.0 Outdoor Amenity Area 

Outdoor amenity is considered using the WHO Guidelines, where a noise exposure value limit of 55 dB 

LAeq dB is recommended. 

 

The report concludes that the north-eastern elevation of the proposed residential site will exceed this limit 

and indicate mitigation measures in the form of fencing to the back gardens of the worst-affected 

dwellings. 

 

We have no further comment relating to this conclusion. 

 

4.9 Section 9.0  Mitigation 

CSP Acoustics have considered mitigation options and conclude that an acoustic barrier alone will not 

mitigate against noise intrusion into internal spaces.  

 

Section 9.01 details the fact that the site layout has been modified by the developer to incorporate a 3m 

high earth bund along the northern site boundary with a 2m high acoustic barrier atop the bund. The 

acoustic performance of this barrier inclusion has been utilised throughout the report by CSP Acoustics. 

However, it should be noted that, other than the results included within the electronic contour maps, no 

confirmation of the barrier correction value used has been provided within the report for verification 

purposes. 

 

The report indicates that a specification of glazing and alternative ventilation method will be necessary. 

 

The section goes on the consider PAN 1/2011, stating that opening a window is not a necessity and internal 

noise levels and ventilation can be achieved using alternative methods. 

 

Para 9.07 provides a table of glazing recommendations for the various locations on site, with a plot of 

specific locations where opening a window is not recommended. 

 

Figure 7 and Table 23 have been reproduced below for reference. 
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As can be seen the proposal is for closed windows primarily for the northern elevation of the site.  

 

Trickle vents are proposed as an alternative form of ventilation and supplier details provided. Whilst trickle 

vents provide an alternative background ventilation, they do not address the requirements of a rapid purge 

ventilation scenario as an alternative to opening a window. This may require additional forced ventilation 

and we would recommend that the developer seek further information in this respect from the ‘Acoustics 

Ventilation and Overheating, Residential Design Guide’ publication, Jan 2020, Version 1.1.  

 

Para 9.09 clarifies the situation that further calculations will be required and recommends this be 

conditioned through the planning process. 

 

Whilst there is additional work required to verify that the amenity of the internal spaces for the residential 

premises can be achieved, this element can also be conditioned through the planning process and should 

not unduly impact upon the current or future activities of the Don & Low Ltd site. 
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4.10  Section 10.0 Conclusions 

The conclusions of the report provide an overview of the methodology and survey completed, siting CTRN 

for traffic noise and BS4142:2014+A1:2019 for industrial noise. 

 

The conclusions indicate that the noise data gathered has been used to generate CadnA® noise maps for 

the proposed site. 

 

The outcome concludes that a large proportion of the site does not require mitigation and that trickle 

vents accompanied by acoustic glazing is required as indicated. 

 

It does not clarify that a 3m high earth bund along the northern boundary, topped with a 2.0m high 

acoustic barrier, has been included within the evaluation of the proposed site noise exposure calculations.  

 

This conclusion is a confirmation that noise is likely to be an issue with respect to an adverse impact on 

the proposed residential development at this specific site, however, with the mitigation measures proposed 

both the internal and external amenity of the incumbent residents will be preserved. 
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5.0 Report Review Conclusions 

The CSP Acoustics revised report reference 1267 004 AH has provided baseline noise assessments in 

support of a proposed residential development on land to the south of Glamis Road. 

 

Don & Low Ltd, an industrial premises is located on the northern side of Glamis Road, directly opposite 

the proposed development site. 

 

The proposed development site is currently open fields used for growing crops. 

 

The CSP Acoustics report has now considered traffic noise and industrial noise in isolation of each other 

and cumulatively.  

 

The revised report includes for more extensive consideration of the Don & Low Ltd noise sources for both 

day and nighttime periods. 

 

The data gathered has been presented as broad band single figure values. Whilst this provides a specific 

noise level for the area, it still does not indicate the qualitative content of the sound, a full octave centre 

band frequency analysis of the noise climate would be required to determine this. A full sound spectrum 

would also allow for mitigation measures to be considered accordingly. 

 

A BS4142:2014+A1:2019 rating of the industrial noise has been produced indicating up to a +10 dB value. 

This is significant and would result in justifiable complaints from noise sensitive residential premises. 

 

The assessment locations used within the BS4142:2014+A1:2019 are now fully representative of the most 

exposed plots on the proposed site and consider the plots closest the Don & Low Ltd premises. 

 

The mitigation recommendations proposed for the residential development are in the form of glazing, 

alternative methods of ventilation and a noise barrier. 

 

The recommended glazing for the northern plots of the development, closest to the industrial estate, 

provide a recommendation for the double glazing with a specification of the minimum Rw (C, Ctr) dB rating 

for the glazing system. 

 

The specification for the recommended trickle ventilation is low at 35 dB Dn,eW and may require review 

following a more in-depth assessment of the development as a whole. 
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The report does indicate that further calculations will be necessary and should be completed as part of a 

Planning Conditioning process. 

 

The report indicates that the redesign completed by the developer Muir Homes, now includes for a 3m 

high earth bund along the northern site boundary, with a 2m high acoustic barrier atop. The acoustic 

properties provided by this mitigation are used throughout the report for the assessment of exposure 

levels by CSP Acoustics, however, there are no sound reduction values attributable to this mitigation 

method provided for verification. A full acoustic barrier specification is still required to ensure compliance 

with the sound reduction values used by CSP Acoustics and those provided by the final installation barrier, 

and this should be included within any Planning Condition relating to the mitigation measures. 

 

The report has now addressed the noise exposure along the northern elevation of the proposed 

development site satisfactorily for both traffic and industrial units noise output when considered at the 

residential premises.  

 

The noise impact assessment completed by CSP Acoustics has now provided additional information 

indicating the necessary evidence of the current noise climate in the vicinity of the northern elevation of 

the proposed development site.  

 

The outcome of this is that if the development progresses the industrial activities and current noise output, 

has now been considered and should no longer result in loss of amenity for the incumbent residents in 

the future and should not produce adverse reaction to the noise.  

 

This conclusion should give the necessary assurances to the industrial premises that complaints relating 

to noise and should not result in action being taken by the local authorities against the industrial premises, 

should the development proceed, based upon the recommended mitigation measures proposed for the 

site and the due process of the planning condition procedures available.  

 

 

 

 

 













 
 
 
Ruari Kelly 
Planning Officer 
Planning & Sustainable Growth                                            
Vibrant Communities  
Angus Council 

19th December 2022 

Dear Mr. Kelly, 

Planning Application Ref 19/00707/FULM Residential Development of 136 Dwellinghouses 
including Formation of Vehicular Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and 
Associated Infrastructure, Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar 

We refer to the abovementioned planning application validated on 26 September 2019, and the 
further additional information lodged in support of the proposal, specifically the updated consultee 
response from Transport Scotland dated 23 August 2022. In that response Transport Scotland 
appear to remove their objection to the pending application, however this is caveated by the 
following statement: 
 

“Transport Scotland's response is provided on the understanding that Angus Council will 
develop an appropriate scheme of mitigation for the A90 / A932 Dundee Road Lochlands 
Junction. The mechanism for this mitigation scheme must be agreed with any future 
applicants before any further part of the F4 site is developed in addition to the 136 
residential units covered by this planning application.” 

 
We further refer to an email received by us through Freedom of Information Request FOI 
453185734, of the same date in which Transport Scotland confirms this position, however goes on 
to emphasize: - 
 

“I would however reiterate the points made in my e mail of the 12th May relating to the 
potential impacts arising from the remainder of the Westfield Masterplan area and from any 
future expansion of this allocation within subsequent LDPs.  The supporting Transport 
Assessment has demonstrated that with the introduction of more southerly vehicular 
connection onto Westfield Loan,  subsequent phases of development will result in a material 
impact on the operation of the A90 Lochlands Junction. Neither this Transport Assessment 
nor the Masterplan or LDP identify and appropriate solution to mitigate this impact. 

 I would therefore advise that Transport Scotland would require this matter to be addressed 
and an appropriate scheme of mitigation identified before we could support any subsequent 



planning applications within the Westfield allocation that promoted access onto Westfield 
Loan, rather than solely via Glamis Road.” (Elite Homes emphasis) 

 

Therefore, the position of Transport Scotland is clear and accords with the requirements of Policy F4 
Housing Westfield, which states that:  

“No development will be allowed until a full assess of the potential impact on the A90 
junctions (including Lochlands) is completed and any resulting mitigation is agreed with 
Angus Council and Transport Scotland.” 

As, by the applicant’s own admission, the potential impact on the A90 junctions (including 
Lochlands) has not been completed and any resulting mitigation has not been identified or agreed, 
no development on F4 can be allowed at this time.  

Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd shares the concerns of Transport Scotland in relation to the development 
proposals at Westfield.  As a result of those concerns, we asked Dougall Baillie Associates (DBA), 
transport consultants, to carry out a peer review of the updated Transport Assessment and the West 
Port Appraisal submitted by Muir Homes as well as the Council’s approach to that assessment in the 
recent Report to Committee in respect of their application.  DBA have flagged several issues with the 
substance of the Transport Assessment and the West Port Appraisal.  We have attached a copy of 
the letter from DBA addressed to Elite Homes dated 16th December 2022 which details a range of 
concerns related to the access infrastructure and accessibility, the traffic impact and mitigation 
measures, including a significant underestimate of existing committed development and the 
response from both Angus Council and Transport Scotland to the documents.  We would request 
that the contents of this letter are considered as part of the application currently pending. 
 
Further, we are aware that an amended Masterplan Framework August 2022 has now been 
submitted by Barton Willmore on behalf of the development consortium.  The masterplan 
framework seeks to increase the level of housing within the F4 site to 450 with 4 accesses indicated 
to be taken from Westfield Loan.  We are also aware that Scotia Homes have now submitted a 
Proposal of Application Notice in connection with their proposed development site at Westfield 
located to the southeast of the Muir Homes site. There is no detail within the PAN or the related 
consultation information to indicate how many houses are proposed, however, from information in 
the Masterplan Framework August 2022 Scotia Homes appear to be suggesting that they would 
bring forward 121 units. That would mean potential planning applications pending on Site F4 for 261 
housing units with a suggested total development of 450 units within the area allocated as F4.  
 
Therefore, even if Transport Scotland consider that the Muir Homes application would not have an 
adverse impact on the Lochlands Junction, the Council must consider the effects of the proposed 
Scotia Homes development as well as the wider proposed allocation indicated in the revised 
Masterplan Framework document. It is our view that this should be done anyway to ensure that the 
development of Site F4 is carried out in a comprehensive manner with all strategic matters 
addressed. It is also precisely what Policy F4 requires where it says: “No development will be allowed 
until a full assessment of the potential impact on the A90 junctions (including Lochlands) is 
completed and any resulting mitigation is agreed with Angus Council and Transport Scotland”. This 
policy plank refers to the whole of Site F4. 
 
In addition, if the cumulative impact of the whole intended development of 450 units is not taken 
into account, the consequence is likely to be that Muir Homes may not have to make any 
contributions towards any mitigation, whereas Scotia Homes may have to bear it all. In planning 
terms, that would  be neither fair nor reasonable, and it would mean that any obligations imposed 



on the Scotia Homes site would not relate to the development in scale and kind. We are aware that 
Scotia Homes has now submitted a PAN in connection with the development of a site at Westfield, 
which forms part of Site F4, located adjacent to the Muir Homes application site. This relates to 
further residential development. Although no housing numbers are given in that PAN, the previous 
PAN for the same site indicated a development of 125 residential units – that would almost double 
the number of residential units proposed for Westfield. Therefore the cumulative impact of the Muir 
Homes application and the Scotia Homes proposal should be addressed at this stage.  
 
We appreciate that this is labouring the point that we have repeatedly made, but addressing the 
cumulative site-wide impacts of development on Site F4 is precisely what a comprehensive 
masterplan document should do and why one was required by the Reporter and the Council in Policy 
F4. That would ensure that all issues are identified at the outset, with the required mitigation agreed 
among the parties, before any planning application is submitted.  
 
We would request that the above comments and attached Report prepared by DBA are considered 
as part of the Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited objection to the application currently pending. 
 
Your sincerely 
 
Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

3 Glenfield Road, Kelvin, East Kilbride G75 0RA 
t: 01355 266480 
f: 01355 221991 

e: enquiries@dougallbaillie.com 
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SH/RCMD/22123let03a 
 
16 December 2022 
 
Karen Clark, 
Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd, 
17 Academy Street,  
Forfar, 
Angus, DD8 2HA 
 
Dear Karen, 
 
Westfield Development, Forfar 
Planning Application 19/00707/FULM 
Updated Transportation Assessment, Planning Report & other material 
 
In December 2019, DBA reviewed the Transport Assessment and planning documents 
associated with Planning Application 19/00707/FULM for the development of 175 
residential units on the Westfield site in Forfar. Specific issues with the content of the TA 
were identified that resulted in DBA concluding that the TA did not adequately consider 
certain traffic and transport impacts of the proposed development, and that the 
application did not provide sufficient transport infrastructure or mitigation of certain 
transport impacts. 
 
Consequently, an Updated Transport Assessment was submitted by the applicant, dated 
March 2022. DBA reviewed this document, and—while certain of the original TA’s 
deficiencies had been addressed—various issues and previously stated concerns remain 
unresolved. 
 
Since that time, the Planning Authority prepared a planning report with a recommendation 
for refusal of the application, stating a number of reasons. DBA have now reviewed the 
withdrawn planning report, and we write to express concern as to the adequacy of the 
applicant’s current transport studies, but also the Council’s position in respect of the 
mitigation of traffic and transport impacts for the ALDP F4 residential allocation. 
 
More recently, TPL submitted a “West Port appraisal” report (dated August 2022, referred 
to herein as WPA) which, in traffic analysis terms, is an addendum to their Updated TA for 
the application. In addition, a matter has come to light in relation to the committed 
development allowed for in the applicant’s analysis, detailed below, which results in the 
analysis carried out to date by the applicant being rendered significantly unrepresentative 
of the future design year traffic conditions. 
 
Our report on these various issues, contained within this letter, refers to matters in the 
context of the current Transport Assessment. This report supersedes our previous letter 
SH/RCMD/22123let02, dated 24 May 2022. 
 
Updated Transport Assessment, TPL, March 2022 
 
DBA note that an Updated Transport Assessment (UTA) has been submitted, and also that a 
Masterplan Framework has been prepared for the wider allocated Phase 1 of the LDP site 
F4 Land at Westfield Loan.  
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The following comments refer to the UTA lodged on the Council’s website in three parts, 
and dated March 2022. 
 
DBA’s comments are referenced to the UTA by way of a bracketed paragraph number, e.g. 
(2.6). Conclusions are highlighted in underline. Plan extracts are provided within this 
response to highlight certain issues referred to, for ease of reference. These extracts are 
taken from the JFC “Site Layout Plan, Phase 1” reference 17.029.P.002 (Revision R), dated 
24/2/2022, submitted as part of the application. 
 
Access Infrastructure and Accessibility 

1. (2.5) Appendix A, Figure 2 does not provide an accurate representation of travel 
distance from the application site, as circular isochrones do not reflect the actual 
path of the traveller. This is not, in practice, a straight line from the centre of the 
site, and will always be longer, and therefore reach less far from the site in the 
relevant time. Travel isochrones should be updated to better reflect travel times. 

2. (2.6) There are no existing footways on any frontage of the application site, either 
on Glamis Road or on Westfield Loan. The only footway provision is on the opposite 
(north) side of Glamis Road and the opposite (east) side of Westfield Loan). There is 
only one designed pedestrian crossing point on Glamis Road in the vicinity of the 
site, but not on its frontage, which is of poor standard, requiring pedestrians to cross 
the equivalent of four lanes of traffic with no priority. 

a. It is noted that the development proposals include the provision of a new 
remote footway on the south side of Glamis Road (Plan Extract A, below) 
over the length of the development frontage, however no such provision is 
proposed on Westfield Loan, despite the development relying on the use of 
bus stops on Westfield Loan as part of its accessibility to public transport. 

b. The site plan identifies that two new crossing points will be installed on 
Glamis Road (Plan Extract A, below), however no reference is made to what 
infrastructure will be provided to address pedestrian safety issues given the 
speed of traffic on this road, and the significant crossing width for 
pedestrians. Also, these proposed crossings are shown at the access to Don 
& Low immediately to the north, which incorporates a flared radius which 
significantly increases crossing distance on the east side of the junction. 

 

Plan Extract A 

Don & 

Low 
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Image 1, sole existing crossing of Glamis Road (source: Google Streetview) 

c. These proposed facilities, and the absence of measures in some areas, are 
inadequate to serve development on the scale proposed, and new 
pedestrian facilities should be provided along the eastern frontage of the 
site to provide adequate routes for pedestrians walking to and from the 
development, for reasons of accessibility and road safety, particularly of 
vulnerable road users. Clarification must be provided as to the design 
intention for the new pedestrian crossings of Glamis Road (as indicated at 
b., above). The importance of this cannot be overstated. At present only 
one pedestrian crossing of doubtful utility exists away from the frontage of 
the application site (Image 1, above). 

d. It is noted that Angus Council (AC) Roads require details of new footways on 
the Glamis Road and Westfield Loan frontages of the development, and also 
details of the proposed access junction on Glamis Road. These details are 
critical to the viability of the development in transport accessibility terms, 
and should be applied as conditions to any consent granted. 

e. Furthermore, in view of the position of Transport Scotland in relation to 
restricting access onto Westfield Loan, it must be considered critical to 
establish, through a further revised Transport Assessment, whether a 
second vehicular access is required on Glamis Road, and whether this is 
practically achievable, given the constraints of junction design, and also of 
noise attenuation and impact on properties. 

3. (2.13) The footways on Dundee Road to the south of the site are characterised as 
“wide footways on both sides of the carriageway”. This is clearly not the case 
(Image 2, below), even from examination of the images in the TA itself.  

 

Image 2, footways on Dundee Road (source: Google Streetview) 
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3…/ The image shows an isolated section of footway tapering sharply at a priority 
junction and presumably provided for local visibility purposes. The term “wide” 
cannot be used to described the majority of footways on both sides of Dundee Road, 
which appear to fall below a standard of 2.0m width over many sections. The typical 
range of footway width measurement along Dundee Road (minima and maxima) 
should be provided if the term ‘wide’ is to be included, or this could mislead those 
determining the application. 

4. (2.16) Core paths – It is notable from the UTA map extract that Westfield Loan is not 
identified as a core path by the Council. This is considered to indicate the point 
above (3.) that significant improvement to the pedestrian infrastructure on 
Westfield Loan should be provided by the developer in order to bring that route up 
to a standard that it can provide reasonable pedestrian accessibility to a 
development on the scale proposed. 

5. (2.19) Schools – The UTA identified Langlands Primary as accessible from the site, 
however, this involves young children crossing Westfield Loan, where there are no 
pedestrian facilities on the development (west) side of the road, and no crossing 
facilities on Westfield Loan. Either a detour would be required via Glamis Road, or, 
as is more likely, some parents may choose to cross Westfield Loan in the absence 
any site-side pedestrian facilities, or crossing facilities. As noted in Point 3, above, 
the developer should provide a footway on the west side of Westfield Loan, to cater 
for pedestrian demand from this significant development. 

6. (2.20) Walking to Forfar Academy is likely to generate pedestrian movement using 
the poor standard pedestrian crossing facility on Glamis Road in the vicinity of 
Westfield Loan. The applicant should provide improved pedestrian crossing facilities 
of Glamis Road to address and mitigate pedestrian and road safety issues associated 
with significant additional demand for crossing of Glamis Road as a result of the 
proposed development. 

7. (2.21) The UTA acknowledges there are no identified and maintained cycle routes in 
the vicinity of the development site. There are some local facilities, but these are 
discontinuous and of only limited benefit in cyclists seeking to make journeys on the 
local road network. Largely, cyclists to and from the development site would be 
required to share busy roads with vehicles. A development on this scale, and 
generating the level of cycle activity that can be expected, should contribute to the 
upgrading and/or provision of new cycle facilities on the local road network, in the 
interests of encouraging sustainable travel and of road safety. 

 
8. (2.24-2.28) The UTA describes walking distances from the nearest bus stops to the 

edges of the site. This is misleading and does not represent the actual accessibility 
of the site to public transport services. The stops on Dundee Road to the south are 
over some 900 metres from the closest residential unit within the development 
layout, according to the site layout lodged with the application. Also, no footpath 
link would be provided as part of this application, therefore these stops can be 
discounted as contributing to accessibility for this application. 

a. Furthermore, the stops on Westfield Loan / Threewells Drive, which are 
some 600m from the furthest unit, have a poor frequency for the purposes 
of serving residential development and encouraging sustainable travel, 
providing only one bus per hour. Clearly, a significant number of units in the 
application layout would lie outwith the accepted 400m walking distance to 
public transport services. The same applies to the stops on the A94 to the 
west, although these have better frequency during peak hours. The 
conclusion of the UTA in 2.30 that a “good volume (sic) of bus routes” 
service stops on Westfield Load and Threewells Drive is manifestly not the 
case. 
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b. Also, the latest timetable information on the Stagecoach website confirms 

that the 27 service does not operate to Westfield Loan and Threewells Drive 
stops during the day (Timetable extract, below), and therefore this service 
provide little benefit to the accessibility of the development site. The UTA 
implies that the development relies on this service to achieve what is 
characterised as a good level of public transport accessibility. The 
developer should therefore be required to enter negotiation with 
Stagecoach to secure the servicing of the Westfield Loan and Threewells 
Drive stops during the day before any units in the Phase 1a development are 
occupied. 

 

Image 3, Extract from Stagecoach timetable, Service 27 

c. Considering walking distances in greater detail, there are only two 
pedestrian access points shown on the proposed site layout plan. These are 
located at the vehicular accesses on A94 Glamis Road, and on Westfield 
Loan opposite Threewells Drive. Discounting the bus stops on Westfield Loan 
due to their infrequent service which, it is considered, is inadequate for 
commuting purposes, the average distance from the A94 stops to the main 
site entrance is some 355m, leaving a walking distance of only 45m within 
the site to reach units. This results in a significant majority of units being 
outwith the 400m walking distance identified in transport policy (See 
Diagram 22123/3, attached). This is considered a poor level of accessibility 
to public transport. 

d. The applicant should be required to install new bus stops on the A94 Glamis 
Road frontage of the development to bring a much higher proportion of the 
development within suitable walking distance of public transport services. 
Furthermore, if reliance is placed on the bus stops on Westfield Loan, the 
applicant should be required to take suitable actions to ensure that the 
frequency of services at these stops is increased to a level adequate to 
service and be attractive to demand from the development. Any new bus 
stops, or existing stops that do not have them, should be provided with bus 
shelters at the expense of the applicant to increase the attraction of public 
transport to commuters to and from the development. 
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9. (2.35/2.36) Conclusions are drawn by the UTA that (a) the development is “located 

in close proximity to well established pedestrian and cycle routes”, (b) “bus stops 
are located close to the site” (without characterising their suitability, or level of 
service), and (c) “These facilities provide a wide range of non-car travel 
opportunities covering a range of key destinations”. These conclusions however 
are, it is considered, not supported by the assessment of actual accessibility of the 
site, and quality of public and sustainable transport facilities available. This 
underlines the importance of the applicant being required to invest in the 
improvement of pedestrian, cycle and bus facilities and services in the area. 

10. (3.4) The latest site layout plan lodged with the application (JFC plan reference 
17.029.P.002, Revision R), shows no meaningful new footway on the west side of 
Westfield Loan. Thus, the proposed development layout is contrary to the UTA’s 
assessment of sustainable transport access requirements, which states that “new 
footway provision / crossing points along the western side of Westfield Loan”. The 
applicant should be required to include in the proposals new footway provision on 
and crossing(s) to the west side of Westfield Loan in order that the development 
proposals are consistent with the findings of the UTA. It is noted that this has been 
specified as a requirement of Phase 1 development by AC Roads, and should 
therefore be applied as a planning condition. 

11. (3.6/3.7) The UTA’s conclusions on accessibility of the development are 
demonstrably not the case, as walking distances are not accurately measured, and 
only measured to the boundary of the site, not the furthest unit within the proposed 
development, and no new bus stops or services are proposed. Also, benefit is taken 
from certain bus stops that are considerably in excess of the 400m distance specified 
in transport policy guidance. 

12. (3.8-3.10) The UTA identifies the creation of two new cross-roads priority junctions 
for the purposes of providing vehicular access to the development. For many years, 
the use of priority cross-roads junctions was not permitted due to the inherent road 
safety risks and poor safety performance of such junctions. Designing Streets policy 
has reintroduced the use of priority cross-roads junctions, but only in low speed 
environments, within development, with attendant appropriate design of 
streetscape, road alignment, etc. to reinforce and ensure low vehicle speeds. 

a. The proposals for access junctions illustrated in the UTA clearly are not 
founded on the principles of Design Streets, which provides for maximum 
visibility splays of 43m long (Y-distance) at junctions, reflecting the 
intended low speed environment. The access proposals for this development 
reflect much higher vehicles speeds by catering for splays of 120m on 
Glamis Road, which appears nowhere in Designing Streets, but in which 
location the applicant proposes new pedestrian crossing facilities (see plan 
Extract A, above).  

b. The applicant should be required to provide physical road safety measures 
to deliver expectations for design speeds within Designing Streets, and show 
how traffic speeds will be controlled in the vicinity of development site 
access junctions, particular on Glamis Road (a 40mph road), opposite a 
business where heavy goods vehicles regularly access, and where many 
large commercial vehicles use the A94 Glamis Road to access Forfar from 
the A90 trunk road. 

c. It is noted that AC Roads has identified these details as a requirement, and 
planning consent should not be granted until the applicant has 
demonstrated the engineering feasibility of their access solutions, and also 
if a second access on Glamis Road physically can be achieved, given the 
restrictions indicated by Transport Scotland in relation to access on 
Westfield Loan. 
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Traffic Impact and Mitigation Measures 

13. (UTA 6.19, WPA 1.19) Committed Development – As is appropriate in all traffic 
analysis of future design years, account is taken by the UTA of committed 
development traffic; traffic associated with development holding planning 
permission, not yet built out, but which can be built out in future without further 
recourse to the PPiP process. 

14. It has become apparent that no account is taken in the original application TA, the 
UTA, or the most recent WPA of committed business and industrial development at 
Orchardbank Business Park, consented in 2004 under application 03/01306/FUL.  

15. That consent grants permission for Business Park, Hotel and Roadside Services to the 
extent of a 60-bed, travel lodge-type hotel, Class 4 business development to a 
maximum of 160,000ft2 (14,864m2), Class 5 distribution development of 400,000ft2 
(37,160 m2), and Class 6 warehousing development of 150,000ft2 (13,935), with any 
future Petrol Filling Station (within the roadside services portion) to be supported by 
a separate future TA, as appropriate. 

16. A later Transportation Statement (TS) was prepared by Millard Consulting for an 
application by A.M. Phillip for 4,850m2 of Class 6 development within the 
Orchardbank Business Park. This TS takes account of the wider consented 
Orchardbank development in its assessment, and was approved by both Transport 
Scotland and Angus Council. 

17. It is apparent that further development has taken place within the Business Park 
since the time of the Millard assessment of October 2020, and therefore would be 
included in traffic surveys undertaken by the applicant. However, it also is clear that 
there is a substantial portion of the extant Orchardbank Business Park consent of 
2004, implemented by the development of various plots within that consent, which 
has not been built out, as evidenced by the vacant plots in the application area. 

18. Regardless for the reason for this omission, a significant volume of extant business, 
industrial and warehousing development (approved up to 710,000ft2 (65,959m2)) has 
been excluded from the Westfield applicant’s Transportation Assessment, UTA and 
WPA, and all analysis of relevant junctions, in particular the A90(T)/A932 Dundee 
Road (Lochlands) and A90(T)/A94 Glamis junctions, and the A94 Orchard Loan 
roundabout, but also other local road junctions. This additional committed 
development must be accounted for, and the current WPA and UTA junction analysis 
further updated, for the assessment of Westfield development traffic impact to be 
an adequate basis to assess the proposed development with respect to relevant TA 
guidance. 

19. (7.25) Trip Distribution – While the approach taken in the UTA to assessing vehicle 
trip distribution may reasonably apply to development car trips in the northern part 
of the site, such as are contained within the 175-unit development subject to the 
current planning application, development to the south, near A932 Dundee Road, 
would be expected to exhibit much higher proportions of commuting car trips using 
the A90(T) / A932 Lochlands priority junction, in this respect therefore, the UTA is 
considered to underestimate the Trunk Road impact of the proposed development at 
the Lochlands junction. 

20. Furthermore, The UTA should be revised to reflect a more realistic trip distribution 
for the 300-unit development test of the traffic impact of Westfield, Phase 1. 

21. (8.49) Notwithstanding the above, even the UTA’s distribution pattern is shown to 
have an adverse operational impact on the capacity of the A90(T)/A932 Lochlands 
junction. 
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a. Table 8.8 does not provide analysis results for the 2023 AM/PM +Com +175 

units development scenario. As such, the traffic impact of the current 
application on the Lochlands trunk road junction is not presented in the 
UTA. The UTA should be revised to show the impact of the Phase 1a current 
planning application on the Lochlands junction, as the impact is shown for 
all other junctions, regardless of the percentage impact of Phase 1a 
development traffic at Lochlands, which is a discretionary measure of 
significance. 

b. Table 8.8 shows the Lochlands junction operating beyond the limiting RFC 
value of 0.750 for high-speed roads in the 2023 PM base scenario, and again 
in the 2023 AM and PM peak scenarios with committed development traffic 
included. Clearly, both the Phase 1a, and complete Phase 1 developments 
comprised in the F4 allocation at Westfield will impact adversely on this 
base situation. The applicant must be required to identify mitigation, 
analyse in the UTA, and contribute to measures for the mitigation of their 
development traffic impact at the Lochlands junction. Updated junction 
analysis of mitigation measures should be provided, including the impact of 
any localised traffic rerouting as a result of banning traffic movements at 
Lochlands, should that be part of the traffic impact mitigation identified. 

c. In addition, the design year of 2023 reflected in the UTA is no longer valid, 
as it must now be considered infeasible to complete the development of 
136 units from start to finish before at the earliest 2024. However, since 
the TA is predicated on analysing the development of 300 units, a more 
realistic design year for that test scenario would be at least 2025, or indeed 
2026 which is the end of the period identified for development of the wider 
allocation (Council planning report, 8.49). 

d. In addition, it is understood that the applicant argues that the F4 allocation 
at Lochlands is capable to accommodating significant higher levels of 
development. That being the case, the analysis of 300 units as presented in 
the UTA must be deemed to underestimate the full potential of the site. 
Therefore, any competent analysis of potential development impact should 
properly consider the top level of potential traffic impact, in order the 
effective impact mitigation is achieved. 

e. The Lochlands trunk road junction is the site of some 27 injury accidents 
over a 23-year period, including 1 Fatal; 11 Serious and 14 Slight (Diagram 
22123/1, attached). It is clear that the Lochlands junction is a locus for 
injury accidents, and that the severity of accidents in this location is 
skewed disproportionately to resulting Severe injuries. As a result, there is 
an imperative obligation on the Roads Authorities to ensure that the traffic 
impact of the Westfield development on this junction is mitigated 
adequately mitigated. No development should be permitted until a 
mitigation scheme for Lochlands is agreed, as there is no means to prevent 
new development traffic from using the Lochlands junction. 

22. (8.24) With respect to the junction analysis, the modelling of the traffic signal 
junction of the A94 Glamis Road / A926 Craig O’Loch Road / West High Street (West 
Port) has issues that will tend to exaggerate the capacity of the junction. All lanes 
have been modelled in LINSIG as infinitely long. The right turn lanes on the A94 
Glamis Road and A926 Craig O’Loch Road exceed 60m in length (circa 10/11 
Passenger Car Units, PCUs) which is a reasonable approximation for modelling 
purposes.  

23. However, the right turn lane on the A926 Dundee Loan is only 5 PCUs in length and in 
addition has a ‘KEEP CLEAR’ zone which further restricts queuing space (Diagram 
22123/2, attached). Since, in the Weekday PM peak, the predicted queue in the 
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Straight and Left lane significantly exceeds 5 PCU’s in length, this approach to the 
junction will not function as it has been modelled, and more representative analysis 
results will be worse than those presented in the TA. The analysis of this junction 
should be updated to more correctly model operation of the junction in the design 
year, and therefore more accurately and representatively model the impact of 
Westfield development traffic at this junction. 

Angus Council, Roads – response to Updated TA (memo, 20-5-22) 

24. The memorandum from AC, Roads reviewing the UTA simply replicates large sections 
of text from the TA document itself and does not, it is considered, assess the 
conclusions of the TA against actual conditions and transport facilities on the 
ground. This letter identifies above numerous shortcomings of the UTA, and impacts 
of the proposed development that are not addressed in the TA, or the applicant’s 
proposals. These unaddressed roads, transport and safety matters should be clarified 
or supported with further information before any consent is granted. 

25. DBA fully support AC Roads requirement that details of the new access junction 
arrangement on Glamis Road must be provided, and would wish to review those 
details when they are submitted. Access details must include measures to 
pedestrians crossing A94 Glamis Road. Furthermore, these measures should be the 
subject of a Road Safety Audit, as there must be significant concern over the mixing 
in close proximity of cars, goods vehicles and pedestrians by having a residential 
development accessed opposite an accessed used continuously by Heavy Goods 
Vehicles. 

26. DBA also fully support AC Roads’ requirement that a footway be provided on the 
west side of Westfield Loan along the entire development frontage. 

Transport Scotland – response to Updated TA (letter, 12-5-22) 

27. In their letter reviewing the UTA, Transport Scotland identify what they consider a 
critical aspect of their consideration, i.e. the “unrealistic” distribution applied to 
the traffic impact test of the 300 units of Phase 1 development at Westfield Loan. 
DBA fully support this conclusion, and consider that further updating of the traffic 
impact assessment is required.  

28. In addition, it is noted that the potential of higher levels of development within the 
F4 allocation site have been identified by the applicant, potentially from 600 to 700 
units. In this event, it is essential that traffic impact analysis in a further UTA reflect 
this potential out turn of development, to ensure that roads and access solutions, 
and offsite traffic impact can be addressed and mitigated, and that piecemeal 
development of the F4 allocation does not lead to significant traffic and safety 
impacts on the surrounding travel network. In the event that the applicant does not 
undertake this analysis, it must be undertaken by the Council in order to establish 
the appropriate level of, and scheme for, mitigation of impact at Lochlands 
junction. 

29. As noted by Transport Scotland, the UTA does not analyse the effectiveness of any 
mitigation of development traffic impact at Lochlands, or identify a solution. It 
should be a requirement of any consent for Phase 1a development at Lochlands that 
a considered approach is taken the mitigation of development of the allocated and 
safeguarded sites. Piecemeal development of this area could have a significantly 
adverse impact of road network operation, in terms of capacity and road safety. 

30. Transport Scotland’s response notes that any access to the allocated development 
area from Westfield Loan would be expected to have an adverse impact on the 
Lochlands junction. DBA would note that the Masterplan Framework identifies a core 
access road and four access junction on Westfield Loan, therefore any development 
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of F4 Westfield must be considered as having an adverse impact on Lochlands 
junction that requires mitigation. 

Angus Council – Planning Report (draft, 6-9-22) 

31. (8.39) The Council notes that TS “does not object to the planning application […] on 
the basis that an appropriate scheme of mitigation for the A90 Lochlands junction 
would be provided, and that the mechanism for this mitigation scheme would be 
agreed before any part of the F4 site is developed.” Accordingly, this requirement 
must be written into any consent for the development regardless of the number of 
units consented, and that no development takes place until TS’s requirements are 
met. 

32. (8.41) It is clear that any development at Westfield will have some degree of impact 
on the Lochlands junction, and redirecting development traffic away from Westfield 
Loan by avoiding taking access to Westfield from there would not prevent 
development traffic exiting to Glamis Road then turning south on Westfield Loan to 
use Lochlands junction, even if the proportion of traffic that performed this 
manoeuvre was reduced.  

33. Thus, as the Council identifies in its planning report, any level of development at 
Westfield must identify a traffic impact mitigation at Lochlands and make some 
contribution to it, otherwise piecemeal development will cause cumulative traffic 
impact at Lochlands, and result in any mitigation going undelivered due to only 
partial funding. 

West Port Appraisal, TPL, August 2022 

34. As noted above in terms of both the Update TA and the West Port Appraisal itself, 
there are a number of technical reasons as to why the WPA does not represent an 
adequate analysis of the traffic impact of the 450 units studied in the WPA report. 
Further deficiencies also arise in a review of the WPA report document itself. 

35. (1.4) The document limits itself to studying the impact of 450 units on West Port. 
Any application for 450 units should be accompanied by a full revised TA, reflecting 
all of the issues in this letter, and studying all relevant junctions. As the original 
Westfield Loan TA studied up to 600 units, it is evident that now a revised TA must 
be produced to consider the impact of at least 750 units, and in fact should consider 
the implications of all of the identified housing land in this area related to the F4 
allocation in order properly to understand the impact on the critical Lochlands 
junction in particular, to establish that development traffic impact mitigation – 
which is the responsibility of the applicant - is achieved. 

36. (1.17) The traffic flow diagrams provided in the online scan of the WPA report are 
illegible, therefore the design year traffic flows used in this assessment cannot be 
reviewed by members of the public and parties interested in the application. New 
traffic flow diagrams must be provided for online access to allow the public to 
review the document lodged, and the application should not be determined until this 
is done. 

37. (2.16) The WPA report states that “there is an existing issue with this junction 
(Lochlands), irrespective of the Westfield traffic”. This is exactly the reason why 
the Westfield application must demonstrate the ability to mitigate the traffic impact 
of the F4 allocation and the application content, and to contribute financially to the 
implementation of that traffic solution at Lochlands, in accordance with planning 
policy and procedure. 

38. (2.17) The WPA report states that “addition of southbound traffic (to the A90, from 
committed development to the north) reduces gaps for right turners at Lochlands 
and reduces the capacity of the right turn.” This is irrelevant to the consideration of 
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the traffic impact of Westfield. It is a long-established facet of traffic impact 
analysis that committed development increases base traffic on the road network. 
This is one of the reasons for testing future design years on the basis of committed 
development traffic. This does not change the fact that Westfield development 
traffic impact must be mitigated, or financial contribution made to mitigating 
junction improvements implemented by others parties. 

39. (2.23) The reduction of speed limit on the A90 locally to the A932 Lochands junction 
is suggested as an approach to the mitigation of traffic impact from the Westfield 
development. This is contrary to Transport Scotland policy on the review and 
revision of speed limits on the Trunk Road Network, and to the applicable guidance 
to roads authorities for setting speed limits.  

40. Scotland’s Road Safety Framework to 2030 was published in February 2021, and 
provides the framework for any consideration of Speed Limit alteration on the Trunk 
Road Network. Transport Scotland have said in relation to other projects that 
“Applying an inconsistent approach to speed limits in any location would be at odds 
with the current application of speed limit guidance…” Reducing the speed limit on 
the A90 at Lochlands junction to accommodate new development traffic would be 
entirely contrary to policy and technical guidance, and would reduce the strategic 
function of the Trunk Road for the benefit of private development. 

41. Any consideration of revision to speed limits locally also would need to be 
undertaken in the context of Transport Scotland’s National Speed Limit Review, but 
also under the terms of the document ‘Setting Local Speed Limits: Guidance for 
Local Authorities: ETLLD Circular 1/2006’. Paragraph 40 of the circular states that 
“Speed limits should not be used to attempt to solve the problem of isolated 
hazards, such as a single road junction […] as they would be difficult to enforce 
over such a short length. Other measures such as warning signs, carriageway 
markings, junction improvements, superelevation of bends and new or improved 
street lighting are likely to be more effective.” 

42. (2.24) The WPA states that “closure of the right turn (at Lochlands) is projected to 
be able to be accommodated in traffic terms within Forfar.” The assessment of 
traffic impact summarised in the WPA report is not adequate to draw this 
conclusion, for the following reasons: 

a. Only one junction (West Port) is analysed in the WPA. The impact of the 
Lochlands right turn closure on other relevant Westfield TA junctions is not 
tested; 

b. Orchardbank Business Park committed development is not included in any of 
the applicant’s traffic impact analysis; 

c. The level of development tested is not representative of the potential of 
the F4 allocation, according to the Council’s position, according to the 
applicant’s own Masterplan Framework document, and to the applicant’s 
latest WPA analysis, which includes a further 150 units over and above 
anything tested in the Westfield TA or UTA; 

d. There is a range of technical matters relevant to the traffic impact analysis, 
set out in this letter, that results in the analysis of West Port, and other 
junctions tested in the UTA, not being suitable for the purpose of 
establishing Westfield development traffic impact, and no competent 
planning approval can be issued based on this information. 

43. (2.26) The comparison of Lochlands with the junction at Laurencekirk in terms of 
accident profiles is misleading, as conditions there are completely different, and 
accident causation factors have not been considered. Only a detailed analysis of 
accidents conditions, causation, comparative traffic flows, road geometry, etc. by 
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an experienced accident investigator would permit any comparative conclusion to be 
drawn, and this analysis has not been undertaken. The comparison is superficial and 
therefore must be discounted from the decision-making process of the Planning 
Authority, and the advice given to the Planning Authority by the Roads Authorities. 

44. (2.32) The use in the WPA report of the word “intractable” in relation to the 
resolution of traffic impact at Lochlands junction is misleading, as it characterises 
the issue as ‘stubborn, difficult or problematic’. The only difficulty in relation to this 
issue is the applicant’s own unwillingness to accept the fundamental and long-
established principle of transport planning and development policy. This principle is 
that a development that causes an adverse traffic impact on the road network must 
provide for the mitigation of that adverse impact. Numerous times in the course of 
this application the applicant’s transport studies have rejected the notion that the 
application should provide for the mitigation of its own traffic impact. For this 
reason alone the Council reasonably could refuse the application. 

45. (2.37) For the reasons set out in this letter, the conclusion of the West Port 
Appraisal report in relation to that junction, and the A90 Lochlands junctions, should 
not be accepted by the Planning Authority, or either the Local or Trunk Road 
Authority. Further *revised) studies are required to establish the matters in question. 

Angus Council – Roads response to WPA (16-9-22) 

46. Angus Council, Roads have reviewed the WPA. DBA have reviewed this response, and 
would comment as follows. 

47. It is important to note that Angus Council, Roads do not accept the WPA analysis as 
representing a sound basis on which to reach a conclusion on the traffic impact of 
the Westfield application. DBA endorse this view. The reasons stated by AC Roads 
are noted below, along with DBA’s comment on these reasons. 

1. The impact of the 450-house scenario should be demonstrated on the basis 
of pre-pandemic base traffic flows – DBA defer to the Council on the basis of 
background traffic information, HOWEVER, it is critical that the extant 
consented development at Orchardbank Business Park is included in any 
updated analysis of all relevant road network junctions. 

2. “The impacts on the local road network other than the A94 Glamis Road 
towards West Port traffic signals are not covered” – DBA have noted this 
point earlier in this letter. It is clear that AC Roads support the position that 
analysis of all relevant road network junctions must be carried out to 
properly established the traffic impact of (a) full development at Westfield; 
(b) the diversion effects of a banning of right turns at Lochlands, and (c) 
this be carried out on the basis of suitable design year traffic flows, which 
DBA contend MUST include extant committed development within the 
Orchardbank Business Park. 

3. “Clarity about the number and location of vehicular and non-vehicular 
access points on Glamis Road, Westfield Loan and the connections and links 
across the site” – The UTA implies the formation of additional access points, 
and/or vehicular access that does not accord with Transport Scotland’s 
stated position with respect to the impact of development traffic on the 
A90 Lochlands junction. DBA endorse AC Roads’ position that clarity on this 
point is required, which must include demonstration that additional 
accesses can be delivered in engineering design terms without 
compromising (a) the road layout and road/pedestrian safety on Glamis 
Road, and (b) resulting in unacceptable and unmitigated traffic impact on 
the Lochlands junction in either the interim or ultimate development 
condition. 
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4. “pre- and post-pandemic scenario testing should also be run taking account 

adding in [sic] the potential scale of development of the area of 
safeguarded land.” – DBA raise the same issue in this letter, namely that 
none of the traffic impact testing carried out to date, either in the original 
TA, the UTA of the WPA most recently submitted by the applicant, reflects 
the potential level of development. 

48. We interpret from the closing remarks in AC Roads’ email message that they would 
not support granting consenting to the application based on the analysis submitted 
to date, and DBA would endorse this position. 

 

In conclusion, it is clear that there are various issues that have not been adequately 
examined in the original or updated TA, or the West Post Appraisal, for this planning 
application, and that any consent granted without addressing these issues would not meet 
the requirements of the Angus LDP, or the Reporter’s decision in relation to the F4 
allocation. As a result, the applicant should be required to provide, address and/or 
mitigate: 
 
1) the actual, practical level of accessibility of all dwellings to bus services should be 

identified, including true walking distances to dwellings furthest from public transport 
services, and new bus stops provided on Glamis Road, on the development frontage; 

2) physical improvements to facilities for crossing of roads adjacent to the development 
site, namely Glamis Road, where new crossings are identified on the site layout plan, 
but no details provided, and Westfield Loan, where no meaningful measures are 
proposed; 

3) the low number of bus services adjacent to the site, and provide new bus stops to 
address substandard walking distances to suitable public transport services (existing 
bus services are not as presented in the UTA); 

4) the safety of proposed site access junctions, which are designed as priority cross-
roads, but provided with visibility standards for higher speeds that are not consistent 
with Designing Streets policy, and to address the clear conflict with commercial 
traffic at the site access on Glamis Road (Don & Low access immediately opposite); 

5) account must be taken of the sizeable committed extant development of Business, 
Industrial and Warehousing space within the Orchardbank Business Park, which has not 
been accounted for in either the UTA or the most recent West Port analysis based on 
450 units at Westfield Loan; 

6) a representative analysis of the impact of Westfield development traffic on the West 
Port traffic signals; 

7) adequate traffic impact mitigation at the Lochlands junction, properly assessing a 
realistic distribution of development traffic to Lochlands, and analysing the impact on 
the local road network of any redistribution of traffic away from Lochlands in the 
event that banning of traffic movements forms part of the mitigation of development 
traffic impact; and 

8) the traffic impact of an appropriate number dwellings on the allocated site – 
reflecting the full potential of the F4 allocated and safeguarded areas - on the local 
road and transport network, to prevent piecemeal development, and a range of 
unmitigated transport and road user safety impacts across the local and regional 
network; also, to ensure that any scheme for the mitigation of traffic impact from 300 
units by this applicant can be adapted for the purposes of mitigating the impact of the 
higher level of development, and that proportional funding of mitigation is achieved; 

9) the option of reducing the speed limit on the A90 in the vicinity of the Lochlands 
junction should be discounted as being contrary to Transport Scotland’s systematic 
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approach to the review of speed limits on the Trunk Road Network, and also contrary 
to the guidance employed by Transport Scotland and their management organisations 
in the considerations of speed limits on the Trunk Road Network, namely Circular 
1/2006. 

 
In our assessment, these matters require to be addressed, with reassessment of several 
critical aspects of accessibility, sustainability, and traffic impact, and the current 
Transport Assessment further updated accordingly. This must be done before any planning 
permission can be granted. As the TA document stands, the true impact of the proposed 
development on network capacity, sustainability criteria and road user safety has not been 
established.  
 
Also, appropriate mitigation measures and accessibility improvements should be attached 
as conditions to any approval of this planning application, to prevent piecemeal 
development of a major housing release, causing unmitigated impacts across the local, 
and regional, transport network. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
for Dougall Baillie Associates 
 
 
 
 
 
Stuart Harrow 
stuart.harrow@dougallbaillie.com 
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Diagram 22123/1 – 20‐year Accident record (Source: Crashmap.co.uk, details should be confirmed with official record) 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 22123/2 – A926 Dundee Loan approach to A90 /A926 signals (Source: Google Streetview, not for publication) 

   



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 22123/3 – Illustration of Walking Distance from proposed development to Bus Stops 



Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 159 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Tom O'Brien

Address: 65 Glenmoy terrace Forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I understand the need for adtional housing, however Forfar needs more social housing

rather than houses for sale. Also there is the issue with provision for health care spaces at local

Doctors and the provision of spaces at local schools.



Comments for Planning Application 19/00707/FULM

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/00707/FULM

Address: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Proposal: Residential Development of 159 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular

Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure

Case Officer: Ruari Kelly

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Gordon Taylor

Address: 3 Burn Place Forfar

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:1. Environmental impact - Permanent loss of rural / agricultural land. Further erosion of

wildlife habitat and increased noise / light pollution and reduced carbon capture acreage.

 

2. Increased flood risk - Latest storms have highlighted the `runoff` from these fields and the

ground above the development site.

This has resulted in the closure of the A94 Glamis Road and severe flooding to the surrounding

area. This situation can only be exacerbated by this development and associated hard surfacing

etc. (I note in the `flood risk` assessment that great emphasis is placed on the impact to the

development with scant regard to the `risk / knock on effect` to properties/ground downstream

from this area. What mitigating factors are the developers, council as part of their approval

process, insisting be installed both on and offsite to cope with the increased runoff in light of recent

flood events.

3. Vehicular Traffic - I note that the site appears to have access / exit points both in Westfield Loan

and Glamis Road. Both appear to be simple `T` junctions. Firstly, why do you require to have an

access point from Glamis Road when the site could easily be served off Westfield Loan where

speeds and vehicular traffic volumes are less thereby reducing risk.

If Glamis Road access `essential` why just a `simple` junction layout.

This will result in further risk to all road users on Glamis Road as a consequence of further turning

manoeuvres in /out of the development. It will also cause standing traffic on Glamis Road whilst

vehicles await opportunities to safely access the site.

A junction will also result in increased noise for existing adjacent residential properties as a result

of vehicles braking and /or accelerating when entering or emerging from the site. Also the

likelihood of stationary traffic on Glamis Road, impacting on these properties and noise levels.

Constructive observations in order that all mitigation measures be considered before decision



reached.



 

 

 
 
 
Ruari Kelly 
Planning Officer 
Planning & Sustainable Growth                                            
Vibrant Communities  
Angus Council 

1st February 2023 

Dear Mr. Kelly, 

19/00707/FULM Residential Development of 159 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular 
Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure Field 
Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan  

We refer to the abovementioned planning application validated on 26 September 2019, and the 
further additional information lodged in support of the proposal on 26 December 2022, specifically 
the amended layout plan, updated Noise impact Assessment, additional house types and Design and 
Access Statement.  We further refer to our previous letters of objection dated 19th December 2022 
and 30th May 2022 and to our submissions dated 19th December 2202 regarding the draft 
masterplan document August 2022, all of which remain valid in relation to this latest version of the 
proposal.  We further refer to the Report to Development Standards Committee 317/22 and submit 
that many of the concerns expressed within that report, which justified the recommendation for 
refusal, remain valid in relation to this latest proposed layout. 
 

Firstly, and fundamentally we remain of the opinion that Policy F4 requires preparation of a 
masterplan for the whole F4 allocation together with the safeguarded land. As a strategic document, 
the masterplan should be approved first, prior to the submission of any planning application which 
would obviously need to be compliant with that approved masterplan. We are aware that a 
Masterplan Framework document was lodged in August 2022, however and as confirmed in the 
Report to Committee para 8.13: 

“the masterplan is not considered to provide a sound basis for determination of the application 
having regard to the desirability of coordinating development of the F4 allocation and wider 
safeguarded land.” 

Until a satisfactory masterplan has been agreed by all parties and has undergone the necessary level 
of public consultation no planning consent in isolation should be approved. Detailed justification for 
this was contained in our objection update dated 19 December 2022. 
 

In terms of the details of the current proposal we wish to make the following comments: 

 Roads ‐ we have previously lodged a letter dated 16 December 2022 from Dougall Baillie 
Associates (DBA), see copy attached.  This sets out various omissions in, and issues with, the 



 

 

proposed layout and in the Traffic Assessments. No documents or further information have 
been submitted to address the issues noted by DBA and as such this element of our 
objection has not changed. Most notably it has become apparent that to date no account 
has been taken in any of the Traffic Assessments of the significant committed business and 
industrial development at Orchardbank Business Park, consented in 2004 under application 
03/01306/FUL. This means that a significant volume of extant business, industrial and 
warehousing development (approved up to 710,000ft2 (65,959m2)) has been excluded from 
the Westfield Transportation Assessments. This commitment is further confirmed by Policy 
F9 Working ‐ Orchardbank which confirms 29.6 ha of land to the west of Orchardbank 
adjacent the A90(T) is reserved for a ‘Gateway’ development comprising Class 4 (business), 
Class 5 (general industry), Class 6 (storage and distribution) and Roadside facilities in 
accordance with Policy TC10 – Roadside Facilities.  This additional committed development 
must be accounted for in the Transport Assessment to allow a full understanding of the 
current road capacity and the impact of the proposed development.  Therefore, as the 
existing Transport Assessments are fundamentally flawed, a further amended Transport 
Assessment is required to be lodged after which the Angus Council Roads Service and 
Transport Scotland must be given the opportunity to review the updated information.   

 

 Noise ‐ Please refer to the attached letter from Vibrock dated 10 January 2023. This 
highlights various outstanding technical matters highlighted previously by both the EHO and 
Vibrock which have not been addressed by the updated Noise Impact Assessment.  
Therefore, at this time it is still not possible to confirm whether the proposed solutions will 
provide satisfactory amenity for the prospective residents without detriment or restriction 
to the existing industrial operations. 

 

 Design and Layout ‐ We have previous indicated that the changes made to the application 
are substantial and therefore should be the subject of a further application, rather than 
dealt with as part of the existing application. The Council disagrees with that approach but, 
for completeness, it remains our view. 

 
Angus Council have been clear in their guidance that creating successful quality places 
underpins the development plan policy framework and that the design and placemaking 
supplementary guidance sets out design requirements for new development proposals. 
These attributes include an outward facing perimeter block structure where the frontage of 
buildings face streets and public spaces, paths and open space areas are connected, 
overlooked, and feel safe to use, and where car parking does not dominate the street scene 
or diminish place quality. 

The proposed amended layout includes significant areas where private boundaries form the 
main interface with the public realm in prominent locations, most notably:  

 Plots 34‐53 where all houses have a rear elevation facing onto the road and public open 
space, and 

 Plots 1, 3, 4, 14, where side elevations face Westfield Loan, and  

 Plots 15‐17 where rear elevations face Westfield Loan, and 

 Plots 8, 10, 11 and 12 where rear/side elevations face onto public open space, and 

 Plots 90‐93 where rear elevations face onto public open space 

This is not consistent with the supplementary guidance which seeks to promote outward 
facing perimeter block development.   



 

 

Further, the proposal provides that the vast majority of properties are over 2‐storeys. This 
provides limited variety or visual interest and is not reflective of the wider area where there 
are typically a range of single and 2‐storey properties that create character. 

With regard to car parking the majority of front garden areas accommodate in‐curtilage 
parking. Therefore, overall impression is of a layout that would be dominated by car parking.   

For the reasons set out above, it is considered that the detailed layout and design of the 
proposal is not compatible with development plan policy or with relevant supplementary 
guidance. 

 Open Space ‐ The layout appears to include the Scheduled Ancient Monuments as part of 
the required open space provision.  To conform with national planning guidance open space 
should be designed as attractive, multi‐functional places that allow for a diversity of uses, 
with a path network which is accessible to all, and incorporating a variety of surfaces, seating 
and public art. 

 
At present no attempt has been made to integrate these two spaces into a meaningful 
design. At present these spaces are bland, open amenity grassland. Due to the fact they are 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments it is unknown if any landscaping can be undertaken within 
these area. As a result these areas do not represent useable and meaningful public open 
space and therefore cannot be included in the overall calculation of open space provision. 
For a development of this scale the layout must include a minimum of 9 659sqm of useable 
public open space.  Therefore, excluding the area of SAM which does not provide acceptable 
open space, the development falls well short of this requirement.  
 

In addition, the proposed play area is remote from the majority of the proposed houses 
being located to the north‐east of the site at the junction of two busy roads.  The play area 
should be located at the centre of the site with safe walking routes provided.  Further, the 
current play area is of insufficient size to accommodate a LEAP as required as part of a 
development of this scale. It is generally accepted that a LEAP requires around 400m2 to 
accommodate an equipped play area and associated run about space.   

 Scheduled Ancient Monuments ‐ The proposal includes footpaths dissecting the SAM, 
Scheduled monument consent is likely to be required for the proposed new paths within the 
designated area and as such at the present time cannot be guaranteed. Further, previous 
concerns expressed by Historic Environment Scotland regarding potential impact on 
scheduled monuments arising from the proposed route of the link road connection between 
this phase of development and future phases to the south have not been addressed. 

 

 Anthrax ‐ The EHO has expressed concerns with regard to the proximity of the indicative 
road layout to the known anthrax burial site.  It is essential for the health and safety of 
residents that an appropriate cordon sanitaire is placed around this known contaminated 
site to ensure no possible disturbance of anthrax spores.   

We would request that the above comments and attached letters prepared by DBA and Vibrock are 
considered as part of the Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited objection to the application currently 
pending. 
 
Your sincerely 
 
Elite Homes (Tayside) Ltd 
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Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Re: Planning Reference: 19/00707/FULM - Westfield Loan 

 Peer Review of Updated Noise Assessment 

 

Please find below our review of the updated Noise Impact Assessment (NIA) Glamis Road Forfar 

(Reference: 1267 005 AH, dated 9 December 2022) produced by CSP Acoustics as supporting 

documentation for the planning application ‘Field 280 metres West Of Westfield House, 

Westfield Loan Forfar’ (Planning reference: 22/00295/PAN). 

 

As discussed, many of the points raised by Vibrock in the peer review of the initial NIA in our 

letter, Ref’ R22.11531/1/IK/Let1, still do not appear to have been addressed in the updated NIA.  

Some of these points were also raised by Mr Iain Graham, EHO with Angus Council (AC), in his 

email dated 21 June 2022.  A summary of these points are as follows: 

 

• The improper use of the LA50 parameter in the assessment of industrial noise.  (Section 

4.07, 4.10 and 5.09) 

• Clarification if predicted noise levels include for façade reflections, as Cadna software 

predicts free-field noise levels at façade locations in the Building Evaluation calculation 

method by default. (Section 5.01) 

• No justification for not applying tonality correction in BS 4142 assessment (Section 6.05) 

 



 

 

Additional comments have been provided on the updated NIA, as follows.  For ease of 

reference, the section numbers below relate to that of Report 1267 005 AH. 

 

4.03 – A90 Road Traffic Noise 

 

Reference is made to 15-minute "samples" of noise from the A90, however this limited data 

would not be sufficient to establish the LA10,18h representative of the road traffic noise from the 

A90 in accordance with the CRTN Shortened Measurement Method.  There is no further 

reference to the A90 and therefore it is unclear if traffic noise from this route is modelled and 

subsequently assessed, or if only the traffic from Glamis Road is considered. 

 

4.08 – Calibration 

 

No calibration dates and/or certificates are provided. 

 

5.05 – TRL, Converting the UK Traffic Noise Index LAeq,18hr to EU Noise Indices for Noise 

Mapping” 

 

The formula provided (Equation 3) is incorrect.  The correct formula is Lnight = 0.90 × LA10,18h − 

3.77 dB, as given in page 29 of the TRL document.  If the formula stated in the CSP report has 

been used in the noise prediction model, then predicted levels could be around 2 dB(A) lower 

than expected.  In addition, if it has been assumed that the façade correction of 2.5 dB has been 

applied by the Cadna software, as discussed earlier, then predicted road traffic noise levels 

could be around 4.5 dB(A) lower than reported. 

 

6.05 - Industrial Noise Assessment (Background Noise Level) 

 

Table 18 presents BS 4142 assessments for four plots.  The first row of the table shows “Don & 

Low Operational Noise Level, LAeq,1hr”.  No details are provided in relation to how the industrial 

noise levels have been predicted, including subsequent noise contours maps.  There are no 

details of the sound sources, sound power levels used, on-times, source heights, settings of 

noise prediction software, etc.  Furthermore, the table suggests that a 1-hour reference time 

interval has been used (LAeq,1hr), whereas BS 4142 states in Section 7.2 that a 15-minute 

reference time interval should be used during the night-time.  BS 4142 states that “the shorter 

reference time interval at night means that short duration sounds with an on time of less than 

1 h can lead to a greater specific sound level when determined over the reference time interval 

during the night than when determined during the day.” 

 

The Background Noise Level shown in the table is stated as 37 dB LA90 however, there is no 

explanation, or justification, of why this value has been selected for night-time periods.  Table 8 

shows the average of 5-minute measurements, recorded during 02:35 to 02:50hrs to be 37.5 dB 

LA90, and therefore the background noise level for the BS 4142 assessment may have been 

selected from this.  However, Table 11 on page 14 of the report also shows that a 

Mean/Average background sound level of 30.9 dB LA90 was measured during night-time periods 

(01:10 to 01:25hrs and 01:25 to 01:40hrs), at the same location; Location 10. 

 



 

 

6.09 - Comparison of Absolute Noise levels Vs Rating Noise Level 

 

The comparison of “absolute levels from road traffic noise” with the rating level is slightly 

misleading as BS 4142 only compares the rating level to the background sound level.  The 

“absolute level” is an LAeq,T value and not LA90, and therefore a significance of impact can not be 

established from this method.  The same method is used in Section 8.14. 

 

8.00 - Chalet Style Housing with Pends to Form Barrier along Glamis Road 

 

This section describes a proposed method of using “acoustically adapted chalet-style housing 

with pends to form a continuous “barrier” along the worst affected areas of noise.”. 

 

Page 31 shows the proposed internal layout of the chalet-style housing, such that no noise-

sensitive rooms face towards Glamis Road.  This proposed method could possibly result in 

acceptable internal noise levels.  However, little detail is provided in terms of garden areas for 

these properties.  It is assumed that there would be no garden areas on the north western side 

of the properties facing Glamis Road, as noise levels would be clearly unacceptable for outdoor 

amenity areas.  It is possible that garden areas would be created on the south western side of 

the properties, and this is possibly where the external noise impact assessments have been 

considered in Table 24.  This may just require further clarification. 

 

8.06 – 3m High Fence 

 

It is stated that a 3m high fence would be required along the boundary of Plot 57.  This seems an 

excessive height for a garden space and may have a visual impact. 

 

Summary 

 

A number of points raised following the initial peer review appear not to have been addressed, 

as summarised at the start of this letter. 

 

In addition, there are possibly inaccuracies in the predicted night-time road traffic noise levels, 

as the wrong formula is presented for the conversion of night-time levels (LAeq,8h) from the 

LA10,18hr values. 

 

There is a lack of detail regarding the prediction of the industrial noise levels. 

 

If you have any questions in relation to the matters above, please do not hesitate to contact me 

directly. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 
Richard Kennedy 

Director 
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3…/ The image shows an isolated section of footway tapering sharply at a priority 
junction and presumably provided for local visibility purposes. The term “wide” 
cannot be used to described the majority of footways on both sides of Dundee Road, 
which appear to fall below a standard of 2.0m width over many sections. The typical 
range of footway width measurement along Dundee Road (minima and maxima) 
should be provided if the term ‘wide’ is to be included, or this could mislead those 
determining the application. 

4. (2.16) Core paths – It is notable from the UTA map extract that Westfield Loan is not 
identified as a core path by the Council. This is considered to indicate the point 
above (3.) that significant improvement to the pedestrian infrastructure on 
Westfield Loan should be provided by the developer in order to bring that route up 
to a standard that it can provide reasonable pedestrian accessibility to a 
development on the scale proposed. 

5. (2.19) Schools – The UTA identified Langlands Primary as accessible from the site, 
however, this involves young children crossing Westfield Loan, where there are no 
pedestrian facilities on the development (west) side of the road, and no crossing 
facilities on Westfield Loan. Either a detour would be required via Glamis Road, or, 
as is more likely, some parents may choose to cross Westfield Loan in the absence 
any site-side pedestrian facilities, or crossing facilities. As noted in Point 3, above, 
the developer should provide a footway on the west side of Westfield Loan, to cater 
for pedestrian demand from this significant development. 

6. (2.20) Walking to Forfar Academy is likely to generate pedestrian movement using 
the poor standard pedestrian crossing facility on Glamis Road in the vicinity of 
Westfield Loan. The applicant should provide improved pedestrian crossing facilities 
of Glamis Road to address and mitigate pedestrian and road safety issues associated 
with significant additional demand for crossing of Glamis Road as a result of the 
proposed development. 

7. (2.21) The UTA acknowledges there are no identified and maintained cycle routes in 
the vicinity of the development site. There are some local facilities, but these are 
discontinuous and of only limited benefit in cyclists seeking to make journeys on the 
local road network. Largely, cyclists to and from the development site would be 
required to share busy roads with vehicles. A development on this scale, and 
generating the level of cycle activity that can be expected, should contribute to the 
upgrading and/or provision of new cycle facilities on the local road network, in the 
interests of encouraging sustainable travel and of road safety. 

 
8. (2.24-2.28) The UTA describes walking distances from the nearest bus stops to the 

edges of the site. This is misleading and does not represent the actual accessibility 
of the site to public transport services. The stops on Dundee Road to the south are 
over some 900 metres from the closest residential unit within the development 
layout, according to the site layout lodged with the application. Also, no footpath 
link would be provided as part of this application, therefore these stops can be 
discounted as contributing to accessibility for this application. 

a. Furthermore, the stops on Westfield Loan / Threewells Drive, which are 
some 600m from the furthest unit, have a poor frequency for the purposes 
of serving residential development and encouraging sustainable travel, 
providing only one bus per hour. Clearly, a significant number of units in the 
application layout would lie outwith the accepted 400m walking distance to 
public transport services. The same applies to the stops on the A94 to the 
west, although these have better frequency during peak hours. The 
conclusion of the UTA in 2.30 that a “good volume (sic) of bus routes” 
service stops on Westfield Load and Threewells Drive is manifestly not the 
case. 
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9. (2.35/2.36) Conclusions are drawn by the UTA that (a) the development is “located 

in close proximity to well established pedestrian and cycle routes”, (b) “bus stops 
are located close to the site” (without characterising their suitability, or level of 
service), and (c) “These facilities provide a wide range of non-car travel 
opportunities covering a range of key destinations”. These conclusions however 
are, it is considered, not supported by the assessment of actual accessibility of the 
site, and quality of public and sustainable transport facilities available. This 
underlines the importance of the applicant being required to invest in the 
improvement of pedestrian, cycle and bus facilities and services in the area. 

10. (3.4) The latest site layout plan lodged with the application (JFC plan reference 
17.029.P.002, Revision R), shows no meaningful new footway on the west side of 
Westfield Loan. Thus, the proposed development layout is contrary to the UTA’s 
assessment of sustainable transport access requirements, which states that “new 
footway provision / crossing points along the western side of Westfield Loan”. The 
applicant should be required to include in the proposals new footway provision on 
and crossing(s) to the west side of Westfield Loan in order that the development 
proposals are consistent with the findings of the UTA. It is noted that this has been 
specified as a requirement of Phase 1 development by AC Roads, and should 
therefore be applied as a planning condition. 

11. (3.6/3.7) The UTA’s conclusions on accessibility of the development are 
demonstrably not the case, as walking distances are not accurately measured, and 
only measured to the boundary of the site, not the furthest unit within the proposed 
development, and no new bus stops or services are proposed. Also, benefit is taken 
from certain bus stops that are considerably in excess of the 400m distance specified 
in transport policy guidance. 

12. (3.8-3.10) The UTA identifies the creation of two new cross-roads priority junctions 
for the purposes of providing vehicular access to the development. For many years, 
the use of priority cross-roads junctions was not permitted due to the inherent road 
safety risks and poor safety performance of such junctions. Designing Streets policy 
has reintroduced the use of priority cross-roads junctions, but only in low speed 
environments, within development, with attendant appropriate design of 
streetscape, road alignment, etc. to reinforce and ensure low vehicle speeds. 

a. The proposals for access junctions illustrated in the UTA clearly are not 
founded on the principles of Design Streets, which provides for maximum 
visibility splays of 43m long (Y-distance) at junctions, reflecting the 
intended low speed environment. The access proposals for this development 
reflect much higher vehicles speeds by catering for splays of 120m on 
Glamis Road, which appears nowhere in Designing Streets, but in which 
location the applicant proposes new pedestrian crossing facilities (see plan 
Extract A, above).  

b. The applicant should be required to provide physical road safety measures 
to deliver expectations for design speeds within Designing Streets, and show 
how traffic speeds will be controlled in the vicinity of development site 
access junctions, particular on Glamis Road (a 40mph road), opposite a 
business where heavy goods vehicles regularly access, and where many 
large commercial vehicles use the A94 Glamis Road to access Forfar from 
the A90 trunk road. 

c. It is noted that AC Roads has identified these details as a requirement, and 
planning consent should not be granted until the applicant has 
demonstrated the engineering feasibility of their access solutions, and also 
if a second access on Glamis Road physically can be achieved, given the 
restrictions indicated by Transport Scotland in relation to access on 
Westfield Loan. 
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21. It has become apparent that no account is taken in the original application TA, the 

UTA, or the most recent WPA of committed business and industrial development at 
Orchardbank Business Park, consented in 2004 under application 03/01306/FUL.  

22. That consent grants permission for Business Park, Hotel and Roadside Services to the 
extent of a 60-bed, travel lodge-type hotel, Class 4 business development to a 
maximum of 160,000ft2 (14,864m2), Class 5 distribution development of 400,000ft2 
(37,160 m2), and Class 6 warehousing development of 150,000ft2 (13,935), with any 
future Petrol Filling Station (within the roadside services portion) to be supported by 
a separate future TA, as appropriate. 

23. The omission of this committed development from the applicant’s studies is 
surprising given the Council’s commitment to the business park—clearly stated in The 
Angus Local Development Plan, Policy F9 Working—which identifies that Orchardbank 
29.6 ha of land to the west of Orchardbank adjacent the A90(T) is reserved for a 
‘Gateway’ development comprising Class 4 (business), Class 5 (general industry), 
Class 6 (storage and distribution) and Roadside facilities in accordance with Policy 
TC10 – Roadside Facilities. 

24. A later Transportation Statement (TS) was prepared by Millard Consulting for an 
application by A.M. Phillip for 4,850m2 of Class 6 development within the 
Orchardbank Business Park. This TS takes account of the wider consented 
Orchardbank development in its assessment, and was approved by both Transport 
Scotland and Angus Council. 

25. It is apparent that further development has taken place within the Business Park 
since the time of the Millard assessment of October 2020, and therefore would be 
included in traffic surveys undertaken by the applicant. However, it also is clear that 
there is a substantial portion of the extant Orchardbank Business Park consent of 
2004, implemented by the development of various plots within that consent, which 
has not been built out, as evidenced by the vacant plots in the application area. 

26. Regardless for the reason for this omission, a significant volume of extant business, 
industrial and warehousing development (approved up to 710,000ft2 (65,959m2)) has 
been excluded from the Westfield applicant’s Transportation Assessment, UTA and 
WPA, and all analysis of relevant junctions, in particular the A90(T)/A932 Dundee 
Road (Lochlands) and A90(T)/A94 Glamis junctions, and the A94 Orchard Loan 
roundabout, but also other local road junctions. This additional committed 
development must be accounted for, and the current WPA and UTA junction analysis 
further updated, for the assessment of Westfield development traffic impact to be 
an adequate basis to assess the proposed development with respect to relevant TA 
guidance. 

27. (7.25) Trip Distribution – While the approach taken in the UTA to assessing vehicle 
trip distribution may reasonably apply to development car trips in the northern part 
of the site, such as are contained within the 175-unit development subject to the 
current planning application, development to the south, near A932 Dundee Road, 
would be expected to exhibit much higher proportions of commuting car trips using 
the A90(T) / A932 Lochlands priority junction, in this respect therefore, the UTA is 
considered to underestimate the Trunk Road impact of the proposed development at 
the Lochlands junction. 

28. Furthermore, the UTA should be revised to reflect a more realistic trip distribution 
for the 300-unit development test of the traffic impact of Westfield, Phase 1. 

29. (8.49) Notwithstanding the above, even the UTA’s distribution pattern is shown to 
have an adverse operational impact on the capacity of the A90(T)/A932 Lochlands 
junction. 
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a. Table 8.8 does not provide analysis results for the 2023 AM/PM +Com +175 

units development scenario. As such, the traffic impact of the current 
application on the Lochlands trunk road junction is not presented in the 
UTA. The UTA should be revised to show the impact of the Phase 1a current 
planning application on the Lochlands junction, as the impact is shown for 
all other junctions, regardless of the percentage impact of Phase 1a 
development traffic at Lochlands, which is a discretionary measure of 
significance. 

b. Table 8.8 shows the Lochlands junction operating beyond the limiting RFC 
value of 0.750 for high-speed roads in the 2023 PM base scenario, and again 
in the 2023 AM and PM peak scenarios with committed development traffic 
included. Clearly, both the Phase 1a, and complete Phase 1 developments 
comprised in the F4 allocation at Westfield will impact adversely on this 
base situation. The applicant must be required to identify mitigation, 
analyse in the UTA, and contribute to measures for the mitigation of their 
development traffic impact at the Lochlands junction. Updated junction 
analysis of mitigation measures should be provided, including the impact of 
any localised traffic rerouting as a result of banning traffic movements at 
Lochlands, should that be part of the traffic impact mitigation identified. 

c. In addition, the design year of 2023 reflected in the UTA is no longer valid, 
as it must now be considered infeasible to complete the development of 
136 units from start to finish before at the earliest 2024. However, since 
the TA is predicated on analysing the development of 300 units, a more 
realistic design year for that test scenario would be at least 2025, or indeed 
2026 which is the end of the period identified for development of the wider 
allocation (Council planning report, 8.49). 

d. In addition, it is understood that the applicant argues that the F4 allocation 
at Lochlands is capable to accommodating significant higher levels of 
development. That being the case, the analysis of 300 units as presented in 
the UTA must be deemed to underestimate the full potential of the site. 
Therefore, any competent analysis of potential development impact should 
properly consider the top level of potential traffic impact, in order the 
effective impact mitigation is achieved. 

e. The Lochlands trunk road junction is the site of some 27 injury accidents 
over a 23-year period, including 1 Fatal; 11 Serious and 14 Slight (Diagram 
22123/1, attached). It is clear that the Lochlands junction is a locus for 
injury accidents, and that the severity of accidents in this location is 
skewed disproportionately to resulting Severe injuries. As a result, there is 
an imperative obligation on the Roads Authorities to ensure that the traffic 
impact of the Westfield development on this junction is mitigated 
adequately mitigated. No development should be permitted until a 
mitigation scheme for Lochlands is agreed, as there is no means to prevent 
new development traffic from using the Lochlands junction. 

30. (8.24) With respect to the junction analysis, the modelling of the traffic signal 
junction of the A94 Glamis Road / A926 Craig O’Loch Road / West High Street (West 
Port) has issues that will tend to exaggerate the capacity of the junction. All lanes 
have been modelled in LINSIG as infinitely long. The right turn lanes on the A94 
Glamis Road and A926 Craig O’Loch Road exceed 60m in length (circa 10/11 
Passenger Car Units, PCUs) which is a reasonable approximation for modelling 
purposes.  

31. However, the right turn lane on the A926 Dundee Loan is only 5 PCUs in length and in 
addition has a ‘KEEP CLEAR’ zone which further restricts queuing space (Diagram 
22123/2, attached). Since, in the Weekday PM peak, the predicted queue in the 
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Straight and Left lane significantly exceeds 5 PCU’s in length, this approach to the 
junction will not function as it has been modelled, and more representative analysis 
results will be worse than those presented in the TA. The analysis of this junction 
should be updated to more correctly model operation of the junction in the design 
year, and therefore more accurately and representatively model the impact of 
Westfield development traffic at this junction. 

Angus Council, Roads – response to Updated TA (memo, 20-5-22) 

32. The memorandum from AC, Roads reviewing the UTA simply replicates large sections 
of text from the TA document itself and does not, it is considered, assess the 
conclusions of the TA against actual conditions and transport facilities on the 
ground. This letter identifies above numerous shortcomings of the UTA, and impacts 
of the proposed development that are not addressed in the TA, or the applicant’s 
proposals. These unaddressed roads, transport and safety matters should be clarified 
or supported with further information before any consent is granted. 

33. DBA fully support AC Roads requirement that details of the new access junction 
arrangement on Glamis Road must be provided, and would wish to review those 
details when they are submitted. Access details must include measures to 
pedestrians crossing A94 Glamis Road. Furthermore, these measures should be the 
subject of a Road Safety Audit, as there must be significant concern over the mixing 
in close proximity of cars, goods vehicles and pedestrians by having a residential 
development accessed opposite an accessed used continuously by Heavy Goods 
Vehicles. 

34. DBA also fully support AC Roads’ requirement that a footway be provided on the 
west side of Westfield Loan along the entire development frontage. 

Transport Scotland – response to Updated TA (letter, 12-5-22) 

35. In their letter reviewing the UTA, Transport Scotland identify what they consider a 
critical aspect of their consideration, i.e. the “unrealistic” distribution applied to 
the traffic impact test of the 300 units of Phase 1 development at Westfield Loan. 
DBA fully support this conclusion, and consider that further updating of the traffic 
impact assessment is required.  

36. In addition, it is noted that the potential of higher levels of development within the 
F4 allocation site have been identified by the applicant, potentially from 600 to 700 
units. In this event, it is essential that traffic impact analysis in a further UTA reflect 
this potential out turn of development, to ensure that roads and access solutions, 
and offsite traffic impact can be addressed and mitigated, and that piecemeal 
development of the F4 allocation does not lead to significant traffic and safety 
impacts on the surrounding travel network. In the event that the applicant does not 
undertake this analysis, it must be undertaken by the Council in order to establish 
the appropriate level of, and scheme for, mitigation of impact at Lochlands 
junction. 

37. As noted by Transport Scotland, the UTA does not analyse the effectiveness of any 
mitigation of development traffic impact at Lochlands, or identify a solution. It 
should be a requirement of any consent for Phase 1a development at Lochlands that 
a considered approach is taken the mitigation of development of the allocated and 
safeguarded sites. Piecemeal development of this area could have a significantly 
adverse impact of road network operation, in terms of capacity and road safety. 

38. Transport Scotland’s response notes that any access to the allocated development 
area from Westfield Loan would be expected to have an adverse impact on the 
Lochlands junction. DBA would note that the Masterplan Framework identifies a core 
access road and four access junction on Westfield Loan, therefore any development 
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of F4 Westfield must be considered as having an adverse impact on Lochlands 
junction that requires mitigation. 

Angus Council – Planning Report (draft, 6-9-22) 

39. (8.39) The Council notes that TS “does not object to the planning application […] on 
the basis that an appropriate scheme of mitigation for the A90 Lochlands junction 
would be provided, and that the mechanism for this mitigation scheme would be 
agreed before any part of the F4 site is developed.” Accordingly, this requirement 
must be written into any consent for the development regardless of the number of 
units consented, and that no development takes place until TS’s requirements are 
met. 

40. (8.41) It is clear that any development at Westfield will have some degree of impact 
on the Lochlands junction, and redirecting development traffic away from Westfield 
Loan by avoiding taking access to Westfield from there would not prevent 
development traffic exiting to Glamis Road then turning south on Westfield Loan to 
use Lochlands junction, even if the proportion of traffic that performed this 
manoeuvre was reduced.  

41. Thus, as the Council identifies in its planning report, any level of development at 
Westfield must identify a traffic impact mitigation at Lochlands and make some 
contribution to it, otherwise piecemeal development will cause cumulative traffic 
impact at Lochlands, and result in any mitigation going undelivered due to only 
partial funding. 

West Port Appraisal, TPL, September 2022 

42. As noted above in terms of both the Update TA and the West Port Appraisal itself, 
there are a number of technical reasons as to why the WPA does not represent an 
adequate analysis of the traffic impact of the 450 units studied in the WPA report. 
Further deficiencies also arise in a review of the WPA report document itself. 

43. (1.4) The document limits itself to studying the impact of 450 units on West Port. 
Any application for 450 units should be accompanied by a full revised TA, reflecting 
all of the issues in this letter, and studying all relevant junctions. As the original 
Westfield Loan TA studied up to 600 units, it is evident that now a revised TA must 
be produced to consider the impact of at least 750 units, and in fact should consider 
the implications of all of the identified housing land in this area related to the F4 
allocation in order properly to understand the impact on the critical Lochlands 
junction in particular, to establish that development traffic impact mitigation – 
which is the responsibility of the applicant - is achieved. 

44. (2.12) This section of the WPA report incorrectly states the maximum Degree of 
Saturation values from the table of results above (Table 2.1). A maximum DoS of 
82.9% is evident from reference to the table in question. 

45. (2.13) The WPA states that “headroom” is available at the West Port traffic signals 
to accommodate further development traffic even with the 450 units and Lochlands 
diversion effects in place. This conclusion should not be accepted by the Planning 
Authority, due to (a) the omission from the analysis of a considerable volume of 
committed development traffic by the exclusion of extant development at 
Orchardbank Business Park, and (b) due to the continued failure of any party to test 
the full extent of residential development identified in planning policies for the 
Westfield F4 release. 

46. (2.16) The WPA report states that “there is an existing issue with this junction 
(Lochlands), irrespective of the Westfield traffic”. This is exactly the reason why 
the Westfield application must demonstrate the ability to mitigate the traffic impact 
of the F4 allocation and the application content, and to contribute financially to the 
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establishing Westfield development traffic impact, and no competent 
planning approval can be issued based on this information. 

52. (2.26) The comparison of Lochlands with the junction at Laurencekirk in terms of 
accident profiles is misleading, as conditions there are completely different, and 
accident causation factors have not been considered. Only a detailed analysis of 
accidents conditions, causation, comparative traffic flows, road geometry, etc. by 
an experienced accident investigator would permit any comparative conclusion to be 
drawn, and this analysis has not been undertaken. The comparison is superficial and 
therefore must be discounted from the decision-making process of the Planning 
Authority, and the advice given to the Planning Authority by the Roads Authorities. 

53. (2.32) The use in the WPA report of the word “intractable” in relation to the 
resolution of traffic impact at Lochlands junction is misleading, as it characterises 
the issue as ‘stubborn, difficult or problematic’. The only difficulty in relation to this 
issue is the applicant’s own unwillingness to accept the fundamental and long-
established principle of transport planning and development policy. This principle is 
that a development that causes an adverse traffic impact on the road network must 
provide for the mitigation of that adverse impact. Numerous times in the course of 
this application the applicant’s transport studies have rejected the notion that the 
application should provide for the mitigation of its own traffic impact. For this 
reason alone the Council reasonably could refuse the application. 

54. (2.37) For the reasons set out in this letter, the conclusion of the West Port 
Appraisal report in relation to that junction, and the A90 Lochlands junctions, should 
not be accepted by the Planning Authority, or either the Local or Trunk Road 
Authority. Further *revised) studies are required to establish the matters in question. 

55. (2.41) Alternative routing - Reference is made in the WPA report Summary that an 
alternative route to points east of Forfar exists via the B9127. However, the report 
then discounts this route due to it being rural, and largely unlit, with the diversion 
route via Glamis Road through Forfar being of higher quality and the same length. 
The reference to the alternative rural route serves no purpose in the WPA report. 
Clarification should be provided as to the reason for its inclusion, or it should be 
removed. At the very least, new information should not be introduced in the 
Summary of the report, as there is no reference to the B9127 in the body of the 
report, in the section on diverted traffic. 

Angus Council – Roads response to WPA (16-9-22) 

56. Angus Council, Roads have reviewed the WPA. DBA have reviewed this response, and 
would comment as follows. 

57. It is important to note that Angus Council, Roads do not accept the WPA analysis as 
representing a sound basis on which to reach a conclusion on the traffic impact of 
the Westfield application. DBA endorse this view. The reasons stated by AC Roads 
are noted below, along with DBA’s comment on these reasons. 

1. The impact of the 450-house scenario should be demonstrated on the basis 
of pre-pandemic base traffic flows – DBA defer to the Council on the basis of 
background traffic information, HOWEVER, it is critical that the extant 
consented development at Orchardbank Business Park is included in any 
updated analysis of all relevant road network junctions. 

2. “The impacts on the local road network other than the A94 Glamis Road 
towards West Port traffic signals are not covered” – DBA have noted this 
point earlier in this letter. It is clear that AC Roads support the position that 
analysis of all relevant road network junctions must be carried out to 
properly established the traffic impact of (a) full development at Westfield; 
(b) the diversion effects of a banning of right turns at Lochlands, and (c) 
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this be carried out on the basis of suitable design year traffic flows, which 
DBA contend MUST include extant committed development within the 
Orchardbank Business Park. 

3. “Clarity about the number and location of vehicular and non-vehicular 
access points on Glamis Road, Westfield Loan and the connections and links 
across the site” – The UTA implies the formation of additional access points, 
and/or vehicular access that does not accord with Transport Scotland’s 
stated position with respect to the impact of development traffic on the 
A90 Lochlands junction. DBA endorse AC Roads’ position that clarity on this 
point is required, which must include demonstration that additional 
accesses can be delivered in engineering design terms without 
compromising (a) the road layout and road/pedestrian safety on Glamis 
Road, and (b) resulting in unacceptable and unmitigated traffic impact on 
the Lochlands junction in either the interim or ultimate development 
condition. 

4. “pre- and post-pandemic scenario testing should also be run taking account 
adding in [sic] the potential scale of development of the area of 
safeguarded land.” – DBA raise the same issue in this letter, namely that 
none of the traffic impact testing carried out to date, either in the original 
TA, the UTA of the WPA most recently submitted by the applicant, reflects 
the potential level of development. 

58. We interpret from the closing remarks in AC Roads’ email message that they would 
not support granting consenting to the application based on the analysis submitted 
to date, and DBA would endorse this position. 

 

In conclusion, it is clear that there are various issues that have not been adequately 
examined in the original or updated TA, or the West Post Appraisal, for this planning 
application, and that any consent granted without addressing these issues would not meet 
the requirements of the Angus LDP, or the Reporter’s decision in relation to the F4 
allocation. As a result, the applicant should be required to provide, address and/or 
mitigate: 
 
1) the actual, practical level of accessibility of all dwellings to bus services should be 

identified, including true walking distances to dwellings furthest from public transport 
services, and new bus stops provided on Glamis Road, on the development frontage; 

2) physical improvements to facilities for crossing of roads adjacent to the development 
site, namely Glamis Road, where new crossings are identified on the site layout plan, 
but no details provided, and Westfield Loan, where no meaningful measures are 
proposed; 

3) the low number of bus services adjacent to the site, and provide new bus stops to 
address substandard walking distances to suitable public transport services (existing 
bus services are not as presented in the UTA); 

4) the safety of proposed site access junctions, which are designed as priority cross-
roads, but provided with visibility standards for higher speeds that are not consistent 
with Designing Streets policy, and to address the clear conflict with commercial 
traffic at the site access on Glamis Road (Don & Low access immediately opposite); 

5) account must be taken of the sizeable committed extant development of Business, 
Industrial and Warehousing space within the Orchardbank Business Park, which has not 
been accounted for in either the UTA or the most recent West Port analysis based on 
450 units at Westfield Loan; 





  

 

 

 

Diagram 22123/1 – 20‐year Accident record (Source: Crashmap.co.uk, details should be confirmed with official record) 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 22123/2 – A926 Dundee Loan approach to A90 /A926 signals (Source: Google Streetview, not for publication) 

   



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 22123/3 – Illustration of Walking Distance from proposed development to Bus Stops 
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Our Ref: OM01 

Your Ref: 19/00707/FULM 

16 February 2023 

FAO: Ruari Kelly 
Angus Council 
Communities – Planning and Place 
County Buildings 
Market Street 
FORFAR 
DD3 3LG 

Dear Mr Kelly 

Representation on behalf of Don & Low Ltd to Planning Application Red: 19/00707/FULM 

Residential Development of 136 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular Access, 
Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure  

At: Field Opposite Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar 

We act on behalf of Don & Low Ltd who operate from a factory based industrial estate fronting 
the A94, Glamis Road, to the south west of Forfar. The above planning application site is located 
directly opposite their premises, to the south east. The application site is an Allocated Housing 
Site in the Angus LDP. 

On behalf of Don & Low we previously wrote to object to the application, as per our letter dated 
23 October 2019. The objection was on the basis that a deficient Noise Impact Assessment had 
been submitted as part of the application. It was our view that the failure by the applicant to 
properly assess noise impact on new residential properties from an existing industrial operation 
could cause complaints from future residents. The full details of our objection were contained 
within our objection of 2019, a copy of which is available on the planning portal. 

The main concern of our client is to ensure that any future residential property is not adversely 
affected by noise from their existing operation. In this respect, we wish to reiterate that following 
the original application submission in 2017, the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 introduces the 
‘agent of change’ principle, which is also now contained in national policy through the recently 
adopted National Planning Framework 4. We return to this below. 

A further revised submission was made in June 2023, which provided a revised layout and 
associated noise assessment which we considered more accurately represented the potential 
noise impact from our clients operation, allowing us to withdraw our objection, subject to 
appropriate conditions being placed on any decision. 

This representation is made in direct response to the further revised submission made by the 
applicant in January 2023. This submission makes changes to the proposed layout and mix 
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40 Torphichen Street 
Edinburgh  
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T: +44 131 255 8000 
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across the site, particularly along the northern boundary following further discussions with the 
planning authority. 

 

Revised Planning submission 

The revised planning application submission of January 2023 included an array of revised plans 
and supporting technical documents. To ensure that the revised layout continues to provide an 
appropriate level of amenity for future residents from a noise perspective, a revised Noise 
Impact Assessment (Ref: 1267 005 AH) was provided.  

To establish whether the further revised submission would pose a threat to our clients 
operation, our client appointed Paul Horsley Associates (PHA), an expert noise consultant, to 
review the further revised technical documentation due to our previous concerns that the 
original assessment did not fully address or provide sufficient mitigation in regards to protecting 
the residential amenity of the proposed residential development. PHA’s report is contained as an 
Appendix to this letter. 

The applicants updated Noise Assessment (Ref: 1267 005 AH) considered a variety of layout and 
design options across the site, with the PHA review adopting the same format as the updated 
Noise Impact Assessment. The PHA review found that the only appropriate option to ensure no 
adverse amenity impact on noise from the Don and Low operation would be the option for 
“Chalet style housing with pends” which was covered by section 8 of the applicants updated 
Noise Assessment. It is this option which has now been adopted by the applicant as their 
proposed development layout (Site Layout Plan – phase 1 ref 17.029.P.002). This includes 
properties with habitable rooms to the rear, facing into the application site, with non-habitable 
rooms facing onto Glamis Road to the north. These properties are demonstrated by a variety of 
submitted house type plans named 1223-LD,1122-LD and 768-B. 

On this bases, it is considered that the layout now proposed which includes the Chalet style 
housing (as indicated above) which front onto Glamis Road would not result in any adverse 
amenity from noise being had on these properties and is therefore acceptable to Don and Low. 

This is on the proviso that any planning permission granted for the scheme includes an 
appropriate mechanism to ensure that the house types are built as per the proposed 
development layout (Site Layout Plan – phase 1 ref 17.029.P.002) and that they are built as 
according to the internal layout shown on the submitted plans. 

Should such appropriate conditions be included if the Council are minded to approve the 
application, Don & Low would be able to remove their objection to the application. 

Agent of Change Principle. 

The Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 introduces the ‘agent of change’ principle at section 25, which is 
now national policy. In essence this puts the onus on developers of noise sensitive properties 
such as residential accommodation, to effectively deal with potentially problematic noise 
sources, rather than curtailing an existing noise. 
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The Act requires planning authorities to “take particular account of whether the development 
includes sufficient measures to mitigate, minimise or manage the effect of noise between the 
development and any existing…..businesses in the vicinity of the development”. 

Furthermore, the principle is now included within the recently adopted National Planning 
Framework 4 within policy 23 and 31. A definition is also explicitly provided within the glossary of 
the document. 

Applying the principle to these proposals, it is for the applicant to ensure that their proposed 
residential development is not adversely impacted from a noise perspective from an existing 
source of noise, in this case the Don & Low facility opposite the application site. 

We consider that based on the revised noise assessment completed by the applicant and the 
review by PHA, the way to achieve this on this scheme is through appropriate design mitigation. 
Therefore, a need for this design to be delivered should be established through the planning 
process, or by condition, is necessary in this case. 

Conclusions 

In light of the above comments, we are therefore writing to request that appropriate planning 
conditions as set out above are included should the planning application be approved, to ensure 
that the positive aspects of the proposal are not outweighed by the potential for significant 
impacts on our client’s operations. This would allow Don & Low’s objection to the proposal to 
be removed. 

I trust that this representation will therefore be considered during your determination of the 
application. 

We reserve our right to provide a further letter of representation (objection or otherwise) should 
further supporting information be submitted as part of this application. 

I hope that this letter has been helpful to set out our client’s position on the proposals and look 
forward to receiving recognition of receipt of this representation in due course. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss further. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Oli Munden MRTPI 
Associate 
+44 (0)7760 171617 
oliver.munden@avisonyoung.com 
For and on behalf of Avison Young (UK) Limited 
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1.0 Agent 

Avison Young 

40 Torphichen Street 

Edinburgh 

EH3 8JB 

 

2.0 Proposed Development Site 

Land to the south of Glamis Road (A94), Forfar. 

 

3.0 Brief 

Provide a review of the revised Noise Impact Assessment report completed by CSP Acoustics, reference 

No 1267 005 AH dated 9th December 2022, in support of the proposed residential development to the 

south of Glamis Road, Forfar with respect to the existing industrial estate positioned directly north of 

Glamis Road. 

 

Advise on the validity of the report’s content, assessment methodology and conclusions. 

 

Provide further advice relating to the impact and potential restrictions the proposed development may 

have on the existing and future operations and activities of the Don & Low Ltd Industrial Estate. 
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4.0 CSP Acoustics Noise Impact Assessment Report Review 

The following is assessment review of the revised CSP Acoustics Noise Impact Assessment report, 

reference 1267 005 AH, completed in support of the proposed residential development by Muir Homes Ltd 

on Land to the south of Glamis Road. 

 

The original monitoring was completed on 19th and 20th March 2018 and included road traffic, ambient 

and industrial noise surveys. Additional surveys were completed on 26th – 27 February 2020 and 19th 

March 2020. 

 

The report is set out in 9 No section headings, with accompanying Appendices, as noted below: - 

 

Each section will be analysed, and our comments provided with respect to the contents. 

 

4.1 Section 1.0 Introduction 

The introduction lays out the structure of the report that follows and indicates the amendments made to 

the original site layout from those appearing within the original 2019 report.  

 

The introduction also explains the dialogue that has taken place between the local authority and the 

developer to steer the direction of the report and its contents with respect to acceptable assessment 

scenarios to be investigated. 

 

This is a standard format introduction, and we have no further comments. 
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4.2 Section 2.0 Summary 

The summary provides an overview of the noise assessment completed and the conclusions drawn from 

the report. It indicates that additional noise monitoring was completed pre-pandemic and states that these 

values will still be relevant, post-pandemic. 

 

The summary section is concise providing an overview of the surveys conducted and provides details of 

the 4 No assessment scenarios considered within the specific report, 3 No of which are supplementary to 

those included within the previous March 2022 report. 

 

This section has altered from the original providing an overview of the 4 No assessment scenarios with an 

indication that the final scenario considered of using chalet-style housing as a form of barrier will result in  

‘…slight exceedances over night-time background noise levels for the industrial noise assessment.’ It goes 

on to explain that ‘These exceedances are understood to be an acceptable deviance’ and the proposed 

development is deemed acceptable for ‘all relevant noise source’. 

 

Since the mention of exceedances on site are due to night-time industrial sources, this will be specifically 

investigated within the relevant section below and commented upon therein. 

 

We have no further comments relating to the summary section. 

 

4.3 Section 3.0 Assessment Framework and Criteria 

This section provides details of the Planning Policy relevant to the development of residential premises in 

Scotland. These include PAN 1/2011: Planning Advice Note (PAN) with accompanying Technical Advice 

Note (TAN). It provides 2 No tables setting out the criteria for assessing noise with respect to magnitude 

of noise impact and level of significance. Both these tables indicate receptor sensitivities to noise in the 

built environment. 

 

The section also provides details on Standards and Guidance for assessing noise, including reference to 

BS8233:2014, WHO guidelines with a rewording of the guidance recommendations relating to LAmax dB 

noise ingress, and BS4142:2014 +A1:2019. All these are relevant to the assessment of noise with respect 

to residential developments. 

 

Additionally, Angus Council had been approached for their advice relating to limiting noise levels for the 

proposed residential development and Mr Ian Graham, Environmental Health Officer, provided internal 

noise limits to be achieved, with a specific assessment value for slightly open windows of 15 dB reduction 
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as accepted British Standard value of 15 dB. This now aligns the Angus Council requirements with the 

accepted British Standard value, which they opposed previously and recommended a lower ingress 

reduction of -13 dB. 

 

The assessment frameworks and criteria considered within the report are acceptable with respect to the 

proposed development. The use of these criteria in the noise impact assessment of the local environment 

should account for the noise levels present, including existing industrial noise. 

 

This section has not significantly altered from the previous issue and as such we have no further comments 

relating to the summary section. 

 

4.4 Section 4.0 Survey 

The survey section provides details of the actual noise assessment completed for the development, 

detailing the 13 No positions and times the works were completed. 

 

The traffic assessment was completed during the daytime of 19th March 2019 between 14.00 and 17.00 

hours. It is noted that these values are relevant irrespective of the passage of time. Since no major 

changes to the road network or significant development have taken place, we agree with this statement. 

 

The original industrial noise assessment was completed on 20th March 2019 at night between 01.00 and 

03.00 hours, as detailed in 4.05 of the report. Any passing traffic movements were noted as being paused 

out of the results, thereby, the results relate only to industrial sources. 

 

It is also noted within 4.04 that additional more detailed measurements were completed on 26th and 27th 

February 2020. These updated noise monitoring sessions included relevant noise sources attributable to 

the site activities and operations of the Don & Low Ltd, which were not included within the original report. 

The noise monitoring was completed at representative positions to account for the Don & Low Ltd activities 

and Tables 5 to account for the industrial noise levels associated with the Don & Low Ltd activities for 

both daytime and nighttime period, which was not present within the original report. 

 

Other than minor explanatory changes to the dialogue there are no changes to this section from the 

previous issue, therefore we have no additional comments to make to Section 4 content. 
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4.5 Section 5.0  Assessment Types 

This is a new section introduced for this report. 

 

The section provides individual explanations of the assessment methodology for the various source types 

considered, in this case road traffic and industrial noise. It goes on the state how the cumulative effect of 

these sources is modelled using proprietary noise prediction software, CadnA® and ISO 9613. It also 

determines the agreed upper limit of 55dB LAeq,T for outdoor amenity areas of the site. 

 

The section removes the assessment details included within the previous issue which are moved to Section 

6 of the new report. 

 

In essence Section 5 is now a contents page for the assessment considerations that follow. 

 

This section provides adequate information and is acceptable therefore we have no further comments. 

 

4.6 Section 6.0  Bund and Barrier 

This section is a new introduction within this report which did not exist in the previous issue. 

 

The main element of this new section is for the assessment of the northern site boundary facing onto 

Glamis Road and ultimately Don and Low Ltd.’s industrial site with the formation of an earth bund with 

acoustic fence topping to act as mitigation for the development. 

 

The section now collates the results of the 16th March 2022 report’s assessments of road traffic, industrial 

noise, cumulative noise impact, outdoor amenity, and mitigation, which were previously entitled Sections 

5 to 9 respectively, and presents them together under separate highlighted headings.  

 

There is no change to the details included for the sub-section Road Traffic Noise Assessment from the 

previous Section 5 information, now included in 6.01 to 6.04.  

 

Other than a reduced explanation of the Don and Low Ltd operations, the Industrial Noise Assessment is 

replicated here from the previous reports Section 6 with no changes. 

 

The Cumulative Noise Assessment, Outdoor Amenity Assessment and Mitigation elements of the report 

are both direct copies from Sections 7, 8 and 9 respectively of the previous report with only minor text 

omissions. 
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This specific section has not provided any additional information that was not included previously and still 

indicates that industrial noise produced by Don and Low Ltd will still indicate a significant adverse impact 

due to industrial noise levels, as noted in Table 20, with the mitigation method installed. 

 

The recommendation concluded within 6.14 is that windows along the northern elevation of the proposed 

development should consider a strategy of closed windows along this elevation to mitigate against the 

industrial noise intrusion. 

 

4.7 Section 7.0  Distance from Glamis Road 

This is a new section within the revised report and assesses the required distance from Glamis Road that 

would be necessary to allow development without the need for closed windows as a means of mitigation 

and the need for alternative ventilation methods. 

 

A cumulative assessment of both road traffic and industrial noise sources has been presented and a 

distance of approximately 260m away from Glamis Road determined as required for development allowing 

opening a window for ventilation, which is noted as preclusive for the site. 

 

Since a closed window for industrial noise sources is not allowed, following discussions with Angus Council, 

the section considers the minimum distance allowed for development to allow opening a window for 

ventilation purposes. The results indicate that a distance of 170m is required, again, classified as an 

inefficient use of the available land. 

 

The distance from source to development method of mitigation has concluded that it is not an efficient 

use of the available land and was not explored further by CSP Acoustics. 

 

This section provides adequate information and is acceptable and we have no further comments. 

 

4.8 Section 8.0 Chalet Style Housing with Pends to Form Barrier along Glamis Road 

This section provides a novel approach to the use of the development as the noise barrier for the remaining 

areas of the site to mitigate against noise source. 

 

The proposal is to construct ‘acoustically adapted chalet-style housing with pends to form a continuous 

‘barrier’ along the worst affected areas for noise’.  
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This method would make use of the dwellings design to form the acoustic barrier itself. It is achieved by 

designing the internal layout such that there are no habitable rooms facing towards the noise sources, 

with all habitable rooms located on the opposite side of the property, thus providing the screening 

required. 

 

A typical design is provided for reference, reproduced here for information. 

 

Figure 16: Proposed Chalet-Style Housing Elevation 

 

CSP Acoustics ran initial modelling and indicated that the initial proposal site layout would not provide 

adequate mitigation and recommended minor alterations to 5 No plots, with a 6th plot requiring a 3m high 

acoustic boundary fence. 

 

The revised site layout is provided below for reference. 
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A Road Traffic Noise Assessment was then completed by CSP Acoustics, which provides numeric and 

pictorial results for the worst-case positioned dwellings. The resulting values are then compared against 

trigger noise levels used within TAN to PAN 1/2011 guidance. The results appearing in Table 25: TAN to 

PAN1/2011 Assessment, provided below for reference, indicate that the internal noise levels inside the 

habitable spaces of the dwellings will be met. This is caveated with the proviso that all habitable room 

windows are only located on the rear of the likely exposed buildings. 

 

The main element of Section 8, likely to impact on Don and Low Ltd, is covered within the Industrial Noise 

Assessment, 8.10 to 8.22, of the CSP Acoustics report. 

 

The Industrial Noise Assessment commences with a BS4142 assessment of the noise associated with the 

Don and Low Ltd noise output when considered at the most affected dwellings. This makes use of the 

noise contour maps at 1.5m above ground and predicts a 1-2 dB above night-time background rating level 

and is presented within Table 26 of the report. 

 

This assessment approach is deemed appropriate for industrial noise sources, and the results appear to 

be in keeping with expectations.  

 

The BS4142 rating has provided acoustic character corrections for the industrial noise output, including 

Impulsivity (+3 dB), however, it states that there is no Tonal Content to the sound output from the site, 

applying a +0 dB Correction to the calculation. Within the Table 26 notes it states, (1) No tonal component 

apparent in the site measurement, however, there are no frequency analysis tables provided of the site 

monitoring to allow verification of this claim. Whilst BS4142 leaves interpretation of the source tonality to 

the assessor with respect to correction application, it is specific as to what constitutes a tonal sound 

output. It would have been useful if CSP Acoustics had provided some actual verification of their claims 

for evaluation. 

 

Whilst the BS4142 rating values are positive, 1-2 dB, they are low and not likely to result in adverse impact, 

and we agree with the assertions made within the report. 
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The report continues to place the results in context, as per BS4142 allowance, and states that the 

background level used in the above assessment is in isolation of both traffic and industrial noise sources. 

In reality, this will not be the case because, ‘it should be reminded that background noise levels will also 

be greater at the plots used in the assessment due to their proximity to the road.’, and as such will result 

in a higher background, ‘when only industrial sources are removed for the assessment.’ This statement is 

a correct interpretation of the area’s context and agree with this approach. 

 

Table 27 provide details of further assessment results using a comparison of absolute noise levels with 

predicted rating levels and indicates negligible significance with negative value ratings. 

 

Similarly, an assessment of the TAN to PAN 1/2011 methodology has been presented. This method 

provides an assessment of the Don and Low Ltd noise output at the plots against potential Trigger Noise 

Level values. The assessments again indicate negative value results for both daytime and night-time 

periods indicating no change and neutral significance of impact. Again, this approach is acceptable and 

the results encouraging with respect to acceptability of the development from resulting in adverse impact 

from the incumbent residents to Don and Low Ltd noise output. 

 

The Section continues with a Cumulative Assessment of the worst-affected dwellings to both Glamis Road 

and Don and Low Ltd. Table 29 presents the results for day and night-time periods. The results are then 

used to provide a TAN to PAN 1/2011 assessment, as presented in Table 30. The conclusion from the 

assessment is that there will be a low adverse impact and goes on the state that ‘…it is shown that 

industrial noise does have an affect on overall noise levels on site, but road traffic noise is still the dominant 

noise source, especially during the day.’  Based upon the evidence presented there is no reason to dispute 

the CSP Acoustics conclusions. 

 

The Outdoor Amenity element is discussed and indicted that noise falls below the guidance limits with only 

minor mitigation for certain plots in the form of fencing. We have no comment relating to this element as 

the evidence is acceptable. 

 

Based upon the assessments presented within this section, should the development be commenced, using 

the Chalet-Style housing acting as an acoustic barrier, through specific housing design, it would appear 

that the present and future activities of Don and Low Ltd should be protected. This design method will 

provide the necessary amenity for the incumbent residents to ensure that there is no adverse impact or 

complaints relating to industrial noise sources. 
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4.9 Section 9.0 Conclusions 

The conclusions of the report provide an overview of the methodology and survey completed and agreed 

with Angus Council, siting CTRN for traffic noise and BS4142:2014+A1:2019. 

 

The conclusions indicate that the noise data gathered has been used to generate CadnA® noise maps for 

the proposed site. 

 

The outcome of the computer mapping exercise has been used to provide assessments of the 4 No 

scenarios for the development site, including. 

• Barrier and Bund: where mitigation in the form of alternative ventilation is required for the site. 

• Distance from Glamis Road: not considered a viable option. 

• Houses Fronting Glamis Road Utilising Closed Windows: unacceptable to Angus Council, therefore, 

dismissed. 

• Chalet Style Housing with Garage Pends to Form Barrier along Glamis Road: with layout changes 

this option is deemed viable with only minor exceedances for night-time industrial noise but within 

acceptable deviance and low adverse impact. 

 

This conclusion is a confirmation that noise is likely to be an issue with respect to an adverse impact on 

the proposed residential development at this specific site for various scenarios, however, with the 

mitigation design measures proposed both the internal and external amenity of the incumbent residents 

can be preserved against the Don and Low Ltd industrial noise sources. 
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5.0 Report Review Conclusions 

The CSP Acoustics revised report reference 1267 005 AH, dated 9th December 2022, has provided baseline 

noise assessments in support of a proposed residential development on land to the south of Glamis Road, 

along with 4 No assessment scenarios, applicable for the site development for residential housing 

purposes. 

 

Don & Low Ltd, an industrial premises is located on the northern side of Glamis Road, directly opposite 

the proposed development site. 

 

The proposed development site is currently open fields used for growing crops. 

 

The CSP Acoustics report has now considered traffic noise and industrial noise in isolation of each other 

and cumulatively.  

 

The revised report includes for extensive consideration of the Don & Low Ltd noise sources for both day 

and nighttime periods. 

 

The data gathered has been presented as broad band single figure values. Whilst this provides a specific 

noise level for the area, it still does not indicate the qualitative content of the sound, a full octave centre 

band frequency analysis of the noise climate would be required to determine this. A full sound spectrum 

would also allow for mitigation measures to be considered accordingly. 

 

The 4 No assessment scenarios and their conclusions are noted below. 

• Barrier and Bund: This scenario is a compilation of chapters taken from the previous CSP Acoustics 

report, reference 1267 004. The conclusions, with respect to the site are the same, in that, the 

industrial noise will be excessive and opening a window along the northern elevation facing the 

Don and Low Ltd premises is not possible and some form of alternative ventilation is required for 

the site. This method of providing mitigation for the relevant premises has been deemed 

unacceptable to Angus Council, therefore, dismissed. 

• Distance from Glamis Road: using distance from the source as a method of mitigation places the 

premises at least 170m from the Glamis Road for industrial noise sources alone and as such not 

considered a viable option or efficient use of the land. Again, this option has been dismissed. 

• Houses Fronting Glamis Road Utilising Closed Windows: The use of closed windows facing Glamis 

Road has been deemed unacceptable to Angus Council for industrial noise sources, therefore, 

dismissed. 
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• Chalet Style Housing with Garage Pends to Form Barrier along Glamis Road: The use of 

appropriately designed housing with the concept including acoustic noise ingress considerations 

and minor layout changes. This option is the only one deemed viable for utilising the land for 

residential development, with only limited exceedances assessed for night-time industrial noise, 

however, these values are classified within acceptable deviance and low adverse impact. 

 

The report indicates that the redesign proposed by the developer Muir Homes, including for Chalet-Style 

housing could overcome the previous loss of amenity and potential adverse impact for the residents with 

respect to industrial noise sources.  

 

The report has now addressed the noise exposure along the northern elevation of the proposed 

development site satisfactorily for both traffic and industrial units noise output when considered at the 

residential premises.  

 

The noise impact assessment completed by CSP Acoustics has now provided additional information 

indicating the necessary evidence of the current noise climate in the vicinity of the northern elevation of 

the proposed development site.  

 

If the development progresses, the industrial activities and their current noise output have now been 

considered and should no longer result in loss of amenity for the incumbent residents in the future and 

should not produce adverse reaction to the noise.  

 

This conclusion should give the necessary assurances to the industrial premises that complaints relating 

to noise should not result in action being taken by the local authorities against the industrial premises, 

should the development proceed, based upon the recommended redesign of the development and 

mitigation measures proposed for the site, and the due process of the planning condition procedures 

available.  

 

 

 

 

 













-----Original Message-----
From: enquiries@elite-homes-tayside.co.uk <enquiries@elite-homes-tayside.co.uk>
Sent: 06 April 2023 13:05
To: Ruari Kelly <KellyR@angus.gov.uk>
Subject: 19/00707/FULM | Residential Development of 159 Dwellinghouses including Formation of Vehicular 
Access, Access Roads, Open Space, Landscaping, SUDS and Associated Infrastructure | Field Opposite 
Westfield Drive Westfield Loan Forfar

Dear Mr Kelly ,

We refer to the above-mentioned application and to the various responses recently received from various 
statutory consultees, specifically the
following:

• Landscape Services (28/2/23)- Confirms the location and size of the
play area is unacceptable.  Further concerns are highlighted in relation to the integration of the Scheduled
Ancient Monuments into the development along with various further detailed design matters. Please refer to our
earlier comments within our letter of 1st February 2023 which sets out our detailed concerns with regard to
open space, design and layout. It is apparent that the outstanding issues will require a total redesign of the
proposed layout in order to accommodate the necessary open space in an appropriate, safe and connected
location while providing a scheme which adheres to the guidance contained in Angus Council’s Supplementary
Guidance on Design Quality and Placemaking.

• EHO- Noise (6/3/23) - various technical issues are highlighted
regarding the updated Noise Impact Assessment. Please refer to our detailed comments contained in previous
correspondence dated 1st February 2023 and associated letter from Vibrock dated 10th January 2023.

• EHO - Contaminated Land (6/3/23) - acknowledgement that anthrax is
present in the area of the proposed development.  The consultee response confirms that there is no certainty on
the location of the burial sites or the condition of the infected animal remains.  This is an issue which Elite
Homes have highlighted for over 20 years, most recently in our letter dated 19th December 2022.  It is essential
for the health and safety of the community that this matter is fully understood, and the necessary safeguards are
put in place.  As we have suggested previously in our letter dated 19th December 2019, and in line with UK
Planning Circular, 2/2015, the standard cordon sanitaire around an intensive livestock operation, slurry or
sewage store is 400m and is to protect against odour but also airborne disease, we would suggest a similar
buffer would be appropriate to protect public health at Westfield.

• Angus Council Roads Service (6/3/23) - confirms that the most recent
Transport Assessments are insufficient due to several technical matters, in addition and fundamentally, all TA
documents to date have failed to consider the considerable committed development at Orchardbank Business
Park.  Please refer to our detailed comments in letter dated 1st February 2023 with associated letter from DBA
dated 30th January 2023 and further letter from DBA dated 21st February 2023.

Considering all of the above it is clear that significant and material changes are required to the development 
layout before it can be considered acceptable.  Further, additional supporting information is required after 
which all necessary statutory consultees, including Transport Scotland, must be renotified.

We would like to bring the following facts to the attention of the council:

1. The applicant has been aware of all these issues and constraints for over 7 years since the initial allocation 
of the Westfield site.
2. The application has been pending for over 3 ½ years, and in spite of receiving very helpful advice from 
Angus Council, the applicants are no nearer an acceptable development layout.
3. The consultee responses to the application confirm the clear need for a masterplanned solution in line with 
Policy F4 Housing Westfield of the Angus Local Development Plan. Without such an approach it is clear the 
Westfield site is constrained and cannot come forward.



The very real concern is that this obviously constrained site is having a detrimental impact on the effective
housing land supply within the West Angus HMA, resulting in a worsening housing shortage.  Angus Council
have a duty to ensure fully effective sites are available.

Therefore, we would submit that at this time Angus Council should seek the withdrawal of the application or
alternatively the application should be considered at the next available Development Standards Committee with
a recommendation for refusal given the outstanding concerns raised by statutory consultees.

Kind regards,

Elite Homes (Tayside) Limited
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